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Foreword
The NationalAeronauticsand SpaceAdministration(NASA),WallopsFlightCenter
participatedin the flighttestingoperationsof the NASA/AR_ Rotor SystemsResearch
Aircraft(RSRA)project. Flighttestingbegan at Wallopsin July 1977 and scheduled
to terminateupon acceptanceof the aircraftin August1979.
This publicationis basedupon the set of computerprogramsdesignedto meet the
24 hour dataprocessingrequirementfor "quickioo_'analysis. The entireset of pro-
gramshave been designedunderone softwaresystemcalledEASE (EarlyAnalysisSystem
Evaluation).This systemcan be adaptedto similarhelicopterprojectsrequiring
"quickIoo_'informationon helicopterperformance.The basic structureof the EASE
systemis the designof the Raw Data File. Hence,modificationsof projectrequire-
ments based upon the methodof inputor outputto the Raw Data File can be easilyin-
corporatedinto the EASE system.
The EASE systemwas successfullydesignedwith the aid of Mr. Ken Lewis of
SikorskyAircraftand Mr. Jon Striplingof NASA,WallopsFlightCenter. Individual
softwarecontributionsto the EASE systemwere performedby Mr. Terry D. Sommers,
and Mr. David L. Davis,and Mr. DonaldWoodwardof the ComputerApplicationsSection,
NASA WallopsFlightCenter;Mrs. JeannetteWessells,Mr. Tom Taylor,Mr. Joseph
Lapierre,Mr. Gus Dovi,and _. LeslieBrimerof ComputerScienceCorporation.
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PROCESSING OF ON-BOARD RECORDED
DATA FOR QUICK ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT PERFOPZf_NCE
Norman H. bifchaud
NASA Wallops Flight Center
INTRODUCTION
The Early Analysis System Evaluation (EASE) is a collection of independent software
programs designed to provide an overview of flight performance within twenty-four hours.
Because of the short time frame for processing flight data, this system does not provide
detailed analysis of flight performance. However, sufficient information is available
for such analysis. There are twelve major tasks that compose the EASE software system.
These are:
(I) SETUP reads the information necessary to process data for a particular flight
operation. These data are then stored on a random file for access and updating by other
tasks in the software system.
(2) SCAN reads the digitized data tapes, performs minor editing, stores the data in
the raw data file and computes the statistics in raw units.
(3) RDFRD is a set of subroutinesused by the remaining tasks in accessing data and
statistics from the raw data file.
(4) ABTASK computes the linear coefficients for the data based upon known laboratory
measurements and pre-flight and post-flight calibrations.
(5) STATPRINT provides a formatted listing by sensor of the computed statistics from
either the SCAN or DPTASK programs. Data can be represented either in raw units or
engineering units.
(6) DPTASK derives certain information from the aircraft's instrumenteddata. These
parameters, such as airspeed, are computed as a function of specific instrumented data.
Such information is computed, then stored on the raw data file along with its statistics.
(7) DATASK provides a different formatted listing of the statistical data than the
STATPRINT task. Up to 18 different sensors are grouped on an output listing in column
format for comparative analysis.
(8) CYCLE COUNTS of certain data indicating aircraft stress points. By comparing a
known stress point concern level value to the flight data, an output listing is generated
by this task to indicate the number of data points exceeding 75 percent of this level in
25 percent incremental intervals.
(9) TIME HISTORY is a plotting routine of the data in engineering units versus time.
Up to twelve different sensors can be plotted on one plot page.
(i0) HARMONIC ANALYSIS computes the harmonic coefficients on sensor data for given
flight maneuvers. The first ten coefficients for both the sine and cosine terms are
computed as well as the resultant coefficients and the associat_l phase angles.
(II) UPCGEN maintains a catalogue of sensor identificationsthat are used by various
tasks for titling the data on output listings. Data is referenced initially by mnemonic
names through the SETUP task. These mnemonics are used to identify the information
contained in the Universal Parameter Catalogue (UPC) file.
(12) TPD_ and TABLE PRINT perform utility functions for the EASE software. TPDMP
provides a selected dump of the magnetic tape digitized by the EMR 6130 computer system.
TABLE PRINT provides a listing of the current contents of the Table File portion of the
Raw Data File.
During flight operations, data is being recorded only during experimental maneuvers.
The system requires the data to be identified and processed by eQch maneuver of the
flight. A d.c. signal is recorded during flight operations which determines the stream
of data being recorded for a given flight maneuver. When this signal, called the run
tone, is "on" the information contained on the data tapes is valid experimental data for
a given flight maneuver. A run tone "off" conditiom indicates the termination of data
gathering for that maneuver. Using this recorded run tone signal, each burst of data
represents the information recorded for one flight maneuver.
Processing of the flight data through the EASE system groups the data by the identi-
fied flight maneuvers and calculates statistics for each flight maneuver. The data and
statistics are stored on the raw data files (RDF). These files are classified as random
files so that specified portions of the flight data are quickly ar_cessible.
The data are initially recorded in analog form in two different modes: pulse coded
modulation (PCM), and frequency modulation (FM). Different processing techniques are
applied to the PCM and FM recorded data. PCM data is digitized at a fixed time sampling
rate. The FM data is first processed through a peak stress analyzer. This step in the
processing system is a hardware function that samples a channel of F_ data at a sample
rate based upon the revolution of the helicopter's main rotor or tail rotor. A sampling
rate of five samples per main rotor revolution will produce five data samples for one
360 degree revolution of the main rotor.
A channel of data input to the peak stress analyzer produces two channels of output
data. One channel contains the peak or maxin_m values of the input signal while the
other channel contains the valley or minimum values. The peak stress analyzer used for
the project can process up to twenty input channels of data at one time producing a total
of forty channels of data -- twenty peak charmels and twenty valley channels. These
output channels of the peak stress analyzer are then digitized.
Because of the hardware limitation of twenty data channels available on the peak
stress analyzer and the fact that data processing requirements dictate different main
and tail rotor sanmling rates for different types of data, data digitization must be
performed in multiple passes of the data. Selected channels of data are processed to-
gether through the peak stress analyzer at a given sampling rate and digitized from
beginning to end of the flight. This is defined as a pass of data. A second grouping of
data channels is similarly processed, yielding a second pass of data. This continues
until all possible FM data configurations have been processed through the peak stress
analyzer.
The digitization process of the flight data therefore produces two types of digital
data on 9-track magnetic tape. Both types of data not only use different processing
techniques, but also produce two different types of formats. These formats are defined
in the SCAN routine. The EASE system accepts both the PCH and F_Idata for processing.
All the information including the digitized data and computed statistics is main-
tained on the Raw Data File (RDF) for each flight. The RDF is a set of random physical
files that contain all the necessary flight information. There are four basic file
configurations established for the EASE system: the Table File, the Statistics File, the
Data Files, and the Universal Parameter Catalogue (UPC) File. The UPC File is a common
file used by every flight in the project while the other three are uniquely built for
each flight. The Table File is initially built by the SETUP routine. It is a random
file assigned to file code 07. The entire file is 42 logical records in length with
each record fixed at 500 words. The SETUP routine documentation provides a detailed
description of the Table File.
The Statistics File comtains the statistics in raw (machine count) units for each
sensor and computed for e_ch flight maneuver. The file is a random file with each
logical record having a fixed length of 400 words. This file is built by the SCAN
routine onto file code 09 as it read_ and stores the digitized data.
The configuration of the Statistics File conforms to the pass and flight maneuver
constraint definition of the system. These constraints are defined so that data for no
more than 40 sensors is to be grouped together for flight processing during one pass.
The flight being processed can have no more than I00 defined flight maneuvers. Using
these constraints, the positioning of data on the Statistical File can be defined.
Each sensor is assigned by the SETUP routine to a particuIar pass and to one of
the 40 sensor positions of the pass. Each pass is numbered from 1 to 20 and the assigned
position of the sensors in each pass is mumbered from 1 to 40. The flight maneuvers are
also assigned numerical values (called rvm numbers) from 1 to I00 by the SETUP routine.
The statistical data is randomly stored based upon this indexing scheme. The record
address is a function of the pass number and run number. It is defined as:
I00_(IPASS-I)+IRUN,
where IPASS is the pass number and IRUN is the run number.
There are I0 data words assigned for the statistical elements for each sensor. Since
there is a maximum of 40 sensors per pass, each data record contains the statistics
computed for each flight maneuver for a given pass. The defined position of each sensor
through the SETUP routine determines which set of I0 data words contains the statistics
for a given sensor. A set of statistics is found by the formula:
I0_(IELEM-I)+IPOS,
where IELEM is the assigned element number of the sensor through the SETUP routine and
IPOS is an indexed value from 1 to I0 for each statistical element for that sensor. The
statistics stored within the I0 words index by IPOS are:
(I) the maximum value,
(2) the corresponding vibratory component of peak stressed F_ data at the time of
maximum steady value or the corresponding steady value at the time of maximum vibratory,
(3) the minimum value,
(4) the corresponding vibratory or steady component at the time of minimum steady or
vibratory value, respectively,
(S) the average value,
(6) the standard deviation,
(7) the 95 percentile value for the vibratory FM data only,
C8) the total number of points processed for this maneuver,
(9) the total number of error points for the maneuver, and
_i0) a 6-character error code status word. Characters I, 2, and 3 are not used;
character 4 non-zero value signals errors due to loss of synchronization;character 5
non-zero value signals over full scale data error; and character 6 non-zero value signals
data parity error. A detailed description of the computation of these statistics and
their meanings is given under the SCAN task.
The data file is also configured as random with each pass of data being assigned to
one physical file. The file code for each data file is assigned a number that is i0 plus
the assigned pass number. For example, the data file for pass S is assigned to file code
15.
The physical size of a record within these files are 640-words in length. The
records are blocked by flight maneuvers. That is, whether or not a complete record is
filled with data, a new record is begun with a change in flight maneuver. The configura-
tion of the 640-word data file record is of two types: one type of configuration for
data being processed and recorded through the SCAN routine, and the other for data being
processed and recorded through the DPTASK routine. In either type, data is grouped into
a frameof datawith multipleframeswithinthe 640-wordrecord. A frameof data is
definedas an arrayof data sampledor derivedat a giventime for all sensorsdescribed
for a givenpass. That is, the sensorgroupingdescribedthroughthe SETUProutinefor
a givenpass determinesthe array configurationfor a frameof data. In both typesof
data configuration,the firsttwo words of the data recordcontainthe run numberassign-
ed to the flightmaneuverand the numberof framesof data that are storedon this record.
For the dataprocessedthroughthe SCAN routine,Ii datawords are used for a
frameof data. The firstword of each frame is the recordedtime in millisecondsfor the
data samplesbeing recorded. Sincethe data being scannedhas only a 9-bitaccuracy,four
data samplesare packedinto one 36-bitdata word. Hence,ten words contain40 samples
of data. A maximumof 58 framesof data can be recordedintoone 640-wordrecord.
The derivedparameterdata,however,is calculatedin engineeringunitsand requires
a full dataword for each sample. There are, therefore,41 datawords requiredfor a
frameof derivedparameter-- the firstword being the time tag and the next 40 beingthe
data samples. Fifteensuch data framescan be recordedon a 640-wordrecord.
The EASE softwaresystempackageis flexiblein itsmode of operation. The distinct
tasks thatare requiredfor a particularoperationare executedas separateactivitiesin
the orderthat they are required. The normalflowof processingis firstto definethe
data configurationfor flightand sensordata constantsthroughthe SETUProutine;
secondto read the flightdata and computetheirstatisticsthroughthe SCAN routine;
thirdto computethe engineeringunit conversionfactorsthroughthe ABTASKroutine;
fourthto computethe derivedparametersthroughthe DPTASKroutine;and fifthto
providethe requestedoutputdatathroughthe STATPRINT,DATASK,CYCLECOUNT,and TI}_E
HISTORYplot routines. However,eitherbecauseof the lack of completeinformationor
becauseof data errors,this no_ml flowof EASE activitiesmay have to be altered.
These circumstancesmust be investigatedby the systemuser when preparinga run for
processing. Figure1 givesa visualdescriptionof the EASE digitalprocessingscheme.
Each task requiresa specificcard inputsetupthat can be classifiedintothree
categories:firstis the programdeck with its associatedjob controlcards;secondis
the job controlcards for the file configuration;and third is the data cardsrequiredfor
flightparameters.
The deck setupfor the computerprogramand its associatedjob controllanguageis
the standardconfigurationfor the computersystembeing used. The job controlcardsfor
the data file configurationis also a functionof the requirementsfor the computer
system'sfile descriptionrequirements.The softwarerequiresspecificfile codes for
each data file and expectsthe filesto be configuredin a randommode. The description
of thesefilesto the computer'soperatingsystemis dictatedby the particularcomputer
file descriptionrequirement.AppendixA summarizesthe job controllanguagerequiredto
executeeachprogramon the Honeywell600 computersystem. The remainderof this section
describesthe use of each task in the EASE systemalongwith their data carddescriptions.
SETUP
The purpose of the SETUP routine is to build the Table File. The Table File is
used to describe the Data File format and flight parameters for a given flight. There are
five tables that are defined within the Table File. These are the Header Table, the Pass
Table, the Sensor Table, the Calrun Table, and the Event Table. These tables are built
through card input.
The format of the Table File is defined as a random file consisting of a total of
42 physical records. Each record is pre-defined as a particular type of table. The
structure of the Table File is described in figure 2. The SETUP routine initially builds
these files through card input.
This task is designed for interactionwith an input card deck for properly trans-
ferring the table information into the respective record areas of the Table File. Co_-
nication with the program is primarily performed by using unique two-character codes in
columns one and two of the input card deck. The necessary communication required by the
program is divided into three major categories. The first category is called the "LI"
level of input. This level of input informs the software to begin processing in either
an initialize or update mode and to terminate processing. These cards must be the first
and last cards of the input data deck setup. The second category, called the "L2" level
of input, informs the software that the following data cards in the deck setup contain
the data values for a particular table. All data cards following an "L2" level card up
to the next "L2" level card or the final "LI" level card contain the data values for the
table specified by the leading "L2" card. The detailed entries for each table form the
third category of data.
The order of input for the Header Table and the Event Table is unimportant. However_
the information for the Pass Tables is located on an "L2" level card that precedes the
Sensor Table data for that named pass. Also, the Calrun Table data indicates which events
contain pre- and post-calibration data for a named sensor. The program requires that the
Sensor Table be present in order to cross-reference the _¢o tables.
The "LI" level cards used in the SETUP routine are described in figure 3. The option
name specified on the first card informs the program that the execution of this task is
either to initialize the Table File or update the current Table File with the input data
cards. The update option assumes that only those input cards present require value
changes in the current data file. There are a few remarks that must be stated for proper
execution of this program in the update mode:
(I) If the value of only one data field is to be modified,all informationthat is
specifiedfor that card imagemust be present. The SETUP routinereadsa card imageand
willmodify each datavalue that is expectedon that data card.
(2)Becauseof the interrelationshipof the Pass Tables,SensorTables,and Calrun
Tables,any modificationto a given Pass Tableor to any one sensorreferencedto a given
pass requiresthat the Pass Table,all sensorsreferencedto thatpass and the Calrun
Tablesmust be includedin the deck setup.
(3)A modificationto the CalrunTablesdo not requirethe inclusionof the Pass or
SensorTable data. However,the entireset of CalrunTabledata cardsmust be included
for one changein the CalrunTable setup.
One additionalremarkthat pertainsto the executionof this task in eitherthe
initializeor updatemode is that the CalrunTablesmust be placedafterthe Pass and
SensorTabledata cards.
The HeaderTable consistsof four data cards preceded by an "L2" levelcard. Input
for the initializemode will storeblankor zerovaluesfor data fieldsleft blankor for
data fieldsdefinedfor a missingdata card. The updatemode requiresall the data fields
on a suppliedinputcard to containthe properdata values. Data fieldsthat are blank
will causeblankor zerodata to be storedin that HeaderTable data element. Only those
card imagesrequiringdata modificationsneed to be supplied. Figure4 containsa
descriptionof the data elementsin the HeaderTable and figure5 givesthe data card
image formatfor this table.
The PassTable is containedin records2 through21 of the TableFile. Each record
containsinformationpertainingto one defineddatapass. The EASE systemis thus limited
to a maximumof 20 data passes. Each data pass is assigned,throughcard input,a pass
numberfrom 1 to 20. Thispass number is used to assignthe recordnumber for storingthe
Pass Tabledata in the TableFile. PassTable data for pass "i" is assignedto record
number"i + i" of the Table File.
A pass has been definedas the processingof flightdata for a groupof sensorsfrom
beginningto end of the flightat a commonsamplingrate. Since the peak stressconverter
is capableof processingno more than 40 outputchannelsof data at one time,the EASE
systemis designedto processno more than 40 channelsof data on one pass also. This is
true in the EASE systemeven in handlingthe PCH data which is digitizedwith more than
40 channelsof data at a time.
There is a naturalassociationof the Pass Tablewith the SensorTablebecauseof
the definitionof a pass. The orderof card inputfor the Pass Table informationon an
assignedpass is associatedwith a specificset of sensors. The card imagedescription
for the Pass Table is, therefore,describedalongwith the SensorTablein figure8.
The data elementswithineach PassTable recordis describedin figure6. The data
contentsof the PassTableswill changeto reflectinformationderivedfrom the processing
of other tasks. In particular, the pass status word, ISTATC, will be updated by the
SCAN routine to indicate the data is now available and it will be updated by the ABTASK
routine to indicate the engineering unit conversion factors are now available. The array
IADDR will be updated to reflect the data file addresses for each maneuver.
The Sensor Table contains information necessary to fully describe each data parameter
processed in each pass. There is a maximum of 40 sensors described in each pass of data.
The set of parameters processed together for a given pass are being sampled at a common
sampling rate. This is the basic requirement for grouping parameters for a defined pass.
The Sensor Table information is stored in records 22 through 41 of the Table File. The
Sensor Table data for pass "i" is found in record number "i + 21" of the Table File. By
using the address of the Table File records, the EASE system can therefore determine the
pass associated with the Sensor Table data. Using a similar design feature, the contents
of each Sensor Table record defines the ordering of the parameters within a pass.
Each parameter requires 13 data words for its description. With a maximum of 40
parameters per pass, a Sensor Table data record contains a maximum of 520 data words.
The 13 data words for a given sensor "j" are then found in data word location "13j - 12"
through "13j." The information contained in the 13 data words for each sensor are de-
scribed in figure 7. Figure 8 outlines the data card images for the pass and sensor data
for a given flight pass.
Data processed through the peak stress converter require specific ordering for
Sensor Table entries. One data signal entering the peak stress converter produces two
components of the data - a peak and a valley. In the case of data defined with pre-
processing codes of vibratory and steady, the peak and valley components are mathemat-
ically combined to produce these two components. In the case of amplitude and phase
components, two data signals are entered into the peak stress converter - one is the
amplitude signal and the other the phase signal. Four data components are then produced -
two for the amplitude and two for the phase.
The order of card input to the Sensor Table is important for data processed in this
manner. For the vibratory and steady component sensor definition, the card image
describing the vibratory component must precede the card image defining the steady
component; for amplitude - phase data, the amplitude component must precede the phase
component. The assignment of storage location for these components in the Statistics
and Raw Data Files must also be in a similar ordering scheme.
The Calrun Table is used to associate the correct pre- and post-calibration
maneuver number to every sensor on the flight. There are three different types of
calibrations performed both before the flight begins and soon after the flight ends.
Data is recorded with full loads on the instrumentation for the R-Cal; with no loads for
the Z-Cals; and full stick and pedal positions for the transducer or X-Cals. Each type
of calibrationis performedin a definitesequenceand the data for each calibrationstep
is recordedas a burst similarto a flightmaneuver.
Not all calibrationstepsare applicableto everysensor. A seriesof calibrations
are performedso thatthe necessarycalibrationsare availablefor each activesensor.
The CalrunTablesare used to indicatewhich datamaneuvernumberscontainthe correct
informationfor each sensor.
There are two typesof inputcards requiredfor the CalrunTables. One specifies
the six assignedmaneuvernumbersfor pre- and post-calibrationsfor a groupof sensors.
The other specifiesthe sensorsassociatedwith thatcalibrationscheme. The order of
input is important. The card containingthe calibrationrun numbersmust precedethose
containingthe sensormnemonicsassociatedwith that set of run numbers. The cards
containingthe run numbersare identifiedby the code"CT" punchedin columns1 and 2.
The cardscontainingthe sensormnemonicsare identifiedby the code "CS" in columns1
and 2.
The firstset of calibrationrun numbersare associatedwith a majorityof the
sensorsactivatedfor the flight. Ratherthan'listsuch a long list of sensorsmnemonics,
the firstgroupingof data cardsfor the CalrunTablecontainsthe characters"AC"punched
in columns4 and 5 of the "CS"card that are associatedwith the "cr" card read. At most,
eight sensormnemonicscan be specifiedon one "CS" card. Sincemore than eight sensors
can be associatedwith a definedcalibrationrun scheme,more than one "CS" card is
acceptablefor input. The procedureof associatinga sensorto the last tableof cali-
brationrun numbersis by eitherencounteringa blank fieldfor a sensormnemonicon a
"CS" card or encounteringa new "CT" card. A maximumof 20 calibrationrun tableentries
can be specified.
The entrynumbersassociatedwith a calibrationrun tableare calculatedby the
software. Each set of tablesare numberedconsecutivelyas they are readby the software.
Theseentrynumbersare enteredinto the SensorTablesas the valueof CALADRfor the
propersensor.
This entrynumberalso is used in the formattingof the CalrunTable recordof the
Table File. All CalrunTable entriesare recordedin recordnumber42 of the TableFile.
Each entrycontainssix valuesthat are the calibrationrun numbers. With a maximumof
20 entries,the CalrunTable can have at most 120 words of data. Data words "6i-5''
through"6i" containthe calibrationrun numbersfor entry"i". Figure9 is a description
of the CalrunTable and figureI0 is a descriptionof the card imagesfor thistable.
The Event Table is a listof the flightmaneuverinformation.It contains
a 24 characterfieldused to definea title for the experimentalmaneuver,the type of
maneuverbeingperformedand the time the eventbegan. This table is animportantaspect
of the systemsincethe data is being evaluatedfor eachmaneuver.
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The card input requirements for this table are relatively straightforward compared
to the Pass, Sensor, and Calrun Tables. The information required for each event is
placed on a single input card. The order of input is dictated by the order of the
maneuvers as given on the Flight Log. A run number is assigned to each maneuver.
The information for the Event Table is stored in record 43 of the Table File. There
is a maximum of I00 maneuvers that can be defined for a given flight. Each maneuver
requires six data words for its second entry making the Event Table size a maximum of
600 data words in length. The entry for run number "i" is placed in data words "6i-5"
through "6i".
The data field contents for each maneuver in the Event Table is described in figure
ii. The card image description for each maneuver is described in figure 12. The order
of input for the Event Table relative to the input of the other four tables is irrelevant.
Only the order of the data cards within the Event Table is important.
The SETUP routine provides the initial description of flight parameters. Items that
are included in this description are the aircraft configuration information, the config-
uration of the digitizing process by passes, the sensor configuration of the data being
processed, the pre- and post-calibration configuration for each sensor, and the descrip-
tion of the events that were performed on the flight.
This routine can be operated in two modes. The first is the initialize mode where
all data entries for each table are initialized to the data provided on input cards. The
second mode is the update mode where information supplied on data cards alter the pre-
viously stored Table File data.
The SETUP routine provides a limited editing capability on the set of input data
cards. When errors are found in the setup of the input data card deck that can be
checked by SETUP, appropriate error messages are printed and none of the information
provided by the execution of this job is recorded. This is to insure that additional
errors are not included into the Table File especially during an update mode. Items that
are checked include the correct order of data cards, data fields using a specific numeric
or character code entries contain only the allowable entries, and the maximum allowable
sizes of each table is not exceeded. Items that cannot be edited include such things as
incorrect spelling of character entries, incorrect entries of allowable codes, and in-
correct data value entries that fall within the allowable range of the data. Care
should therefore be taken to insure all entries to the Table File are correct. A detailed
check using the output listing provided by the SETUP routine should be made to insure
correctness of the informationrecorded in the Table File.
I0
SCAN
This programis used to recordthe digitizeddata onto the Raw Data File,and compute
and storethe definedstatistics.This programis the data processingtask for the
EASE system. The SCANprogramacceptsdigitizeddata producedin the TeleventIII format
and sequentiallyreads each time-taggedframeof data.
Each frameof data is a set of digitizeddata samplesin the formof an array. The
associationof a data samplewithin a frameof data to a givensensoris definedthrough
the SETUPprogramfor each flight. The variable,"IPARIN"of the SensorTable,indexes
the appropriatedata word withinthe data frame. Each referenceddatasampleis also
storedinto the Raw Data File in a positiondeterminedby the variable"IPARDF"of the
SensorTable. The flightdata to be processedis dividedintopasses,digitizedby
differentpre-processingschemes,originallyrecordedas differenttypesof data,and
partitionedaccordingto a prescribedset of flightmaneuvers.
A pass of data is a completeset of data framesfor a flightconfiguredaccordingto
the SensorTable for thatpass. Each pass is numberedthroughinputto the SETUPprogram.
The locationof data for each sensoris then fixedduringthe processingof a pass by the
set of "IPARIN"indicesnoted in the SensorTable for that pass.
The type of data beingprocessedmust also be knownsincethe data is digitized
differentlyfor each typeof data. Thereare only two typesof data that are recorded
FM and PCM data. Both use the TeleventII recordingschemebut the lengthof theirdata
framesand the bit configurationof each data sampleare different. A PCM data frameis
II0 datawords in lengthand each data samplecontainsnine bits of data plus one odd-
paritybit. An FM data frameis 42 datawords in lengthand each data samplecontains
nine bits of dataplus threebits of "noise"data. Hence,the decodingof information
requiresthat SCAN recognizesthese differences.This is giventhroughthe variable
"SRDIN"of the Pass Table inputthroughSETUP.
The pre-processingcode specifiedthroughthe variable"PPC"of the SensorTable
informsthe SCANprogramon how to handlethe inputdata. The pre-processingfor FM
data may requirethat the informationpass throughthe peak stressconverterbefore
digitizing. Thiswould providea pair of data pointsfor each sensor. Thesepointsare
the maximumand minimumdata valueswithinthe specifiedsamplinginterval. Thesepoints
are then combinedin SCAN to producethe vibratoryand steadycomponentsof the sensor.
Data havingpre-processingcodesof amplitudeand phase are also processedthroughthe
peak stressconverterbut are processedin the SCAN programdifferentlythan vibratory
and steadydata.
I See AppendixB for a descriptionof the TeleventII format.
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Finally, the partitioning of the data by a prescribed flight maneuver scheme must
also be known by the SCAN program. This is normally provided by a run tone signal that is
digitized and recorded within each frame of data. When the run tone is "on," that is,
a high data value recorded, the data contained within that frame of data is to be proc-
essed. When the run tone value drops to a minimum value, this signals the end of data
sampling for a flight maneuver. The run tone switching to a high value in a successive
frame of data signals the beginning of a set of data frames for the next maneuver. Such
a scheme for partitioning the data into separate maneuvers is not assumed to be foolproof
so that a means of identifying the partitioning scheme is provided as card input to the
SCAN program. The partitioning of sets of data frames into bursts permits the program to
calculate statistics for each maneuver.
The SCAN program calculates the required statistics for each sensor as the data is
being read. There are ten statistical values recorded for each flight maneuver on each
sensor. These are the maximum and minimum points, average, standard deviation, total
number of samples in the event, number of error points and coded word denoting the type
of data error. In addition to these seven values, data processed through the peak stress
components for a sensor require the corresponding component value at the time of maximum
and minimum recorded value for the vibratory and steady data. That is, the data value of
the vibratory component at the time of maximum and minimum steady is recorded in the
statistics record. The steady values are similarly recorded at the time of maximum and
minimum vibratory values. The 95th percentile point is the tenth statistic. It is only
computed for vibratory component data.
It is then evident that the processing requirements are rather complex and require
additional information to relate the SCAN program as to how the data is presented in the _c
input file and how it is to be processed and transferred to the raw data file. Some of
the information is available from the Table File stored by the SETUP program. However,
some of the information that is needed must be supplied directly to the SCAN program.
This is done through card input.
There are three types of data cards that are used by the SCAN program. Each is
distinguished by a two character coded value in the first two columns. The card coded
by "SD" is the pass configuration card. The card coded by "BT" is the burst processing
card and the one coded by "LI" is a processing termination card. Figures 13, 14, and
15 outline the information required by each type of input card.
The order of card input follows the logical sequence of processing the data. The
first data card must be an "SD" card in order to inform the SCAN program as to which
pass is to be processed and where the data is to be found on the input file. Following
the "SD" card are the '_T" cards that instruct the program to process those data bursts
that cannot be processed by the run tone signal. If more than one pass is to be proc-
essed, another "SD" card followed by its required '_T" cards are then read. This scheme
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continues until all passes to be processed are defined. The last card of the input data
deck is the "LI" card.
There are four types of conditions for processing a burst of data. One is by the run
tone signal, another by time, a third by skipping an erroneous burst of data and lastly
by defining a burst when one was not present on the input file. These four types of con-
ditions are defined by the variable "ICOND" on the "BT" card. "BT" cards need not be
present to describe the processing mode of each burst of data. Only those conditions
where processing of a data burst other than run tone need to be included in the input deck.
If a "BT" card is not present for a numbered burst, it will automatically be processed
using the run tone. Figure 14 contains the coded values of "ICOND" for the different
burst selection conditions.
In order to process data through the SCAN program, supporting documentation must be
available with the input file. This includes a burst interval listing and a flight log.
The digitized data is pre-processed using the run tone signal onto a magnetic tape. At
the time of digitization, a burst interval listing is generated noting the time interval
for detected bursts by run tone. The total number of these intervals must coincide with
the total number of events outlined on the flight log. When there is a discrepency be-
tween these two pieces of information, both forms must be studied to determine where the
discrepency is and how to correct it. This is done by inserting "BT" cards into the input
data deck for the SCAN program specifying the processing condition for that burst of data.
For example, it may be that burst number ten is a set of data frames with the run tone
having been keyed on when an actual maneuver did not take place. This burst would then
have to be skipped in the processing of the data tape by using a "BT" card for burst
number ten with "ICOND" equal to one. Another possibility is that the run tone was not
turned off between t_¢omaneuvers so that two maneuvers have been detected as one burst of
data. In this case, the 'q_T"cards would contain a value of two for "ICOND" along with
the maneuver time intervals. The SCAN program would then process these bursts by time
intervals. Finally, there may have been a defined maneuver according to the flight log
but the run tone signal was not on. In this case no data is present on the input tape
and a "BT" card would be needed with "ICOND" equal to three.
The SCAN program is the main processing routine for the EASE system. It requires
execution of the SETUP program in order to define the configuration of the data on the
pre-processed magnetic tape. A study of the flight log and a listing of the burst inter-
vals contained on the input file is required to properly align each burst of data to the
prescribed flight maneuvers. Samples of the burst interval listing and flight log are
found in figures 16 and 17.
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RDFRD
This is the subprogram for accessing data and statistics from the Raw Data File (RDF).
It is designed to use as a sub-module of each program requiring access to information on
the RDF. This subprogram consists of three subroutines - RDFRD, RDFSUB, and UNPACK. The
subroutine, RDFRD, accesses data samples or statistics requested through the input argu-
ment list and returns the information to the calling program either in raw units or in
engineering units. If the requested data is not available, RDFRD returns the appropriate
error codes which can be interpreted by the calling program. The subroutine RDFSUB is
used when the calling program furnishes only the mnemonic name, pre-processing code and
sample rate for the requested data. RDFSUB then searches the Table File to determine the
pass and element number as well as the engineering unit coefficients so that RDFRD can
locate and convert the requested information. UNPACK is used by the subroutine RDFRD
when data samples are requested by the calling program. Each data sample within the
RDF has been packed so that each computer word contains four successive data sample values.
UNPACK extracts the appropriate '_yte" for the requested data samples.
Figure 18 is a list of the arguments for subroutines RDFRD and RDFSUB. Since the
subprogram RDFRD is not an independentprogram, there is no card input directly required
by this subprogram. All information is furnished through the appropriate program that
accesses the RDF and thus requires the use of the RDFRD subprogram.
ABTASK
This programcomputesthe engineeringunit coefficientsfor linearconversionof the
data containedon the RDF. The operationof thisprogramdependsupon informationon the
Table File. No card inputis requiredat the time of executionof the ABTASKprogram.
The engineeringunit coefficientsare computedfor everysensordefinedin the Table File
whose datahas been enteredinto the RDF by the SCANprogram. Hence,successfulexecution
of the SETUPprogramand SCAN programis requiredbeforethisprogramcan perform
meaningfully.
ABTASKfirstchecksthe presentvalue of "ISTATC"of each PassTable record (see
figure6). The engineeringunit coefficientswill only be calculatedif "ISTATC"equals
one. This indicatesthat the data has been scannedand enteredinto the RDF but the
engineeringunit coefficientshave not yet been calculated.Once a pass has been found
with such a condition,each entryof the SensorTable for thatpass is polledfor addi-
tionalinformation.
Within the SensorTable,the data fieldcontentsof '_PC,""IPARDF,....CAL'IYP,"
"EUCVI,"'_UCV2,"and "CALADR"are neededby ABTASK. (Seefigure7 for the definition
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of thesevariables.) The engineeringunit coefficients,calculatedby ABTASK,are stored
in the SensorTableunder the variables"A" and '_". Someof the informationextracted
fromthe SensorTable play a minor role in the logicalflow of the program. The valueof
"PPC"satisfiesthe requirementfor computingthe engineeringunit terms for vibratory
data. For the vibratorycomponentdata,the "A" term is as computedfor the associated
steadycomponentwhile its '_" term is zero. The variable"IPARDF'is used to locatethe
appropriateaverageand standarddeviationvaluesfor each sensorfromthe StatisticsFile,
and the variable"CALADR"referencesthe appropriateCalibrationRun Table entriesfor
that sensor. The variable"CALTYP"determinesthe type of calibrationprocedurerequired
for eachsensor. Becauseof the variedtypesof instrumentationavailable,severaltypes
of calibrationprocedureshave been established.Theseproceduresthen requiredifferent
typesof linearconversionequationsto computethe engineeringunit terms. Thesehave
been categorizedinto fivetypes for ABTASK:ACX, ACZ, PC, ABI, and AB2.
In additionto definingthe type of calibrationfor each sensor,the totalrange
and offsetvaluesin engineeringunits are suppliedthroughthe variables"EUCVI"and
"EUCV2"respectively.The actualraw unit measurementsfor thesevaluesmust be supplied
also. These are furnishedthroughthe pre- and post- calibrationstepsperformedfor
each flight. This informationis containedon the RDF and is determinedby the Calrun
Table referencedby each sensor.
The equationsfor computingthe A and B terms for each type of calibrationis as
follows: For the ACZ type of calibration,
EUCVI
A- j
R- Z
where
= +POSTt)/(P .msT): -.
% = averagein raw units (RU)of the pre- R cal run;
it = averageRU of post- R cal run;
PRE = 0 if thereis no pre- R cal, = 1 if there is;
POST = 0 if thereis no post-R cal, = 1 if thereis;
and
_e = averageRU of pre- zero cal run;
Zt-- averageRU of post- zero cal run;
and
B = raCY2 - (A'Z-).
For the ACXtype of calibration, the engineering unit terms are
EUCV1
A-
R- Z
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and
B--_.ucv2-(A'X-)
where
= (PRE*Xe + POST*Xt) / (PRE+POST) ;
Xe = the RU of the X ducer cal rim;average pre-
Xt = the average RU of the post- X ducer cal run.
For the physical calibrations (type PC)
EUCV2-EUCVIA-
_-_
where
= (P_*_e+ POST*Ht)/ (P_+mST):
= average in RU of the pre- physical high cal run;e
Ht = average in RU of the post- physical high cal run;
and
L-= (PRE*% + POST*Ft)/(PRE+POST):
% = average in RU of the pre- physical low cal run;
_t = average in RI!of the post- physical low cal run;
and
B= EUCVl-(A*LD.
For the AB1 type of calibration, no data is used for calculations
and
A = EUCVI,
B = EUCV2.
And for the AB2 type of calibration, no data is required for calculation,
EUCVI
A - (EUCV2/100.0)*ACS
where
ACS = 512.0
and
B= 0.0
The average raw unit values used in the calculations for the ACZ, ACX and PC types
of calibrations are referenced by the run number values specified in the Calrun Tables
(see figure 9). If any entry to the Calrun Table is zero, there is no average value for
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that type of calibration. This method is used when either the pre- or post-calibration
values are required for a given sensor. In those cases where the Calrun entry is zero or
the average value is null for both the pre- and post-calibrations the A and B terms can-
not be calculated. The program then assigns A = 1.0 and B = 0.0. The calculated A and
B terms are then entered into the appropriate Sensor Table position. When all sensors
for a given pass have their engineering unit coefficients calculated, the "ISTATC"
variable in the Pass Table is redefined as "2."
Three types of printout formats are produced by ABTASK. These reports summarize,
on a pass basis, the informationused to calculate the engineering unit coefficients as
well as the coefficient values. Figure 19 lists the event numbers used for each Calrun
Table entry used for the sensors in a pass. These run number entries correspond to the
assigned event numbers associated with the Event Table (see figure II).
The average value in raw units, its percent of full scale, the percent full scale
shift be_qeen the pre- and post-calibrationvalues and the standard deviation values is
presented in figure 20. Percent full scale is based on the mid-range of the data being
0 percent. A value of 511 for the average value in raw units represents the null value.
An outline of the final A and B terms calculated for each sensor along with the type of
calibration, the calibration run table entry number and the given EUCVI and EUCV2 terms
is contained in figure 21.
STATPRINT
The STATPRINT program furnishes a tabulation of the statisticalvalues for each
flight maneuver for a given sensor. The statistical values are presented either in raw
units or engineeringunits. Figure 22 is a sample of the report produced by the
STATPRINT program. The purpose of this program is to furnish a detailed report on the
statistical values for a given sensor. It is not a practical summary list for normal
flight analysis due to the bulk of data that would be produced on all sensors of a given
flight. Its primary use is in furnishing this data when detailed analysis is required.
The mode of operation for the STATPRINT program is controlled by card input. There
is only one input card format required for any mode of operation. Figure 23 outlines the
input card format for this program. There are three basic modes of program execution:
a request for statistics of a specified sensor; a request for statistics for all sensors
of a specified pass; and a request for statistics on all sensors within a given flight.
The reports will be in either raw or engineering units depending upon the value of "ICONV'
specified on the input card. There can be any number of input cards depending on what
statistical reports are requested.
In order to furnish statistical data for a given sensor, informationmust be
furnished for the mnemonic name, pre-processing code, and sample rate of the data
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('_AME," "PPC," "SR"). This must be identical to the same information present in the
Table File as input through the SETUP program. The STATPRINT program utilizes the
subprogram RDFRD to locate the position of the statistics on the RDF by searching the
Table File for sensors having the information from the cards read by STATPRINT. Failure
to find the entry in the Table File results in an error message rather than the required
statistics tabulation. When all sensors for one pass is required as output, the correct
pass number in variable "IPASS" is all that is required for input. To process the
statistical tabulations for all sensors of a given flight, no pass or sensor information
is given on the input card.
In addition to specifying which of the three modes of output is requested, the
request must include the appropriate code for "ICONV" for either raw or engineering
values. An error will be noted if engineering unit values are requested and ABTASK
has not been executed for the requested data.
DPTASK
The Derived Parameter or DPTASK program computes the values of selected parameters
that are not directly sensed and recorded during flight. These parameters are derived
as functions of directly sensed data. The input data is extracted from the RDF to
calculate the derived parameter data. Statistics on the derived parameters are computed
in the same manner as the directly sensed data.
The data and statistics computed in the DPTASK program is in engineeringunits.
This is the exception to the raw data file format where all data stored in the RDF from
the SCAN program is in raw units. Hence, ABTASK need not be executed for the derived
parameter data. Consequently, this data cannot be extracted in raw units nor can the
data values be packed into four data samples per computer word.
The calculation of the derived parameters follow the same general format for pro-
cessing directly sensed data. Parameters are grouped similar to the normal grouping of
sensor data with no more than 40 sensors per derived parameter pass. The definition of
these sensors is controlled by the subroutine DPDEF which assigns the mnemonic names,
pre-processing codes, and sample rates. This information is transferred to the Table
File making appropriate entries to the Pass and Sensor Tables. The data and statistics
are then assigned to the RDF according to the entries to the Table File. Accessing of
derived parameter data can thus be performed through the RDFRD subprogram with only minor
modifications due to the data not being packed. Calculation of the defined parameters
is also performed through the subroutine DPDEF. Modifications to the set of derived
parameters requires software changes to the subroutine DPDEF only. These modifications
are transparent to the remainder of the DPTASK program or to the rest of the programs in
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the EASE system. Appendix C contains the current set of derived parameters defined
by subroutine DPDEF.
There is one data card required as input to the DPTASK program. As mentioned
earlier, the subroutine DPDEF assigns a set of parameters to a given pass and builds the
Pass and Sensor Tables for these sensors onto the Table File. Within DPDEF, the sensors
are grouped into passes called derived parameter passes. The derived parameter pass must
be assigned a unique pass number to fit within the other assigned pass numbers of a given
flight. The input data card is used to assign a flight pass number to a derived parameter
pass being processed. Figure 24 defines the card image for input to DPTASK.
DATASK
The Data Analysis or DATASK program furnishes the user a report of the pertinent
statistics for up to 18 sensors on one report page. This provides a comparative view on
the behavior of interrelated sensors during each flight maneuver. A sample of the print-
out report provided by the DATASK program is found in figure 25. There are several
aspects of this printout that must be explained in order to understand the information
presented.
Each page of printout contains four lines of title information,noted as (i) on
figure 25. This is provided on input data cards. The column titles (2), are also ini-
tially provided on input cards that specify the mnemonic name, pre-processing code, and
sample rate of the requested data. The mnemonic name and pre-processing code is then
translated to a column title (3), if found in the Universal Parameter Catalogue (UPC)
File (see UPCGEN program). The sample rate of the data (4) is listed under the sensor's
column title. The titles provided for each line (5) or series of lines (6) is the name
of the flight maneuver. This information is extracted from the Event Table of the Table
File. Within the Event Table, each flight maneuver is either classified as a calibra-
tion, steady or transient maneuver. The DATASK program only lists the statistical data
for non-calibration maneuvers unless specified differently by card input to this program.
Only one line of output is required for steady maneuvers (5) and three lines are required
for transient maneuvers (6).
The statistics listed for a steady maneuver are the 95th percentile for vibratory
data and the average for all other data. For a transient maneuver the data is listed
in the following format:
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PPC PPC PPC PPC PPC
=D =V =S =A =P
Line1 STATS STAT4 STAT3 STATS STATS
Line 2 STATI STAT2 STATI STATI -
Line 3 STAT3 STATI STAT2 STAT3
where
STATI = the maximum value for the flight maneuver,
STAT2 = for vibratory, the corresponding value of the vibratory component of the
sensor when the steady component is its maximum value; for steady, the
corresponding steady value for the maximum vibratory value.
STAT3 = the minimum value for the flight maneuver,
STAT4 = the corresponding vibratory value for the minimum steady value,
STAT5 = the average value of the data for the flight maneuver,
PPC = pre-processing code, where D = Direct, V --Vibratory, S = Steady,
A --Amplitude, and P = Phase.
The report does not explicitly indicate the type of flight maneuver but it is
implied by the number of output lines presented. The DATASK program determines this by
checking the event type code for each maneuver referenced in the Event Table. One fur-
ther remark in regard to the DATASK output report is that a blank field indicates that
there are no statistics for that parameter during the indicated flight maneuver. An en-
tire column of blanks could indicate that the referenced parameter was not on during
the entire flight. Or, such a condition could also indicate that the input card may be
incorrectly referencing a parameter either due to a mispunch of the mnemonic name, pre-
processing code, or the sample rate.
There are three types of input cards required by the DATASK program: the title
cards, the maneuver specification cards, and the parameter specification cards. The
title cards must he the first four cards of the input card deck and each contains any
alphanumeric characters in columns 1 through 72.
The maneuver specification cards are next in order of card input. These input cards
allow specific flight maneuvers only to be reported on the printout. The flight maneuver
number associated with each run as described for the Event Table is entered right-justi-
fied in columns 2-6. As many maneuver specification cards as required are read by the
DATASK program. A card with the word "END" in column 1-3 terminates the processing of
maneuver specification cards. Under normal operations, the requirements for the DATASK
output request all non-calibration runs to be processed. Rather than input a large set
of data cards for this mode of operation, the DATASK program assumes such a procedure
when no maneuver specifications card except the "END" card is present.
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The parameter specification cards are then processed into the program. These cards
are grouped into pages with each page containing up to 18 parameter cards each. An
input data card with the word "PAGE" in columns 1-4 is required in describing a page
grouping. This card is then followed with up to 18 parameter identification cards with
one sensor described per card. The final page group being processed must be followed by
a card with the word "END" in columns 1-3.
The format for the parameter identification cards are: Columns 1-8 (left-justified)
is the sensor mnemonics; column i0 is the pre-processing code; and columns 15-17 (right-
justified) is the sample rate. The input card description for the DATASK program is
outlined in figure 26.
CYCLE COUNTS
This program operates only on the vibratory component of parameters pre-processed
through the Peak Stress Converter. It provides a count of the number of vibratory data
values which occur in each of eight class intervals. The lower edge of the first class
interval is defined as 75 percent of the stated concern level value in the Sensor Table
for that parameter. Each successive class interval up to the eighth and final class is
defined in increasing steps of 25 percent of the concern level. The final class interval
counts the number of data samples above 250 percent of the stated level of concern.
A sensor's vibratory component will be cycle counted for a given flight maneuver
only if the following conditions are satisfied: (i) a concern level value greater than
zero has been defined for the sensor in its Sensor Table; (2) either the 75 percent level
is reached for at least one data sample within an event or that one-half the difference
between the absolute maximum and absolute minimum is reached during an event; and (3)
cycle counting has been specified by card input for a given flight maneuver or parameter.
The absolute maximum level is defined as the maximum of the sum of the steady and vibratory
components of the sensor (S+V) and the absolute minimum level as the minimum of (S-V).
The type of card inputs which define what vibratory data is to be cycle counted are
the maneuver specification cards and the parameter specification cards. Maneuver speci-
fication cards are required only when specific events are to be cycle counted. Other-
wise, all non-calibration events will be cycle counted. Parameter specification cards
are required for two modes Of parameter selection: all available vibratory parameters
for a specified pass; or only for specified vibratory parameters. The default mode is to
cycle count all vibratory components for the flight. A four-card title specification
is also included as part of the input data deck. The title cards must be present to
execute the CYCLE COUNT program. Figure 27 outlines the data card input requirements.
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A sampleof the outputreportproducedby thisprogramappearsin figure28. The
area on the reportindicatedby (I) is the titlespecificationinformationas it appeared
on the inputcards. The line indicatedby (2) includes_he sensorname,samplerate,and
the valueof its concernlevel. The columntitlesindicatedby (3) definethe statistical
valuespresentedfor each flightmaneuverthatwas cyclecounted. The column,'_ TOTAL,"
(4)indicatesthe totalnumberof data samplesfor that flightmaneuver. The remaining
columnheadingsindicatethe eightclasses(5). The last line of the report (6)contains
the absolutemaximumand absoluteminimumfor the flightand the totalnumberof samples
in each of the eightclass intervals. Each sensorthat has been'cyclecountedis reported
in this manner.
TI_ HISTORY
The function of the Time History program is to generate a plot of time history data
from the RDF. The basic format consists of a 25 x 42 cm plot of up to 12 parameters.
Arrangement of the parameters is four rows of three parameters each. Parameters from the
first (left most) column are plotted with a solid line. Parameters from the center and
the right most columns are plotted with long and short dashed lines, respectively. All
y-axes for each parameter are four cm in length.
The time scale (x-axis) is fixed at 30 cm in length. The time scale is automati-
cally adjustable to 1.5 x i0J, 3.0 x I0J, or 6.0 x I0J, where J is an integer which will
create a sufficiently large scale in seconds for the time span plotted. The time scale
is defined as elapsed time of a flight maneuver.
The arrangement of the 12 parameters on a plot is defined as a plot group format
(PGF). Provisions have been established to permit up to 40 parameters to be defined
each in up to nine PGFs per program execution. This permits data comparison of flight
information for different parameters. In the plotting of data values) if null samples
are encountered, the plotting pen is lifted resulting in a visible discontinuity in
the graph.
Host of the labeling and PGF assignments are controlled by card input. There are
five types of input cards described for the program. These types, in their prescribed
order of input, are: (I) General Title Card; (2) Plot Row Labels Card; (3) Parameter
Specifications Cards; (4) Heading Label Cards; and C5) Burst Selection Cards. The
General Title Card must be the first card of the input data deck. It contains any
alphanumeric characters in columns 2 to 73. The information contained on the card is
printed at the top of all plots. (See (I) of figure 33.)
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The Plot Row Labelscardprintsa two-linerow labelon the plot, each line contain-
ing at most 18 characterseach. There are four rows per plot and they are numberedfrom
one to four - top to bottom. The row labelsare specifiedby PGF and row number. Card
formatfor the Plot Row Labelsis foundin figure29. An exampleof the labelingof the
plot row label is designatedas (2) in figureSS. A maximumof 36 (9 PGFsx 4 rows)
plot row labelcardsmay be includedfor a job run. Terminationof the plot row labels
card inputis with a card containingzero in columnS. It is not necessaryto provide
any informationfor row labeling. However,the deck setupmust includethe cardwith
zero in column5.
The ParameterSpecificationCardsconsistof two inputcardsper parameter. Figure
30 describesthe formatof these cards. Up to 40 parametercard groupsmay be defined
for plotting. Terminationof this groupof card inputis by includinga cardcontaining
blanksin columnsi-8 at the end of this group.
The fourthgroupof inputcardsare the HeadingLabelCards. This informationis
placedbeneaththe GeneralTitleCard informationon the plot and is designatedas (3)
in figure33. Up to eightheadingitemsmay be definedon a plot. Terminationof the
HeadingLabel Cardsis by includinga cardwith zeroesin columns1-5. Descriptionof
the HeadingLabelCards formatis foundin figure31.
The finalset of inputcardsare the Burst SelectionCards. Two cardsare required
per burst. A descriptionof thesecards are found in figure32. The BurstSelection
Card groupalso requiresa terminationcardwhich containsa zero in column5.
Directoutputof the TimeHistoryPlot Programis a tape formattedto producethe
requestedplots on a CALCOMPplotter. The informationhas been scaledto a metricscale
and producedon a 25 x 42 cm area. A sampleof a plot producedby this programis found
in figure33.
HARMONIC ANALYSIS
This programdeterminesthe harmoniccoefficientand phase anglesfor the Fourier
seriesexpressedas:
Y = A0 + A1 CosX + B1 Sin)(+ A2 Cos2X +.....
and
y = CO + C1 Cos(X-¢I) + C2 Cos(2X-¢2) +.......
Given a set of datavaluesfor a givenparametersampledat a fixedsamplerate,
the coefficients,Ai, Bi, and Ci, and the phase angles,¢i' are computedon a cycleby
cyclebasis. The valuesof each coefficientand phase anglecomputedduringeach cycle
are averagedand presentedin a printouton a flightmaneuverbasis. A sampleof the
printoutreportis foundin figure34.
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The definition of the data set used to compute the harmonic coefficients and phase
angles is established through card input. Two types of information must be included
for calculating the harmonic coefficients: a list of the flight maneuvers and a list of
sensors and number of cycles to be processed. The order of card input is first the
flight maneuver or "run" cards, then the sensor mnemonic information. Formats for these
card images is found in figure 35. The program first reads a list of flight maneuver
numbers from the run cards and continues to read this informationuntil the characters
'_UN" do not appear in coltmms 1-3 of the input card. The program then assumes that
such a data card contains the sensor informationand processes the card image under that
assumption. The program continues to process data and calculate the harmonic coeffi-
cients and phase angles for each defined parameters for the given set of flight maneu-
vers. The program will terminate execution after the final input sensor has been
processed.
UPCGEN
The Universal Parameter Catalogue Generator or UPCGEN program maintains the
Universal Parameter Catalogue (UPC) File and provides a sorted listing of the file.
This file is a catalogue of all known sensor mnemonics with their pre-processing codes
and contains the column and line titles and a data precision code for the respective
sensors. This information is used in the various reports generated by the software in
the EASE System.
The UPC file is a random file and resides permanently in the computer system for
access by the EASE software system. The entries to the UPC file are arranged alphabet-
ically by sensor mnemonic and pre-processing code. Each record with the file is 280
words in length. The first record within the UPC file is a table of contents which
contains a list of the mnemonic names and pre-processing codes of the first entry of
each successive 280 word record of the UPC file. This record is uniquely defined with
the characters '_PC" in the first word of the record. The second word contains the total
number of entries in the UPC file. Each successive two-word entries contain the mne-
monic name and pre-processing code of the first entry of each data record in the file.
A maximum of 139 entries are possible in this table of contents record.
Each 280-word record in the UPC file contains catalogue information for 20 UPC
entries. Hence, the UPC file can grow to a maximum of 2760 entries (20 words per record,
with a maximum of 139 records). Each catalogue entry requires 14 data words. A new
catalogue entry begins at word number 14"(i-i)+I where i is the catalogue entry number
within a record (i=1,20). A descriDtion of the 14 data words for each catalogue entry
is found in figure 36.
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The UPCGEN program maintains the UPCFILE by allowing addition and deletion of
catalogue entries through card input. A set of command cards are used to indicate to
the program what type of processing should be performed on the catalogue entries being
read. The allowable con_aandsby the UPCGEN program are: "INITIA," "DELETE," "INSERT,"
"ROLLEM." When the UPCGEN program encounters an input data card containing these words
in columns 1-6, the appropriate program logic to perform these commands is set into
operation. The catalogue entries following such a command will be processed according
to the logic set into operation by that command. The command "INITIA" is used to
initialize the UPC file. It assumes no UPC file has been initiated previously so that
no entries exist on a UI_ file. The program then processes the input catalogue entries
and begins to build the UPC file. Each entry is read into a scratch file for sorting
before placing the entries into the permanent UPC file. The sorting and building of the
UPC file is not performed until the command card "ROLLEM" is encountered in the input
deck. This command triggers the logic that assumes all data entries have been placed
on the temporary scratch file and the sorting and building procedures can now begin.
The commands '_ELETE" and "INSERT" are used to modify an existing UPC file. The
'_ELETE" command is used to eliminate an entry from the UPC file where the "INSE_I"'
places a new entry, in its proper sorted sequence, onto the UPC file.
Again, these two commands only indicate to the program how the data following
these command cards are to be processed. The con_aand"ROLL_I''must be included before
the actual deletions and insertions can take place. Catalogue entry modifications
are combinations of deletions and insertions. The present entry is commanded to be
deleted followed by the corrected entry commanded to be inserted. For any type of
processing to be performed on the UPC file, the command card "ROLLI_' is the last card
of the input deck.
The order of input for the various modes of processing defined by the UPCGEN
program is as follows:
I. to initialize a UI_ file
"INITIA"
Catalogue entries (one entry per card)
"ROLL_';
2. to add new entries to an existing UPC file
"INSERT"
Catalogue entries (one entry per card)
"RDLLE_f';
3. to delete existing UPC file data
'_ELETE"
Catalogue entries (one entry per card)
"ROLLE_f';
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4. and to modify existing entries
"DELETE"
Catalogue entries (one entry per card)
"INSERT"
Catalogue entries (one entry per card)
"ROLLI_f'.
The card image format for a catalogue entry is described in figure 37.
The UPCGEN program provides a list of the current [_C file after the requested
processing has been completed. The file list is provided as a sorted list by sensor
mnemonic and pre-processing code and list sorted first by category then by sensor
mnemonic and pre-processing code. Each sensor is assigned a two-character category code
which allows the entries to be defined into a subset of sensors with similar character-
istics. Figures 38 and 39 are sample printouts of the two lists provided by this
program.
TPDMP AND TABLE PRINT
There are two programs written for the EASE system to verify data being processed.
One program, TPD_P, provides a selected listing of the contents of the digitized data
tape as received for initial processing. The other program, TABLE PRINT, provides a
listing of the current contents of a flight's Table File.
The TPD_ program reads a 9-track digital tape that is configured in the Televent
II (see Appendix B) format and provides a listing of the specified data words within a
frame of data for either a given time interval or a given number of data frames. The
TPD_ program determines what portion of the input tape is to be listed from information
supplied through input cards. Figure 40 contains the card format required by this
program and figure 41 is a sample of the output provided. The data values are listed
as octal numbers.
The TABLE-PRINT program requires no card input for execution. Each of the tables
defined in the Table File (see "SETUP") are listed with their current contents. This
program is useful particularly for those data elements generated by the SETUP, SCAN, and
ABTASK programs. Figures 42a through 42e are samples of the output listing provided by
the TABLE-PRINT program.
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SETUP DADATA ANALYSIS
FLIGHTINFORMATION [_ _ OUTPUTLIS ING
FLIGHT DATA _ RAW AND
PERPASS ENGINEERINGUNITS
T_ RDF _ CYCLE COUNT
ONE REPORT
FLIGHT LISTING
AB _ ITIMEHSTOR_
COMPUTE EU _ _..._1 PLOTSON
CONVERSION =='" _ SELECTED EVENTS
COEFFICIENTS
' COMPUTE COMPUTE
DERIVED HARMONIC
PARAMETERS COEFFICIENTS
Figure 1 - EASE digital processing scheme.
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RECORDNO. TABLE FILE CONTENTS
1 Header Table
2 Pass 1 Table
3 Pass 2 Table
• • #
• #•
21 Pass 20 Table
J22 Sensor Table for Pass 123 , Sensor Table for Pass .2 •
41 "'_ Sensor Table for Pass 20 I•
l m42 Calrun Table43 Event Table
Figure 2 - Table file record layout
CARD NO. COLS. CARD FIELD CONTENTS
1 1-2 Data value "LI"
6-10 Data value "SETUP"
T
21=30 Data value "INITIALIZE" when program is to run in the
initialize mode.
Data value "UPDATE" when program is to run in the updat(
mode. {left justified)
Last 1-2 Data value "LI"
6-14 Data value "END SETUP"
NOTE: These two cards mus be the first and last data cards of the input data cards.
Figure3 - Descriptionof card image for "LI" levelinput.
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VARIABLE DESCRIPTION WORD(S) DATA TYPE
NAME NO.
MAXPAS Maximum pass number used 1 I
MEVENT Number of flight maneuvers 2 I
Not used 3
FTIME Beginning time of flight (secs) 4 F.P.
FLIGHT Flight identification 5 C
DATE Date of Flight (DDMMYY) 6 C
TAPENO Aircraft tape number 7 C
AIRCR Aircraft name 8, 9 C
PILOT Pilot name i0, ii C
COPIL Copilot name 12, 13 C
OBSERV Observer Name 14, 15 C
ETP Engineering test plan 16 C
ESGW Estimated gross weight 17 F.P.
• , 2
KPR Airspeed probe recovery factor 19 F.P_
HPC T-58 engine chaff (horsepower
at 100%) 20 F.P.
MRC Main rotor rpm at 100% 21 F.P.
R_" Main rotor radius in feet 22 F.P.
RT Tail rotor radius in feet 23 F.P.
GT Tail rotor to main rotor rpm ratio 24 F.P.
GTS Tail rotor shaft-rpm 25 F.P.
RELHU Relative humidity 26 F.P.
RFBOOM Not used 27 F.P.
Figure 4 - Header table data description.
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CARD NO. COLS. CARD FIELD CONTENTS
1 1=2 Data value of "L2"
6=ll Data value of "HEADER"
2 1-2 Data value of "HT"
4 Data value of "I"
7-8 MAXPAS (right-justified)
11-13 _£VENT (right-justified)
21-29 FTIME (HHMMSS.SS)
3 1-2 Data value of "HT"
4 Data value of "2"
6-11 FLIGHT (left-justified)
12-17 DATE (left-justified)
24-29 TAPENO (left-justified)
31-42 AIRCR {left-justified)
44-55 PILOT (left-justified)
56-67 COPIL (left-justified)
68-79 OBSERV (left-justified)
4 i-2 Data value of "HT"
4 Data value of "3"
5-10 ETP (left-justified)
11-20 ESGW
21-30 ESCG
31-40 KPR
41-50 HPC
51-60 MRC
61-70 R
5 I-2 Data value of "HT"
4 Data value of "4"
11-20 RT
21-30 GT
31-40 GTS
41-50 RELHU
Figure5 - Headertablecardimagedescription.
_b
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION WORD(S) DATA
NAME NO. TYPE
MAXPAR Actual number of parameters defined for this pass 1 I
SRDIN Sample rate of input data and type of sampling 2 C
rate
NOTE: Sample rate type is a 1-charactercode
The acceptable codes are:
X = Sampling rate is based on time
through the PCM data stream
M = Sampling rate is based on the main
rotor revolution rate through the
FM data stream
T = Sampling rate is based on the tail
rotor revolution rate through the
FM data stream
Blank = Sampling rate is based on time
through the FM data stream
SRDATA Sample rate of EASE data file and type of
sampling rate (see Note above for sample rate
type codes) 3 C
ISTATC Status code for data availability 4 I
Code = O, data for this pass is not available
in the raw data file
= I, data for this pass is available in
the raw data file (RDF)
= 2, data for this pass is available in
the RDF for output in engineering units.
IADDR Array containing the record address at which the S-lOS I
data for a given maneuver is first found for this
pass. The entries for this array are indexed by
the assigned number for each flight maneuver. The
number of entries for this array is one more
than the number of flight maneuvers. The last
entry to this array is the next available address:
for data on the RDF for this pass.
Figure 6 - Pass table data description.
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VARIABLE DESCRIPTION WORD NO.* DATA
NAME 13 (j-l)+ TYPE
SNAM _emonic name of sensor i, 2 C
PPC Pre-processingcode. Valid entriesare"D" 3 C
for direct processing,"V"for FM vibratory,
"S" for FM steady, "A" for amplitude, and
"P" for phase components of processed data.
IPARIN Assigned word location within data frame 4 I
formatted by the TELEVENT II system (see
Appendix B)
IPARDF Assigned word location of data transferred 5 I
to the raw data file (RDF)
CALTYP Type of calibration algorithm to be applied 6 C
in ABTASK routine. Valid entries are:
Z, X, P, i, 2 (see ABTASK section of
documentation)
EUCVI Engineeringunit value for sensor's full 7 F.P.
deflection (used in ABTASK algorithms)
EUCV2 Engineering unit value for sensor's zero 8 F.P.
offset (used in ABTASK algorithms)
A A - term for sensor as computed by ABTASK 9 F.P.
B B - term for sensor as computed by ABTASK I0 F.P.
CALADR Calrun table entry index (automatically ii I
inserted when calrun table entries are
processed)
Not used 12
CONLVL Level of concern (applicableto FM vibratory 13 F.P.
components only and used for cycle counting)
* Each sensor table record is 520 words in length, with 13 words per sensor. The
data description for the "jth" sensor is found in words 13j-12 through 13j of this
record.
Figure 7 - Sensor table data description.
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CARD NO. COLS. CARD FILED CONTENTS
1 1-2 Data value of "L2"
6-9 Data value of "PASS" (left-justified)
20-21 Assigned pass number (right-justified)
25-26 Numerical value of SRDIN (right-justified)
27 Type code of SRDIN
32-33 Numerical value o£ SRDATA (right-justified)
34 Type code of SRDATA
2-41 I-2 Data value of "ST"
(one per 3-10 SNAM (left-justified)
sensor) 12 PPC
14-16 IPARIN (right-justified)
18-20 IPARDF (right-justified)
22-23 FM track number assigned (right-justified)
25-26 FM channel number assigned (right-justified)
28 CALTYP
30-39 EUCVI
40-49 EUCV2
S0-SS Analog tape designation (left-justified)
56-65 CONLVL
Figure 8 - Description of card image for pass & sensor tables.
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VARIABLE DESCRIPTION WORD(S) NO.* DATA
NAME 6 (i-l)+ TYPE
ICE(I) Pre-Z or Pre-H calibration run number 1 I
ICE(2) Pre-R or Pre-L calibration run number 2 I
ICE(S) Pre-X calibration run number 3 I
ICE(4) Post-Zor Post-H calibrationrunnumber 4 I
ICE(5) Post-R or Post-L calibration run number 5 I
ICE(6) Post-X calibration run number 6 I
* Each calrun table record is 120 words in length, with six words per entry group. The
entry group for the "ith" calrun table is found in words 6i-5 through 6i.
Figure 9 - Calrun table data description.
CARDNO. COLS CARDFIELD CONTENTS
I i-2 Data value of "L2"
6-11 Data value of "CALRDN"
2 1-2 Data value of "CT"
6-8 ICE(I) (right-justified)
11-13 ICE(2) (right-justified)
16-18 ICE(3) (right-justified)
21-23 ICE(4) (right-justified)
26-28 ICE(5) (right-justified)
31-33 ICE(6) (right-justified)
3 i-2 Data value of "CS"
4-5 Data value of "AC"
NOTE: Cards 2 & 3 describe the calrun entry for the "Auto Cals.". This group of calrun:
will be applied to all non-ABl and non-AB2 type of cals for each sensor. The remaining
groups o£ calrun entries will modify the calrun entries for those sensors specified
on the "CS" cards. The order of input for additional entries to the calrun table is
one "CT" card followed by as many "CS" cards that are required to include the sensors to
be referenced.
TYPE
"CT" Card image is the same as defined for card 2 above
TYPE
"CS" 1-2 Data value of "CS"
4-ii Each entry contains the sensor name, "SNAM" as entered in
13-20
the sensor table (left-justified).Note: A blank field22-29
31-38 terminates a grouping of sensors referencing a calrun
40-47
49-56 entry. A "CS" card with each field containing a sensor name
58-65 will check the card code to see if more sensors are given.
67-74 ("CS" or a new entry "CT").
Figure I0 - Calrun table card image description.
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VARIABLE DESCRIPTION WORD(S) NO.* DATA
NAME 6 {i-l) + TYPE
EVENT Event name. 1,2,3,4 C
ETYPE Event type code. Allowable codes are: S C
Z = zero calibration,
R = full load calibration,
X = transducer cal event,
T = transient type of data maneuver,
S = steady type of data maneuver,
I = ignore-numberedevent contains no
applicable data.
ETIME Beginning time of event {seconds). 6 F.P.
* Event table record contains 600 words for a maximum of i00 events. Each event uses
six words of the record. The "ith" numbered event is found in words 6i-S through 6i.
Figure ii - Event table data description.
CARD NO. COLS CARD FIELD CONTENTS
1 1-2 Data value of "L2"
6-10 Data value of "EVENT"
2 thru 1-2 Data value of "ET"
run no.
plus i 5-7 Run number assigned to maneuver (right-justified)
12-34 EVENT (left-justified)
38 ETYPE
41-49 ETIME (HHMMSS.SS) - not a required input. SCAN task
calculates this data entry to be the minimum data frame
time tag of the first frame of data of each event for each
PCM pass. Card input is provided to correct possible
erroneous time data values contained on the digitized input
tape.
Figure 12 - Event table card image description.
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CARD NO. COLS. CARD FIELD CONTENTS
"SD" i-2 Data value "SD"
9-10 Pass number (correspondsto pass number defined in the SETUP
program) (right-justified).
14-15 File code of input data tape (right-justified)(corresponds
to the file code designation on the job control card-see
Appendix A).
16-20 File number for this pass on input data tape (right-justified"
25 Time option-applicable for PCM data only
= 0 use time recorded during flight which is contained
in the data frame;
= 1 use time tag furnished when data was digitized.
28-30 Total number of data bursts to be processed for this pass
(right-justified)•
31-35 Code to signify pass to be scanned contains data requiring
tracking filter analysis (right-justified)
= 0 no tracking filter analysis for this pass ;
= 1 tracking filter analysis to be performed.
Figure 13 - Card format for "SD" cards of SCAN.
CARD NO. COLS. CARD FIELD CONTENTS
"BT" I-2 Data value "BT".
6-10 Burst number (right-justified).
15 "ICOND", Condition Code
ICOND = 0, process burst by run tone ("BT" card n_ _
required for burst processed for ICON=0);
ICOND = i, skip burst of data defined by run tone signal;
ICOND = 2, process burst of data by time interval specifiec
on this card;
ICOND = 3, burst of data not on data tape for defined
maneuver. Process a "dummy" record of data &
statistics for this maneuver.
21-$2 Beginning time of burst (required for ICOND = 2)
Format is HH-MM-SS.SSS.
34-45 Ending time of burst (required for ICOND = 2)
Format is HH-MM-SS.SSS.
Figure 14 - Card format for "BT" cards for SCAN.
CARDNO. COLS. CARDFIELD CONTENTS
"LI" 1-2 Data value "Llt'.
Must be present as last card of input data deck.
Figure 15 - Card format for "LI" card for SCAN.
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Figure 16 - Burst i n t e rva l  listing. 
FLIGHT LOG PAGE 1 OF 1
',F.T.P. 72G-2 G.W. 19418 C.G. 302.18 FLT. DATE9/19/77 FLT. NO. 1
TAKEOFF 990/ i4U ....... FLT. TIME O,OIFUELLANDING 1190/ 900 i_U'_{IU. 545-41%_B
mWIND 250 / 6 OAT 260C hp +110 WEATHER CA_
$4S PILOT Reine iCO-PILOT Graham OBSERVERIA/CNO.
tTESTTYPE Taxi runs w/compoundtail
.A/CCONFIGURATION Compound tail installed (Lowerstab fixed @ + 2°) + Helo
RUN REGIME
NO.
1/35 X X Heading ffi 180°
' _l_ch = +2.0
2/36 R R Pads 1 Roil= +0,4
3/37 Z Z
4/38 X X
5/39 R R Pads 2
6/40 Z z
7/31 X X ffi Lead stop, sideslip= +20 °
8/32 Lag stop, sideslip = -20 °
9/33 T.R. OTBD, S.L. = 0, ==+20€
i0/54 T.R. INBD, S.L. =i00, =ffi-2(
11/27 LT-LT-LO-FWD
12/28 LT-LT-HI-FWD
13/29 RT-RT-LO-AFT
14/30: RT-RT-HI-AFT NR
15 S GRD. Run - Flat Pitch _ 94%
16 96%
17 98%
.18 100%
19 102%
20 104% _
21 106%
i
22 %€ \ 108%
23 TAXI 20 KIAS _ 104%
24 30
25 40
26 :% € SO %€
SA 7861 REV.A
Figure 17 - Flight log.
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SUBROUTINE RDFRD (ITOS, ITYPE, ICONV, IRUN, NPAR, NAMES, PPC, SR, ISMPL, LSMPL,
OUTBUF, ISZBUF, TOS, NFOUT, MSG, IER)
ARG DEFINITION
I. ITOS = 0, when initial call with given set of param spec's which must be used to
search sensor tables.
= l, when previous call with same set of param spec's has been used to defin(
table of subscripts argument (TOS) thus averting search of sensor table
2. ITYPE = 0, when data samples are being requested.
= l, when statistics are being requested.
3. ICONV = 0, if results are to be in raw units.
= l, if results are to be in eng. units.
4. IRUN Run (event) number requested.
5. NPAR Number of parameters requested.
6. NAMES Array of parameter mnemonics (NPAR in length).
7. PPC Array of parameter preprocess codes (NPAR in length).
8. SR Array of parameter sample rates (NPAR in length).
If data is being requested, all must be same.
9. ISMPL Beginning sample number requested, if data.
10. LSMPL Ending sample number requested, if data.
iI. OUTBUF Output buffer for data or statistics
12. ISZBUF Size of 0UTBUF:
if asking for stats, size should be (10xNPAR)
if asking for data, size should be (LSMPL-ISMPL+l)x(NPAR).
13. TOS Table of subscripts, four words per parameter built within routine
when ITOS = 0 for possible subsequent calls with same set of parameters
Used by routine, thus averting search of sensor table; when ITOS = l,
the four words are:
TOS (i) = PASS number |
k
TOS (2) ELEMENT number
when parameter is available.TOS (3) = A
TOS (4) = B
Zeros are inserted in all four words when parameter is not available.
14. NFOUT Output array of actual number of frames returned for each parameter
(NPAR in length). For stats, NFOUT will equal i0.
15. MSG Array of output parameter messages (NPAR in length).
= 0, no errors
= i, less data returned than requested because ending sample requested is
greater than last sample available.
= 2, beginning sample requested is greater than last sample available.
16. IER Output error code determined as the sum of the following individual
codes:
= 0 No errors,
= 1 CAL run requested,
= 2 Parameter level errors exist,
= 4 No suchrun,
= 8 Buffer size error.
Figure 18 - Subprogram RDFRD argument list.
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Figure 20 - ABTASK raw units statistic summary. 
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Figure 21 - ABTASK engineering unit summary. 
Figure 22 - Sample output  f o r  STATPRINT program. 
t 
CARD NO. 
l - t n  
Figure 24 - Card image f o r  DPTASK program. 
, 
COLS. CARD FIELD CONTENTS 
1-2 IPASS - Pass number requested ( r i g h t - j u s t i f i e d )  
- only required i f  a l l  sensors  of one pass  a r e  
t o  be tabulated.  
3-10 NAME - Mnemonic name of sensor  ( l e f t - j u s t i f i e d )  
15 PPC - Pre-processing code of sensor  
16-20 SR - Sample r a t e  a t  which sensor  has  been processed 
onto t h e  RDF ( r i g h t - j u s t i f i e d )  
NOTE: NAME, PPC, SR t o  be furnished when a s p e c i f i c  
sensor  i s  t o  be tabula ted  
25 ICONV - = 0 da t a  tabula ted  i n  raw u n i t s  
= 1 da t a  tabula ted  i n  engineering u n i t s  
CARD NO. 
1 
COLS 
1 
2-3 
4-5 
6-7 
8-9 
10-11 
12-13 
14-15 
16-17 
18-19 
20-21 
CARD FIELD CONTENTS 
NPASS - Number of der ived parameter passes  t o  be processed. 
JPASS(1) - Derived parameter pass number t o  be processed 
first ( r i gh t - j u s t i f r ed )  
KPASS(1) - Pass number assigned t o  f i r s t  derived parameter 
pass ( r i gh t -  j u s t i f i e d )  
JPASS(2) - Derived parameter pass  number processed second 
( r i g h t - j u s t i f i e d )  
KPASS(2) - Pass number assigned t o  second derived parameter 
pass  ( r i gh t -  j u s t i f i e d )  
JPASS(3) - Derived parameter pass  number processed t h i r d  
( r i g h t - j u s t i f i e d )  
KPASS(3) - Pass number assigned t o  t h i r d  derived parameter 
pass ( r i g h t - j u s t i f i e d )  
JPASS(4) - Derived parameter pass number processed four th  
( r i gh t -  j u s t i f i e d )  
KPASS(4) - Pass number assigned t o  fourth derived parameter 
pass ( r i g h t - j u s t i  f i e d )  
JPASS(5) - Derived parameter pass number processed f i f t h  
( r i gh t -  j u s t i f i e d )  
KPASS(5) - Pass number assigned t o  f i f t h  der ived parameter 
pass ( r i g h t - j u s t i f i e d )  
Figure 25 - Sample p r in tou t  f o r  DATASK program. 
CARD NO. COLS. CARD FIELD CONTENTS
1-4 1-72 Title Cards: Any alphanumeric characters
5-n Maneuver specification cards (one per run).
2-6 Run number (right-justified).
NOTE: No run numbers specified indicates all non-
calibration runs to be processed.
n+l 1-3 Value of "END" required input card even when no maneuver
identification cards have been included.
n+2.m Parameter specification cards.
n+2 1-4 Value 0f "Page".
n+3 etc. 1-8 Sensor mnemonic (left-justified).
10 Pre-processing code.
15-17 Sample rate (right-justified).
NOTE: Up to 18 parameter identification cards allowed
within a page grouping. Repeat page grouping as
necessary beginning with data card containing
"Page" in columns 1-4.
Last i-3 Value of "END".
Figure 26 - Card description for DATASK program.
CARD NO. COLS. CARD FIELD CONTENTS
1-4 2-72 Title specification cards containing any alphanumeric
characters.
Maneuver specification cards
l->n (I-S) Flight maneuver number (right-justified)one entry per
card. No maneuver specification cards will default the
program to cycle count all non-calibration maneuvers.
n+l I-3 Value of ,END" Note: This card must be present even if
no cards containing flight maneuver numbers are present.
n+2->m Parameter specification cards
Type of input for parameter specification determines
three modes of operation:
Mode = I, all vibratory components with concernlevel> 0
to be cycle counted;
Mode = 2, all vibratory components with concern level> 0
within stated pass number to be cycle counted;
Mode = 3, specified sensor's vibratory component to be
cycle counted if concern level> 0.
Type of input required for each mode:
Mode = I, one blank card.
4-5 Mode = 2, pass number (right-justified).
Mode = 3,
11-18 sensor mnemonic name (left-justified),
20-25 sample rate (right-justified).
Figure 27 - Card input for cycle count program.
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Figure  28 - Sample p r i n t o u t  for cycle count program. 
CARD NO. COLS. CARD FIELD CONTENTS
I--)36 5 Page group format number (integer value 1+9)
i0 Row number (integer 1+4 for rows numbered from top (i) to
bottom {4)
11-18 Alphanumeric information for first line of label.
29-46 Alphanumeric information for second line of label.
Last 5 Data value of "0".
NOTE: Last card must be included in deck setup even if
no plot row label cards are included.
Figure 29 - Time history plot row labels card format.
CARD NO. COLS. CARD FIELD CONTENTS
2n-l* 1-8 Mnemonic for sensor (left-justified)
9 Preprocessing code
12-4 Sample rate (right-justified)
19-36 18 Character Y-Axis label - first line (See(4), Fig. 33)
37-54 18 Character Y-Axis label - second line (See(5), Fig. 33)
55-58 Four character direction note for upper level of scale
(See(6), Fig. 33)
59=62 Four character direction note for lower level of scale
(See{7), Fig. 33)
63-64 Parameter's plot position number for PGF#1 (right-justified)
65-66 Parameter's plot position number for PGF#2 (right-justified
79-80 Parameters plot position number for PGF#9 (right-justified)
NOTE: Plot positions are number 1-12 beginning with the
top left-most position down to the bottom right-most
position.
2n* I-i0 Range of primary scale (floating point).
11-20 Value at bottom of primary scale (floating point).
21-30 Range of secondary scale (floatingpoint).
31-40 Value at bottom of secondary scale (floating point).
NOTE: Primary scale will be used unless data exceeds
scale by 20%.
41-42 Scale precision index number for printing scale {right-
justified).
44 Option flag to reference all value to first non-null value.
If entry is "i", the first non-null data sample will be
subtracted from all subsequent samples.
*Above 2-card formats to be repeated for a maximum of 40
parameters. (n=l->40)
Last i-8 Blank -required card to terminate parameter specification
card group.
Figure 30 - Time history parameter specification card format.
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CARD NO. COLS. CARD FIELD CONTENTS
1->8 5 Heading number (1-8)
6-13 Eight character information for line 1.
14-21 Eight character information for line 2.
22-29 Eight character information for line 3.
Last 5 Data value of "0" - must be included to terminate input of
heading label card group even if none have been included
in the deck setup.
Figure 31 - Time history heading label card format.
CARD NO. COLS. CARD FIELD CONTENTS
2m-_ I-5 Flight maneuver number to be plotted (right-justified).
6-10 PGF number to be used for this plot (right-justified).
11-20 Start time of plot in seconds of elapsed time into
maneuver (floatingpoint) (0.0 sec. would designate a
start time at the beginning of a maneuver).
21-30 Elapsed stop time of plot in sec (floating point).
31-78 Alphanumeric title of maneuver (See(8), Fig. 33).
80 Option to list data being plotted:
= 0 no printout to be produced,
= i printout of data values produced.
2m* 1-10 Line 4 of heading label for heading #i.i
Ii-I0 Line 4 of heading label for heading #2.
21-30 Line 4 of heading label for heading #3.
31-40 Line 4 of heading label for heading #4.
41-50 Line 4 of heading label for heading #5.
61-70 Line 4 of heading label for heading #6.
71-80 Line 4 of heading label for heading #7.
(See(9) of Fig. 33)
*NOTE: Above 2-card format to be repeated for each plot
to be generated
Last 5 Data value of "0" - must be included as last card of
this group.
Figure32 - Time historyburstselectioncard format.
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Figure 33 - Sample time history plot.
5O
Figure 34 - Sample listing of Harmonic Analysis program. 
CARD NO. COLS. CARD FIELD CONTENTS
i & 2 1-72 General title cards.
3.n 1-3 Data value "RUN".
6-10 Flight maneuver numbers to be processed {right-justified).
ii-15 NOTE: First blank field encountered on card image
terminates the processing of input flight maneuver
16-20 numbers.
21-25
26-30
31-35
76-80
n+l-->m 1-8 Sensor mnemonic name (left-justified).
11-15 Sample rate of sensor data (right-justified).
16-20 Beginning cycle number of data within flight maneuver to
commence calculation of harmonic coefficients and phase
angles (right-justified).
21-25 Ending cycle number (right-justified).
Figure 35 - Card image for Harmonic Analysis program.
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VARIABLE DESCRIPTION WORD(S) DATA
NAME NO. TYPE
DNAME Concatenatedname and pre-processing 1,2 C
code of sensor (firsteightcharacters
are mnemonicname and eleventh
characteris pre-processingcode).
PC Parametercategorycode. 3 C
JINDEX Integerprecisioncode index. 4 I
CTITL Six word columntitle. 5 10 C
LTITL Four word line title. II 14 C
Figure36 - Data descriptionof UPC filedata entry.
CARDNO. COLS. CARDFIELD CONTENTS
l-_n 1-2 Parametercategorycode.
4-11 Sensormnemonicname (left-justified).
13 Preprocessingcode for sensorentry.
16-17 Intogerprecisioncode index (right-justified).
19-54 The 36-charactercolumntitle.
57-80 The 24-characterline title.
Figure37 - UPCGENprogramdata card description.
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Figure 38 - UPCGEN sample listing of sorted sensor . da ta .  
Figure 39 - UPCGEN sample listing of  so r t ed  data by category. 
CARD NO. COLS. CARD FIELD CONTENTS
l-->n 2-18 Starting time.
20-36 Stopping time.
NOTE: The format for both starting and stopping time is
DAY HR MIN SEC
XXX-XX-XX-XX.XXXX
40-43 Number of records (right-justified).
45-46 Tape file number (right-justified).
48-50 Starting data word number (right-justified).
52-54 Stopping data word number (right-justified).
NOTE: If any of the above data fields are zero or
blank the following procedures are assumed.
i) If the stopping time is zero or blank, then the
number of records specified in columns 40-43 are
listed.
2) If the number of records is also zero or blank, then
twenty records will be listed.
3) If the file number is zero or blank, then a file
number of "i" is assumed.
4) If the starting and stopping data word numbers are
blank, then all data words within each frame is
listed.
_NOTE: Any number of data cards may be present for
listing different portions of the data residing
on the input tape.
Figure 40 - Description of card image for TPDMP program.
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Figure 42a. -Sample listing of TABLEPRINT program. (Header Table)
S8
Figure  4 
I 
2b. - Sample l i s t i n g  o f  TABLE PRINT program. (Pass   able) 
Figure 42c. - Sample listing of TABLE PRINT program. (Sensor Table) 
Figure 42d. - Sample l i s t i n g  of TABLE PRINT program. (Event Table) 
Figure42e. - Samplelistingof TABLE PRINTprogram.(CalrunTable)
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APPENDIXA
The Honeywell600 Job ControlLanguagefor the EASE System
The EASE softwaresystemwas originallydesignedfor operationon the Honeywell600
computersystem. Many of the designfeatureshave been definedfor optimaluse of this
computerequipmentusingDSS 180 disk packs. Thesedisk packscan containapproximately
145 millionbits or 4.032million36-bitdatawords of usablestorage. The operationof
the EASE systemhas been configuredto allow sufficientstoragefor a completeflightof
data on one DSS 180 disk pack.
The Raw Data File (RDF)for a flightconsistsof severalphysicalfiles:the Table
File, the StatisticsFile, and the Data Files -- one for eachpass of data. One DSS
180 disk pack is designedfor storinga basic flightdata configurationfor the RSRA
project. FigureA-I is a summaryof the file configurationfor the RDF. Such a file
schemeis sufficientfor most flights.
The structureof the file configurationis definedthroughthe Honeywell600 File
_4anagementSystemI. A physicalspaceis definedthroughthe File ManagementSystemby
a cataloguefilestructure. Presently,there are two DSS 180 diskpacks assigned.
Each is configuredwith the same physicalsize for the filesin the PJ)Fso that data from
two flightscan be processedat one time. The distinctionbetweendata filesconfigured
on one disk pack from thoseon the seconddisk pack is by the cataloguefilestructure.
This structuredefinitionbeginsfrom the assigneduser master cataloguename RSRATFST.
Sub-cataloguenames are assignedunderRSRATESTfor each diskpack.
These sub-cataloguenames are FLTA and FLTB. Under the sub-catalogueFLTA, is
anothercataloguename residingon the diskpack calledPCKA. Similarly,underFLTB is
a cataloguecalledPCKB. File namesare then assignedto each physicalfile required
by the RDF. The disk packwith a sub-cataloguestructureof FLTA/PCKAis assigneda
labelname of RSRAIand the disk pack structuredas FLTB/PCKBis assigneda labelname
of RSRA2. Hence,data to be storedor accessedusingthe disk pack RSRAI is defined
throughthe cataloguestringRSRATEST/FLTA/PCKA,and for diskpack RSRA2the catalogue
stringis RSRATEST/FLTB/PCKB.
The names assignedto each of the physicalfilesof the RDF are the same for both
RSRAI and RSRA2. These filenames are statedin figureA-I. All of these filenames
are associatedwith a respectivefilecode withineach programof the EASE system. For
example,the Table File,namedTBLFL, is assigneda file code of 07. This associationis
definedthroughthe job controllanguagefor the Honeywell600 system. It is throughthis
IDB54, File Hanagement Supervisor,Honeywell 600 System Reference Manual, March 1973.
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means that the programbeing run is identified,all user suppliedand systemroutinesare
loaded,and all peripheralallocationsare made. The followingis a briefdescription
in the order of input,of the job controllanguagecardsrequiredby each programof
the EASE system2. The titleof each card describedis containedon the job controlcard
beginningin column8.
SNU_fl3.This is the firstcard of any job run and is insertedby the computer
operationspersonnel. It containsa uniquenumber for the job being executed.
IDENT. The secondcard is a programidentificationcard. It containsthe assigned
programnumberfor the software.
USERID. This card informsthe operatingsystemwhat user mastercatalogueis being
accessedalongwith the appropriatepasswordidentification.
MSGI. This card containstextualinformationthat is writtenon the operator's
console. It is used here to informthe operatorwhich rer_vabledisk pack is to be
placedon-line.
OPTION. This card is usedhere to automaticallyallocatethe card reader,card
punch,and lineprinterto the normalFORTRANdefinedfilecodes.
EXECUTE. This controlcard instructsthe operatingsystemto load the program
and any requiredsystemlibraryroutinesand executesthe program.
LIMITS. This controlcard containsfourpiecesof informationrequiredto load and
executethe program. First is the amountof CPU time in decimalhoursrequiredto execute
the program. Secondis the amountof memory in computerwords to load all user and
systemroutines. Third is the overlayarea requiredin computerwords. And last is the
totalamountof linesof outputto be generatedon the line printer. All of thesevalues
are basicallylimitsthat instructthe operatingsystemnot to exceed.
TAPE,TAPE9,FILE,PR_, SYSOUT. These are the peripheralallocationcards. Each
one allocatesa particulartype of input/outputdeviceto be used by the program. The
'TAPE"card allocatesa 7-tracktape handler,the 'rFAPE9"card allocatesa 9-tracktape
handler,the 'TILE"card allocatesa scratchdisk area,the "PP_4FL"card allocatesa
particularassignedpermanentfile area,and the "SYSOUT"card assignsthe printerin an
off-linemode. Each of thesecardscontainfurtherinformationto associatea named file
code formwithinthe softwareto thesedevices.
ENDJOB. This is the last card in the job run and instructsthe operatingsystem
that no furtheractivitiesare to be processedfor this job run.
The programand inputdata decksare also includedas part of a job run. The
programdeck is placedafterthe "OPTION"card and the inputdata cardsare placed
immediatelyprecedingthe "ENDJOB" card.
2BS19,ControlCardsReferenceManual,Honeywell600 SystemReferenceManual,
February1973.
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FiguresA-2 throughA-13 containthe job controllanguagecardsrequiredto execute
each of the programsin the EASE system. Thesefiguresare examplesusingthe RSRAl disk
pack for the RDF. Theseexamplescan be appliedto anotherassigneddisk pack simplyby
requestingthe appropriatedisk pack on the '%_SGI"card and definingthe correctcatalogue
file stringon the "PD4FL"cards. For example,to use the RSRA2diskpack in the SETUP
program,the textof the '_SGI"card wouldbe changedto read:i, PLEASE_DUNT DISC PACK
RSRA2. The "PP$_%"cardwould be changedto read 07, R/!q,R,P_SRATEST$XXXX/FLTB/PCKB/
TBLFL.
Withinthe informationcontainedin eachof the '[ISERID"and "PD{FL"controlcards,
the file definedas "XXXX"must containthe correctpasswordassignedto the user
mastercatalogue,RSRATEST. This informationshallbe givento authorizedusers of the
system. Also, on the "TAPE"and '_FAPE9" controlcardsallocatinginputtapes,the
fielddesignatedas '%_[NN"is to be replacedby the assignedmagnetictapenumber.
It is not necessaryto run each programindependently.For example,the SETUP,SCAN,
andABTASKprogramscouldbe stackedto executeas one job runwith each of the three
programsas separateactivities.To do this,only one set of job controlcards for
SNUMB,IDENT,USERID,MSGI, and ENILIOBare required. That is the firstfour job control
cardsare requiredonly once and can be eliminatedfromthe beginningof the deck setup
for the SCAN and ABTASK. Also the ENDJOBis only requiredafterthe last activityso this
card can be eliminatedfromthe end of the SETOPand SCAN program. FigureA-14 lists
the deck setupfor runningthese threeprogramsas one job run. This can be done for
any of the programsin the EASE system. However,care shouldbe taken so that the order
of activitiesfollowsa logicaloperationalprocedurefor processingthe data.
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RDF Data File No. Samples File Name File Size in
File Sample Rate Per Sec. Mnemonic Code Links*
Table
File TBLFL 07 7
Statistics
File STATS 09 149
Pass I Approx.
Data File I/M 3 PASSI 11 25
Pass 2 Approx.
Data File I/M 3 PASS2 12 25
Pass 3 Approx.
Data File 5/M 17 PASS3 13 72
Pass 4 Approx.
Data File 5/M 17 PASS4 14 72
Pass 5 Approx.
Data File 5/M 17 PASS5 15 72
Pass 6 Approx.
Data File 5/M 17 PASS6 16 72
Pass 7 Approx.
Data File 5/M 17 PASS7 17 72
Pass 8 Approx.
Data File 1/T 17 PASS8 18 72
Pass 9
Data File 20X 20 PASS9 19 72 i
Pass 10
Data File 20X 20 PASS10 20 72
Pass 11
Data File 5X 5 PASSIi 21 21
Pass 12
Data File 5X 5 PASS12 22 21
Pass 13
Derived Par. 20X 20 PASS13 23 226
Data File
Total Size of RDF 1050
1 Link = 3840 words
Figure A-I. - File configuration for RSRAraw data file (RDF)
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Col. Col. Col.
1 8 16
$ SNUMB
$ IDENT 112320,EASE
$ MSG1 Z,PLEASEMOUNTDISC PACKRSRAI
$ USERID RSP_ATEST$XXXX
$ OPTION FORTRAN
(Program decks)
$ EXECUTE
$ LIMITS 08,19K,,2K
$ SYSOUT 08
$ PRMFL 07,R/Q,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCK.A/TBLFL
$ FILE 01,AIR,3R
(Data cards)
$ ENDJOB
*** EOF
Figure A-2. - Setup routine deck setup using disk pack;RSRAl.
Col. Col. Col.
I 8 16
$ SNUMB
$ IDENT 112320,EASE
$ MSGI I,PLEASE MOUNTDISC PACKRARAI
$ USERID RSRATEST$XXXX
(Program deck)
$ EXECUTE
$ LIMITS 50,24K,,2K
$ TAPE9 03,XID,,NNNN
$ PRMFL 07,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/TBLFL
$ PRMFL 09,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/STATS
$ PRMFL II,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASSl
$ PRMFL 12,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS2
$ PRMFL 13,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS3
$ PRMFL 14,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS4
$ PRMFL 15,R/W,R,RSRATESTSXXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS5
$ PRMFL 16,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS6
$ PRMFL 17,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS7
$ PRMFL 18,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS8
$ PRMFL 19,R/W,R,RSRATEST$_/FLTA/PCKA/PASS9
$ PRMFL 20,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASSIO
$ PRMFL 21,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASSll
$ PRMFL 22,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS12
(Data cards)
$ ENDJOB
***EOF
Figure A-3. - Scan routine deck setup using disk pack RSRAI.
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Col. Col. Col.
1 8 16
$ SNUMB
$ IDENT I12320,EASE
$ MSGI I,PLEASE MOUNTDISC PACKRARAI
$ USERID RSRATEST$XXXX
$ OPTION FORTRAN
(Program deck)'
$ EXECUTE
$ LIMITS IO,16K,2K
$ PRMFL 07,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/TBLFL
$ PRMFL 09,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/STATS
$ ENDJOB
***EOF
Figure A-4. - Abtask deck setup using disk pack RSRAI.
Col. Col. Col.
1 8 16
$ SNUMB
$ IDENT 112320,EASE
$ MSG1 1,PLEASEMOUNTDISC PACKRSRAI
$ USERID RSRATEST$XXXX
$ OPTION FORTRAN
(Program deck)
$ EXECUTE
$ LIMITS 20,16K,,10K
$ PRMFL 07,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/TBLFL
$ PRMFL 09,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/STATS
$ PRMFL 35,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/UPCFL
(Data cards)
$ ENDJOB
***EOF
Figure A-5. - Statprint deck setup using disk pack RSRA1.
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Col. Col. Col.
i 8 16
$ SNUMB
$ IDENT 112320,EASE
$ MSGI I,PLEASE MOUNTDISC PACKRSRAI
$ USERID RSRATEST$XXXX
$ OPTION FORTRAN
(Program deck)
$ EXECUTE
$ LIMITS 50,23K,,2K
$ PRMFL 07,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/TBLFL
$ PRMFL 09,R/W,R,RSRATEST$X_/FLTA/PCKA/STATS
$ PRMFL 19,R,R,RSRATESTSXX_/FLTA/PCK.A/PASS9
$ PRMFL 20,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASSlO
$ PRMFL 23,R/W,R,RSRATEST--$-X-XXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS13
(Data cards)
$ ENDJOB
***EOF
Figure A-6. - Dptask deck setup using disk pack RSRAI.
Col. Col. Col.
I 8 16
$ SNUMB
$ IDENT I12320,EASE
$ MSGI 1,PLEASEMOUNTDISC PACKRSRA
$ USERID RSRATEST$XXXX
$ OPTION FORTRAN
(Program deck)
$ EXECUTE
$ LIMITS 20,17K,,5K
$ PRMFL 07,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/TBLFL
$ PRMFL 09,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/STATS
$ PRMFL 35,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/UPCFL
(Data cards)
$ ENDJOB
***EOF
Figure A-7. - Datask program deck setup using disk pack RSRAI.
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Col. Col. Col.
1 8 16
$ SNUMB
$ IDENT 112320,EASE
$ MSG1 1,PLEASEMOUNTDISC PACKRSRA1
$ USERID RSRATEST$XXXX
$ OPTION FORTRAN
(Programdeck)
$ EXECUTE
$ LIMITS 20,18K,,5K
$ PRMFL 07,R,R,RSRATEST$XX_XXX/FLTA/PCKA/TBLFL
$ PRMFL 09,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/STATS
$ PRMFL I1,R,R,RSRATESTSXXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASSl
$ PRMFL 12,R,R,RSRATEST$XX_XXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS2
$ PRMFL 13,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS3
$ PRMFL 14,R,R,RSRATEST$XX_XXX/FLTA/PCKAIPASS4
$ PRMFL 15,R,R,RSRATEST$XX_XXX/FLTAIPCKAIPASS5
$ PRMFL 16,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXXIFLTAIPCKAIPASS6
$ PRMFL 17,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXXIFLTAIPCKA/PASS7
$ PRMFL 18,R,R,RSRATESTSXXXXIFLTAIPCKAIPASS8
(Data cards)
***EOF
Figure A-8. Cycle count deck setup using disc pack RSRAI.
Col. Col. Col.
I 8 16
$ SNUMB
$ IDENT I12320,EASE
$ MSGI I,PLEASE MOUNTDISC PACKRSRAI
$ USERID RSRATESTSXXXX
$ OPTION FORTRAN
(Program deck)
$ EXECUTE
$ LIMITS 20,22K,5K
$ PRMFL 07,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXX!FLTA/PCKA/TBLFL
$ PRMFL 09,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXXIFLTAIPCKAISTATS
$ PRMFL 19,R,R,RSRATESTSXXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS9
$ PRMFL 21,R,R,RSRATESTSXXXX!FLTAIPCKAIPASSII
$ PRMFL 22,R,R,RSRATESTSXX_!FLTAIPCKAIPASSI2
$ PRMFL 23,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS13
$ TAPE 50,x50D,,,,556-BPI-PLOT-TAPE
$ SYSOUT 59
(Data cards)
$ ENDJOB
***EOF
FigureA-9. - Time historydeck setupusingdisk packRSRAI.
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Col. Col. Col.
1 8 16
$ SNUMB
$ IDENT 112320,EASE
$ MSGI 1,PLEASEMOUNTDISC PACKRSRAI
$ USERID RSPJ_TEST$XXXX
$ OPTION FORTRAN
(Program deck)
$ EXECUTE
$ LIMITS 20,22K,SK
$ PRMFL 07,R,R,RSPJ_TEST$XX_XXX_/FLTA/PCKA/TBLFL
$ PRMFL 24,R,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCK.A/PASSI4
$ PRMFL 35,R,R,RSRATEST$_UPCFL
(Data cards)
$ ENDJOB
***EOF
Figure A-IO. - Harmonic analysis deck setup using disk pack RSRAI.
Col. Col. Col.
i 8 16
$ SNUMB
$ IDENT 112320,EASE
$ USERID RSPJ_TEST$XXXX
$ OPTION FORTRAN
(Program deck)
$ EXECUTE
$ LIMITS 15,15K,5K
$ PRMFL 35,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX!UPCFL
FILE 36,x36R,15R
(Data cards)
$ ENDJOB
***EOF
Figure A-f1. - Upcgen program deck setup.
?i
Col. Col. Col.
I 8 16
$ SNUMB
$ IDENT III230,EASE
$ OPTION FORTRAN
(Program deck)
$ EXECUTE
$ LIMITS 25,16K,,IOK
$ SYSOUT O6
$ TAPE9 OI,XlD,,NNNN,,INPUT-TAPE
(Data cards)
$ ENDJOB
Figure A-12. - Tpdmpprogram deck setup.
Col. Col. Col.
I 8 16
$ SNUMB
$ IDENT II2320,EASE
$ MSGI 1,PLEASEMOUNTDISC PACKRSRAI
$ USERID RSRATEST$XXXX
$ OPTION FORTRAN
(Program deck)
$ EXECUTE
$ LIMITS 08,16K,,IK
$ PRMFL 07,R,R,RSRATESTSXXXX/FLTA/PCKA/TBLFL
$ ENDJOB
Figure A-13. - Table print program deck setup.
?2
Col. Col. Col.
1 8 16
$ SNUMB
$ IDENT II2320,EASE
$ MSG1 1,PLEASEMOUNTDISC PACKRSRAI
$ USERID RSRATEST$XXXX
$ OPTION FORTRAN
(Setup routine program deck)
$ EXECUTE
$ LIMITS 08,19K,,2K
$ SYSOUT 08
$ PRMFL 07,R/Q,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/TBLFL
$ FILE OI,AIR,3R
(Data cards)
$ OPTION FORTRAN
(Scan routine program deck)
$ EXECUTE
$ LIMITS 50,24K,,2K
$ TAPE9 03,XID,,NNNN
$ PRMFL 07,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/TBLFL
$ PRMFL 09,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX_/FLTA/PCKA/STATS
$ PRMFL II,R/W,R,RSRATESTSXXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASSl
$ PRMFL 12,R/W,R,RSRATESTSXXXX_!FLTA/PCKA/PASS2
$ PRMFL 13,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS3
$ PRMFL 14,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS4
$ PRMFL 15,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS5
$ PRMFL 16,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS6
$ PRMFL 17,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS7
$ PRMFL 18,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS8
$ PRMFL 19,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS9
$ PRMFL 20,R/W,R,RSRATEST$_/FLTA/PCKA/PASSlO
$ PRMFL 21,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASSll
$ PRMFL 22,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/PASS12
(Data cards)
$ OPTION FORTRAN
(Abtask routine program deck)
$ EXECUTE
$ LIMITS 10,16K,2K
$ PRMFL 07,R/W,R,RSRATEST$XXXX/FLTA/PCKA/TBLFL
$ ENDJOB
***EOF
FigureA-14.- Deck setupto executesetup,scan,and abtask.
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APPENDIX B
TELEVENT II
Real Time Digital Tape Format Description
ANSI/IBM Compatible
Handler: 9 track
Density: 800 bpi
Parity: Odd
Computer Word Size: 16 bits (msb = bit #16; Isb = #I)
Three types of records are recorded: (1)-Header Record; (2)-Data Description Record;
(3)-Data Record.
Header Record
Record Size: 45 words
The header record contains alphanumeric information in EBCDIC and is identified by the
first word being equal to zero. The information contained in the header record is
obtained during the primary module setup of each data link. One header record is
generated for each header card encountered.
Word Contents
1 000000
2 Number of words/record (45)
3-4 4 char. link ID in EBCDIC
5 Reel Sequence Number
6-45 80 EBCDIC alphanumeric characters
Data Description Record
Record Size: I0 words
The data description record contains the information necessary to describe the data
records for a specific link, format, and source. This type of record is identified by
the first word containing a -I in 2's complement form (1777778). One data description
record is present for each type of data record recorded.
Word Contents
1 -I (2's complement)
2 Number of words/record (I0)
3-4 4 char. link ID in EBCDIC
5 bits 16-13 Zero
bits 12-11 Source ID
0 - Analog tape
1 - PCM Simulator
2 - Manual
bits 10-5 6 least significant bits of first EDCDIC char. of format ID. (alpha)
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Word Contents
bits 4-1 4 leastsignificantbits of secondEBCDICcharacterof formatID.
(numeric)
6 bit 16 = 0 for "SoftwareMerged"time
= 1 for '_lardwareMerged"time
bits 15-8 Zero
bits 7-5 Time identificationbits*
= 0 - No time is recorded
< 4 - Numberof 'normal"timewords recorded(Tn)
> 4 - Bits 6 and 5 indicatethe numberof '%4erged"timewords
recorded(Tin)
= 4 . Time is recordedin 'Both"mode.
bits 4-I Handlernumber
7 Numberof frames/physicalrecord.(F)
8 Numberof words/frame.(W)
9 Numberof syncwords recordedfor PCM data links. (S)
i0 2 EBCDICblanks.
Data Record
Recordsize: Variable
Data recordsare identifiedby the firstword being greaterthan zero.
The recordsize can be calculatedby;
B = F(Tm+ S + W) + Tn + 5
where;
B = Physicalrecordsize
F = Numberof frames/physicalrecord
W = Numberof words/frame
S = Numberof sync words/frame(PCMonly)
Tn = Numberof 'h%ormal"time words recorded
Tm = Numberof "merged"timewords recorded
F, W, S, Tn and TM are obtainedfrom the Data DescriptionRecordfor the specified
source,link,and format.
The formatof all data recordsis as follows:
Word Contents
1 Same as word 5 of correspondingData DescriptionRecord
2 Numberof words/physicalrecord (B)
3-4 4 char.link ID in EBCDIC
5 Blockcountofdatarecordsforthissource,link,andformat.
6 al time digitaldata includingany timewords
( > [_andframesyncwords
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Time RecordingModes
The systemhas 3 words of time that can be recordedin a varietyof ways. The formatof
these 3 timewords is as follows:
Tenths Hundredths Thousandths Undefined
Time Word 1 of of of
Sec. Sec. Sec.
16 13 12 9 8 5 4 1
I Tens Units Tens Units
of of of of
Min. Min. Sec. Sec.
Time Word 2 1 1
16 15 13 12 9 8 7 5 4 1
Hund. Tens Units Tens Units
of of of of of
Days Days Days Hr. Hr.
Time Word 3
16 15 14 II I0 7 6 5 4 1
A. NormalTime
When NormalTime is indicatedin bits 7-5of word 6 of the correspondingData Description
Record,only i time tag is suppliedfor the entirephysicalrecordirrespectiveof the
numberof framescontainedtherein. The time tag representsthe GqT of when the last
dataword of the bufferwas received. The indicatednumberof NormalTime words are
placed at the end of the physicalrecordwith the leastsignificant ime word being
recordedfirst.
Tn Time Words Recorded
1 1
2 I, 2
3 i, 2, 3
B. MergedTime
When bits 7-5 of word 6 of the correspondingData DescriptionRecordindicatedI, 2, or
3 MergedTime words are being recorded,each frameof datawithinthe physicalrecordis
time taggedwith TM timewords as follows:
Tm Time Words Recorded
1 1
2 '1, 2
3 I, 2, 3
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The leastsignificanttimeword is recordedfirstin each group of time words.
MergedTime can be obtainedvia eitherhardwareor softwareas indicatedin bit 16 of
word 6 of the correspondingData DescriptionRecord. For HardwareHerged time,Tm time
words are recordedfor each frameinmediatelyfollowingthe lastword of each frameor
immediatelyfollowingthe last syncword of each frameif any syncwords are present.
(Syncwords appearonly _¢ithPC_ data wherethe sync is not being stripped).
For SoftwareMerged time,Tm numberof time words are recordedfor each framewith all
of the timewords for all of the framesin a physicalrecordappearingat the end of the
bufferbeginninginmediatelyafter the lastword (or syncword)of the last frame.
The time tagging for PO4 data corresponds to the last bit of the sync pattern. For the
A/D link _A_Q), the time tag is obtained after the last word of the frame has been
sampled.
C. Both
Whenbits7-5ofword6 of thecorrespondingDataDescriptionRecord= 1002,timeis
recordedinwhatis referredto as theBothmode. Inthismode,3 wordsof NormalTime
arerecordedat theendof thebufferalongwith1 wordofMergedTime. Thetime
taggingforthetwotypesoftimearethesameas thosepreviouslydescribed.
Frame S}mc Pattern
When data from one of the PLY4links is being digitized, the operator can request to "strip"
the frame sync pattern. Under this condition, no sync words appear on the digital tape
and word 9 of the corresponding Data Description Record = 0. When the frame sync pattern
is not being stripped, (S) number of sync words as indicated in word 9 of the corresponding
Data Description Record appear after the last word of each frame. The number of words/
frame (W) does not include PCM sync pattern words.
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APPENDIXC
DerivedParameters
There are certainelementsof aircraftperformancethat cannotbe directlyinstru-
mentedbut are functionsof one or more instrumentedelementsof the aircraft. Such
elementscannotbe processeddirectlybut must be derivedbased upon theirdefined
algorithms.These elementsare processedthroughthe routine'q)PTASK"for theirpoint
by point derivationsas well as the calculationof theirstatistics.
This appendixliststhe parametersthatare currentlyderivedthrough"DPTASK"
alongwith theiralgorithms.FigureC-I containsthe listof flightconstantsused in
the equations. FigureC-2 liststhe definitionof the inputvariablesused and Figure
C-3 liststhe definitionof the variablesbeingderived.
The algorithmscurrentlydefinedin 'q3PTASK"are as follows:
VIT = 1479.K1 (C I)
where /
K1 =V (i + .06805VIp)'2857-1. (C 2)
VCAS = LinearInterpolationTableLookupf (WIT) (C 3)
VEI = (WCAS)CDE_) (K2) (C 4)
K1
where
DELTA= _i.0- .000006875H)5"256 (C 5)
I 144.VIp .2857K2 = (I. + 2116.2DELTA) -I. (C 6)
_ .0023769_ 2FAT = ITAT - .00013177KPR(WEI DENS _ (C 7)
where
DENS - 2116.2DELTA - .378277PRESSV
3089.7(ITAT+ 273.16) (C 8)
and
PRESSV= t_LHI_ [2.685 + .013232 (ITAT + 17.78) 2/245] (C 9)
Vz : VCAS_Polp (C10)
where
Po = "0023769 (CII)
and 2116.2 DELTA- .378277 PRESSV1
P - 3089.7 (FAT + 273.16) (C12)
and
PRESSVI = RELHL_ [2.685+ 0.13232(FAT+ 17.78)2"245] (C13)
TAT = FAT + .000131714VT2 (C14)
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.235
HD = I. - (O_o) (CIS)
.000006875
_R= (2_)(R)(NR)(MRC) (C16)
(60) (100)
RTR : (2v) (RT) (NR) (MRC)(GT)
(601 (100) (C17)
1.6889 VT
: (C18)
nR
fiR + 1.6889 VT
MACHA : (C19)
65.7689 VHAT + 273.16
(NF1) (Q1) 01PC)
SHP1 = (C20)I0000.
(NF2) (Q2) (HPC)
SHP2 = (C21)
10000.
HPTOTAL : SHP1 + SHP2 (C22)
550 HPT
CPENG TOT = R2 (C23)0 :r (nR) 3
(NR) (TmQ)(MRC)
m_m: (c243(5252) (I00)
550 HPMR
CPMAIN : R2 3 (C25)p _ (n R)
(NR) (TRQ)(GTS)
HPTR = (5252) (100) (C26)
550 HPTR
CPTAIL = R2 3 (C27)p _ (_R)
_ms = re'MR+F_TR (c28)
550 HPS
CPvoT = (C29)
o :r R2(n R) 3
YAW = HEAl) - HEADI (C30)
where
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HEADI isthevalueof thefirstsampleindataburst.
Fx = ISOLB+ .2S85 (LIFTD- LIFTA) (CZl)
Fy + ISOLA- ISOLC+ .2588 (LIFrB- LIFTC) (CZ2)
Fz = .9659 (LIFFA+ LIFrB + LIFTC+ LIFtrD) (C33)
Mx = 57.88 (ISOLA- ISOLC)- 31.98 (LIFrB+ LIFTC) (C34)
My = -53.ISOLB+ 32.639LIFTA- 2.656LIErB- 37.9515LIFTD- 2.656LIFTC (C35)
.. ±
Mz = -17.75 ISOIA - 23.25 ISOLC + .7118 LIFTB - LIFTC) 82. QLINK (C36)
AR= -.0000024A3 + .0008353A2 - .2677A +114.5 (C37)
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SYMBOL DEFINITION VALU_
I_R Temperature probe recovery factor .9
RELHIN Relative humidity 0.
HPC T58 Engine chaff horsepower @ 100% 1215.69
MRC Main rbtor RPM @ 100% NR 203.
R Main rotor radius ft 31.
RT Tail rotor radius ft 5.3
GT Gear ratio between tail rotor and main rotor 6.123
GTS Tail rotor shaft RPM @ 100% NR 3030.
m ,i
Figure C-I. Flight Constants for Derived Parameters
SYMBOL NNEMONIC DEFINITION
,m
ITAT ITATIK)OM Indicated total air temperature (BOOM) (degC)
Vip VIPBO0_ Indicated airspeed (BOOM) (PSID)
H HBOOM Pressure altitude (BOOM) (ft)
HEAD HEADI80 Compass heading (+ 180 deg)
Q1 NOIQPCT No. 1 engine torque %
Q2 NO2QPCT No. 2 engine torque %
NFI NOINFPCT No. 1 engine power turbine speed %
NF2 NO2NFPCT No. 2 engine power turbine speed %
MRQ MRQI Main rotor shaft torque ft-lb
TRQ TRQ Tail rotor shaft torque ft-lb
NR NR Main rotor speed %
LIPTA MRLIFTA Main rotor LIFT A (forward) (ib)
LIPTB MRLIFrB Main rotor LIFT B (righthand) (Ib)
LIFTC MRLIFTC Main rotor LIFT C (left hand) (ib)
LIFTD MRLIFTD Main rotor LIFT D (aft) (Ib)
ISOlA ISAFAPR Forward lefthand latitude ISOLATOR
ISOLB ISOFAPR Forward longitude ISOLATOR
ISOLC ISAFBPR Aft right hand latitude ISOLATOR
QLINK X_SNSGT Transit torque link
A AILPOSR Right aileron position
Figure C-2. Input Variables for Derived Parameters
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SYMBOL MNI_IONIC DEFINITION
VIT VITBOOM True instrumented indicated airspeed (BOOM) (KNOTS)
VCAS VCASBOOM Calibrated airspeed (BOOM) (KNOTS)
VEI VEIBOOM Equivalent airspeed (BOOM) (KNOTS)
FAT FATBOOM Free air temperature (BOOM) (DEGREES C)
VT VFBO_ True airspeed (BOOM) (KNOTS)
TAT TATBOOM Total air temperature (BOOM) (DEGREES C)
HD HDBOOM Density altitude (BOOM) (FEET)
_R OMEGAR Main rotor tip speed (ft/sec)
_TR O_GATR Tail rotor tip speed (ft/sec)
MU Main rotor tip speed ratio
MAO{A MAOIA Advanced blade tip roachnumber
SHP1 NOISHP No. 1 engine shaft horsepower
SHP2 NO2SHP No. 2 engine shaft horsepower
HPTOTAL HPT Total engine horsepower
CPENG TOT CPTE Total engine power coefficient
HPMR HPMR Main rotor horsepower
CPMAIN CPM Main rotor power coefficient
HPTR HPTR Tail rotor horsepower
CPTAIL CPTAIL Tail rotor power coefficient
HPS HPS Total strain gage power
CPToT CPT Total power coefficient
YAW YA_C_TRM Yaw attitude (DEGREE)
FX FX Main rotor longitudinal force (Ib)
Fy FY Main rotor latidudinal force (ib)
FZ FZ Main rotor vertical force (Ib)
MX MX Main rotor roll moment (in-lb)
My MY Main rotor pitch moment (in-lb)
MZ MZ Main rotor yaw moment (in-lb)
AR AILPOSP Right aileron position (%)
FigureC-3.DerivedParameterVariableDefinitions
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APPENDIX D
Program Flowcharts
This appendixdescribesthe programminglogicused in each independentsoftwaretask
of the EASE systemand providesa basicunderstandingof the methodsused to developeach
task in the overalloperationalrequirements.A collectionof the flowchartsand a list-
ing of each subroutinedocumentationcardsare includedhere.
A hierarchychartof eachprogramused in the EASE systemprecedesthe set of sub-
routinedocumentationand flowchartsapplicableto each respectiveprogram.
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SETUP I
DRIVER
SETUp
I ]
HEADIN PASSIN CALIN EVENIN
HIERARCHYC_RT forSETUPPROGRAM
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*******************MAIN SETUP DRIVER***********************************
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME MAIN SETUP DRIVER
PROGRAM NUMBER 112320
AUTHOR TERRY D. SOMMERS
COMPUTER HW-625/635
MEMORY ALL FILES OPEN (2OK)
PERIPHERALS CARD READER_PRINTER
LANGUAGE HW 6000 FORTRAN/FORTY
PURPOSE
TO CALL APPROPRIATE TASK TO BE GENERATED.
METHOD
CHECK INPUT CARD FOR CORRECT TASK NAME AND OPTION NAME
AND CALL APPROPRIATE TASK.
INPUT/OUTPUT
CCODE - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING CARD CODE
CARD - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING CHARACTER INFORMATION
TNAME - INPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING TASK NAME
OPT - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING OPTION NAME
NOOP - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING NUMBER OF
ERRORS COUNTED FPOM BAD INPUTS.
JCDCNT - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING TOTAL NUMBER OF
CARDS INPUT
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL SETUP
COMMON AREAS
DATIN - CARD_OPT_TNAME,CCODEgNOOPgJCDCNT
SEE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION ON FILE AT CAS FOR CARD FORMATS
AND TABLE FILE FORMATS OR FOR ANY OTHER SPECIFIC INFORMATION.
8S
I JCDCNT=O
I00 '_
READ
TYpE
YES
NO
PRINT
CARD
JCDCNT_JCDCNT+I I
I NOOP=
NOOP+I
IPRINT I DECODETASK IERROR INAME & .OPTION1
{ FROM.r,ARn a
NO
_ NO0 p _
NOOP+I
PRINT
ERROR
900
i
IPRINTMESSAGE IPRINT L,I PRINT L, _
TERMINATEON IJCDCNT _7 END OF FILE _7
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____SUBROUTINE SETUP_-___-_o_oolo
PROGRAN IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME SUBROUTINE SETUP
PROGRAM NUMBER 112320
AUTHhR TERRY D. SOMMERS
COMPUTER HW-625/635
MEMORY
PERIPHERALS CARD READER,PRINTER,DISC,TAPE
LANGUAGE HW 6000 FORTRAN/FORTY
PURPOSE
TO INITIALIZE OR UPDATE A TABLE FILE WHICH WILL
BE USED BY OTHER RSRA ROUTINES
METHOD
CHECK OPTION FOR "INITIALIZE '°OR 00UPDATE" AND EITHER
ZERO OLD TABLES OR READ CURRENT TABLES FROM DISC
INTO MEMORY. READ A CARD AND CHECK CARD CODE TO
DETERMINE ANY OR ALL TABLE ROUTINES TO BE USED.
WRITE NEW OR UPDATED TABLES TO DISC FILE 07 AND
RETURN TO DRIVER ROUTINE. TABLES WILL ONLY BE SAVED IF
NOOP VALUE IS O.
INPUT/OUTPUT
CCODE - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING CARD CODE
CARD - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING CHARACTER INFORMATION
TNAME - INPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING TASK NAME
OPT - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING OPTION NAME
NOOP - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING NUMBER OF
ERRnRS COUNTED FROM BAD INPUTS.
JCDCNT - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING TOTAL NUMBER OF
CARDS INPUT
THEAD - INPUT OP OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING HEADER TABLE
INFORMATION
TPASS - INPUT OR OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING PASS TABLE
INFORMATION
TSENSE - INPUT OR OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING SENSOR TABLE
INFORMATION
TEVENT - INPUT OR OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING EVENT TABLE
INFORMATION
ICALNO - INPUT OR OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING CALIBRATION
TABLE INFORMATION
SCTAR - INPUT OR OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING SENSOR TABLE
INFORMATION FOR SCRATCH TAPE FILE 01
TABREC - ARGUMENT CONTAINING A TABLE RECORD 600 WORDS/REC
NTBL - ARGUMENT CONTAINING NAME OF TABLE TO BE
INITIALIZED OR UPDATED
FILE 07 - RANDOM DISC FILE FOR TABLES
FILE 01 - RANDOM SCRATCH TAPE FILE FOR SENSOR TABLES ONLY
520 WORDS/REC.
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CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL. HEADIN
CALL PASSIN
CALL EVENIN
CALL CALIN
COMMON AREAS
DATIN - CARD_OPTtTNAME_CCODE_NOOPtJCDCNT
TABLI - THEAD
TABL2 - TPASS
TABL3 - TSENSE
TABL4 - TEVENT
TABL5 - ICALNO
_EE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION ON FILE AT CAS FOR CARD FORMATS
AND TABLE FILE FORMATS OR FOR ANY OTHER SPECIFIC INFORMATION,
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I NOOP=O
ZEROHEADER
TABLE
DO60 I=1,27$ |
ZEROPASSTABLE I
DO62 I=1,20 IDO64 J=1,105
ZEROSENSORTABLE
DO66 I=1,40
DO68 J=l,13
IZEROEVENTTABLEI
DO70 I:I,600 I
,F
!
ZEROCALTABLE I
DO74 I=1,120 I
I ZEROSCTAB
DO82 I=1,20
DO84 J=1,520
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"INITIALIZE" 0 
ASS TABLE 
FILE 07 
YES 
E V E M  
TABLE 
FILE 07 
IPRI,T
YES
NOOP: NO
NOOP+I _?_= ._
DECODECARD
TNAME
NO =
!NDSETUP'
NOOP=
NOOP+I YES
21q HEADERTABLE
=0 FILE 07
| "_oG" _ ERROR I NO
MESSAGE PASS
"TABLESNOT TABLE
FILE 07
RETURN /rSCTAB
_SENSOR
TABLE
_FILE Ol
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SENSOR
TABLE
FILE 07
EVENT
TABLE
FILE O7
PRINT TABLE
MESSAGE FILE 07
"TABLESBAVE DISCBEEN
_300
IDECODECARD[NTBL
NO
600 NO
NOOP=
NOOP.I
120 EVENIN
NO .i
_°° _°° I_ _o_-I
PRINT
MESSAGE 120 CALIN =
"END OF
g2
****************************** HEADIN**********************************
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME SUBROUTINE HEAOIN
PROGRAM NUMBER 112320
AUTHOP TERRY D. SOMMERS
COMPUTER HW-625/635
MEMORY
PERIPHERALS CARD READER,PRINTER
LANGUAGE HW 6000 FORTRAN/FORTY
PURPOSE
TO BUILD OR UPDATE HEADER TABLE
METHOD
CHECK HEADER CARD NUMBER AND DECODE ACCORDINGLY. EDIT
CARD PARAMETERS AND STORE INFORMATION IN HEADER COMMON
AREA TO BE WRITTEN IN SETUP ROUTINE.
INPUT/OUTPUT
CCODE - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING CARD CODE
CARD - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING CHARACTER INFORMATION
NOOD - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING NUMBER OF
ERPORS COUNTED FROM BAD INPUTS.
JCDCNT - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAININB TOTAL NUMBER OF
CARDS INPUT
THEAD - HEADER TABLE NAME OR ARRAY
ICDCT - COUNTER FOR NUMBER OF HEADER CARDS READ
IHCONO - INPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING HEADER CARD NUMBER
HEADER CARD NO. I
MAXPAS - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PASSES DURING FLIGHT
MEVENT - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF EVENTS DURING FLIGHT
MBURST - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BURSTS FOR 6130 TAPE DURING FLIGHT
FTIME - BEGINNING TIME OF FLIGHT
HEADER CARD NO. 2
FLIGHT - FLIGHT INFORMATION
DATE - DATE OF FLIGHT (DDMMYY)
TAPENO - TAPE NUMBER OF 6130 TAPE
AIRCRI . AIRCR2 - AIRCRAFT NAME
PILOTI . PILOT2 - PILOT NAME
COPILI . COPIL2 - COPILOT NAME
OBSERI . OBSER2 - OBSERVER NAME
HEADER CARD NO. 3
FTP - FNGINEERING TEST PLAN
ESGW - ENGINEERING GROSS WEIGHT
ESCG - ENGINEERING CENTER GRAVITY
KPR(O.g) - AIRSPEED PROBE RECOVERY FACTOR
HPC(1215.69} - T-58 ENGINE CHAFF(HP AT I00 PERCENT}
MRC(203) - MAIN ROTOR (RPM AT I00 PERCENT}
R(31) - MAIN ROTOR RADIUS(FEET)
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HEADER CARD NO. 4
RT(5,3) - TAIL ROTOR RADIUS(FEET)
GT(6,123) - TAIL ROTOR TO MAIN ROTOR(RPM RATIO)
GTS(3030) - TAIL ROTOR SHAFT(RPM)
RELHU(O) - RELATIVE HUMIDITY(UNUSED)
FHBOOM - UNUSED
CNMMON AREAS
DATIN - CARD_OPTtTNAME,CCODE,NOOP,JCDCNT
TABLI - THEAD
SEE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION ON FILE AT CAS FOR CARD FORMATS
AND TABLE FILE FORMATS OR FOR ANY OTHER SPECIFIC INFORMATION,
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ICDCT=
0
I00 _,
I READCARD x_
I DECODECARD
NOOP= IHCDNO
NOOP+i
PRINT I RETURN
ERROR I
9S
3°°
,NEVENT,
ROOP= NO
NOOP+l
AND<= YES
=2
YES
NO
500
320
=3 E CARD
> 0 AND<
HOOP+] ]O0 NO
NOOP=
331 NOOP+]
NOOP= >0 AND<
NOOP+7 ]ao
600
GTS
T[HE
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME SUBROUTINE PASSlN
PROGRAM NUMBER 112320
AUTHOR TERRY D, SOMMERS
COMPUTER HW-625/635
MEMORY
PERIPHERALS CARD READER_PRINTER_TAPE
LANGUAGE HW 6000 FORTRAN/FORTY
PURPOSE
TO BUILD OR UPDATE PASS TABLES AND SENSOR TABLES AND
TO SEARCH TABLES FOR DUPLICATION OF SENSOR NAMEr
PREPROCESSING CODE AND SAMPLE RATE
METHOD
DECODE INFORMATION IN PASS CARD AND STORE IN PASS TABLES,
CHECK FOR SENSOR CARDS AND DECODE, EDIT CARD PARAMETERS
FOR CORRECT INFORMATION, STORE VALUES IN SENSOR TABLES,
WRITE SCRATCH FILE 01, READ SCRATCH FILE AND SEARCH
FOR DUPLICATION OF SENSOR NANE, PREPROCESSING CODE ANO
SAMPLE RATE,
I'NPUT/OUTPUT
CCODE - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING CARD CODE
CARD - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING CHARACTER INFORMATION
NOOP - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING NUMBER OF
ERRORS COUNTED FROM BAD INPUTS,
JCDCNT - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING TOTAL NUMBER OF
CARDS INPUT
IPSNO - PASS NUMBER
IRDIN - INTEGRAL VALUE OF 6130 TAPE SAMPLE RATE
ROIN - 6130 SAMPLE RATE TYPE(X,M,T , )
IRDATA - INTEGRAL VALUE OF DATA FILE SAMPLE RATE
RDATA - DATA FILE SAMPLE RATE TYPE(X,MtT_ )
ISTATC - STATUS CODE FOR DATA AVAILABILITY
0 = NOT AVAILABLE
I : AVAILABLE
2 = AB TASK RUN
3 : DERIVED PARAMETER PASS
MAXPAR - ACTUAL NUMBER OF PARAMETERS FOR PASS
TPASS - PASS TABLE ARRAY
SRDIN - COMBINED INTEGRAL VALUE AND TYPE FOR SAMPLE RATE
SRDATA - COMBINED INTEGRAL VALUE AND TYPE FOR SAMPLE RATE
SCTAB - SENSOR TABLE ARRAY FOR SCRATCH FILE
TSENSE - SENSOR TABLE ARRAY
IDRATE - INCREMENT VALUE OF 6130 SAMPLE RATE
SNCI - FIRST CHARACTER OF SENSOR NAME
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ST CARD
$NAMI . SNAM2 - SENSOR NAME
PPC - PREPROCESSING CODE
V : VIBRATORY
S = STEADY
D = DIRECT
IPARIN - 6130 TAPE PARAMETER LOCATION
IPARDF - DATA FILE PARAMETER LOCATION
ITRACK - 6130 TAPE TRACK NUNBER
ICHAN - 6130 TAPE CHANNEL NUMBER
CALTYP - CALIBRATION TYPE(Z,X_P,It2)
EUCVI - FACTORY CAL "A" TERM
EUCV2 - FACTORY CAL IIBIITERM
FILNO - NOT USED
CONLEV.- CONCERN LEVEL VALUE
COMMON AREAS
DATIN - CARD_OPT_TNAME_CCOOE_NOOPgJCDCNT
TABLP - TPASS
TABL3 - TSENSE
SEE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION ON FILE AT CAS FOR CARD FORMATS
AND TABLE FILE FORMATS OR FOR ANY OTHER SPECIFIC INFORMATION,
g_
DECODECARD
!PSNO,IRDIN,
RDIN,IRDATA_
RDATA
DECODECARD ISRDIN,SRDATA
PRINT.ERROR.I _ NOOP:
_ NOOP+I YES
PRINTERRORI_, NOOP:
_ NOOP+I YES
'PRINTERRORI_ NOOP:
_ NOOP+I YES
PRINTERROR1_ NOOP=
215
NOOP+I
YES
,_DRATE=_RDATA I
a'IIDRATE=IDRATE*| IRDATA
IPRINTERROR I _80_+i N_S
_ YES J SETTPASS ]
"I (IPSNO,4) : 1I
I
• NO
9
STORESRDIN
ANDSRDATA
IN TPASS(IPSNO,N
(PASSTABLES)
MAXPAR
=0
J READ CARD '_'I
PRINT I
JCD_CNT]
IPRINT I _-
YES I I
T 32o 31o I
SET . . ZEROSENSOR I I
TPASS(.IPSN0,1) TABLE(ISENSE IA I
=MAXPAR " ) PD0315 I=1,40
(PASSTABLE) nnR1_ T=I IR I
_1_ RETURN )
I0O
500
MAXPAR
:MAXPAR
+I
_ NOOP+l
NOOP+I
] DECODECARD
I TYPE"ST"
.
DECODECARD
TYPE"ST"
CALTYC
PRINT ERRORHNOOP=
MESSAGE NOOP+I = "S"
YES 611
61 NOOP= ERROR
_,_:I NOOP+I
NO
i01
YES
612I
PRINTERROR I_ NOOP=
_ NOOP+I =IPARIS
YES
PRINTERROR NOOP=
_ NOOP+I :IPARDS
NOOP= YES
NOOP+I <_I
,F
PRINTERRORI
SPPC=
"A"
YES
617
PRINT ERROR_ NOOP:
i
_ NOOP+I :IPARIS
i 618
IPRINT ERROR_ NOOP= NO_PARDF-2 __
....NOOP+I ,_'_LP-_RY_T YES
102
SET
SPPC: PPC
IPARIS = IPARIN
IPARDS= IPARDF
PRINTERRORI I NOOP= >0
NOOP+I AND<:I 10
i 65(
IPRINTERROR NOOP=
,q_-. NOOP+I AND< =40
?
YES
CALTYP YES
"Z"
NO
PRINT ERRORI CALTYP
--- llXll
INOOP+I CALTYP YES= iiplt
NO
NO "I" YES
103
7O0
STOREVALUESIN
SENSORTABLEFOR
PARS 900
(TS_NSE(_XPAR'N_ I ENDPRINTOFMESSAGEFILE II
I DO710 1 = 1,20
II:I
( STOP )
NO
YES
712
YES _=IPSNO
IMPAR=
TPASS
(If,l)
DO717 d=l, IMPARIJj=J I
720
NO
YES
725
IPRINT ERROR| NOOP= _rr i (13_
MESSAGE _NOOP+I _ *JJ-IO)=TSENSE_
" _AXPAR,_
104
****************************** ****************************************
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME SUBROUTINE CALIN
PROGRAM NUMBER 112320
AUTHOR TERRY D. SOMMERS
COMPUTER Hw-625/635
MFMORY
PERIPHERALS ....... CARD READER,PRINTER,TAPE
LANGUAGE HW 6000 FORTRAN/FORTY
PURPOSE
TO BUILD OR UPDATE CALIBRATION TABLES. TO SCAN SENSOR
TABLES FOR MATCH OF SFNSOR NAMES.
METHOD
CHECK CARD FOR CALIBnATION TYPE_ DECODE CARD AND EDIT
PARAMETERS, SCAN SENSOR TABLES FOR MATCH OF SENSOR NAMES
SET CAL POINTER TO CORRFCT VALUE, STORE CALIBRATION TABLE
IN ARRAY TO BE WRITTEN IN SETUP ROUTINE. WRITE CORRECTED
SENSOR TABLES ON _CRATCH FILE Of.
INPUT/OUTPUT
CCODE - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING CARD CODE
CARD - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING CHARACTER INFORMATION
NOOP - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING NUMBER OF
ERRORS COUNTED FROM BAD INPUTS.
JCDCNT - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING TOTAL NUMBER OF
CARDS INPUT
CARDS INPUT
LTAR - COUNTER FOR INDEXING
ICALP - COUNTER FOR INDEXING
ICALO - CALIBRATION POINTER 0
ICALI - CALIBRATION POINTER I
ICALNO - CALIBRATION TABLF ARRAY
NAMTS - SENSOR NAME
ICE - RRE OR POST CAL EVENT NUMBER
SENTAB - SENSOR TABLE ARRAY (SCRATCH FILE 01)
CALTC - CALIBRATION TYPE
COMMON AREAS
DATIN - CARD,OPT,TNANE,CCODE,NOOP,JCDCNT
TARLI - THEAD
TABL2 - TPASS
TABL5 - ICALNO
SEE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION ON FILE AT CAS FOR CARD FORMATS
AND TABLF FILE FORMATS OR FOR ANY OTHER SPECIFIC INFORMATION.
10S
SET
ICALP=O
LTAB=O
ICALO=O
ICALI=I
I00
I READCARD _
JCDCNT=I
JCDCNT
1.1 +IPRINTERROR NOOP-- NO
_ NOOP+I
- ICE(K) ,K=I ,6
4,
ICALP: [
ICALP+I
NOOP+I
I ICE (K)l
=0
v NO
130 _Ir
lIND=6* (ICALF-1)
,_i+ K
_7IcALNOICE(K) (IND)=
106
150
I CONTINUE I
200
I READCARD7 800
_]PRINT NO_ YES _I"ENDOF FZLEI
JCDCNT: _ ?_
JCDCNT _ ""
+l
I
[PRINTERROR ] ]NOOP= _ ( STOP _)
NOOP+I NO
DECODECARD
(NAMES(L),
L=I ,8
0
DO215 L=I,8 ]
LTAB:LTAB+I. I
CALNAM(LTABI=
NAMES(L}ISNCAL
_LTAB)=ICALP
215 _
CONTINUE
107
PRINTERROR i_ INOOP= NO
NOOP+l
300
READ CARD
i = L, I PRINT NONO_ YES _
I
" CCODE
= CS'
IPRINTERROR il NOOP:
P+I CCODE
= "L2"
320 YES
l:l,THEAD (1)
i SETTPASS (I,4)=l. =2.i S
108
DO352J=I, TPASS
(i,l)
.
ENCODE I
(SNAM,F)SENTAB I
(J,I),SENTAB(J,2) I(CALTC,F)SENTABI
_J .6) I
340
I CONTINUE
F__ _RINT ERRORI
34; Oi _AG__J
="l"_ YES _0 l
_NOOP+I NO341
_ SENTAB(JI2)= 1
_ ISNCAL(M)
ICALNM(M)=I
347 35_ONTI_UENOOP: 35O
NOOP+I SENTAB(J'I2):I tICALI 348 CONTINUE
I PRINTERROR I _
I09
DO 360
M=I, LTAB
_ NOOP:
NOOP+I
yES _I'
_;_1
360 _ r
I CONTINUE I
IiO
********************SUBROUTINE EVENIN**********************************
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME SUBROUTINE EVENIN
PROGRAM NUMBER 112320
AUTHOR TERRY D, SOMMERS
COMPUTER HW-625/635
MEMORY
PERIPHERALS CARD READER,PRINTER
LANGUAGE HW 6000 FORTRAN/FORTY
PURPOSE
TO BUILD OR UPDATE EVENT TABLES
METHOD
READ EVENT CARDS, DECODE AND EDIT PARAMETERS FOR ERRORS,
STORE VALUES IN EVENT TABLE TO BE WRITTEN IN SETUP ROUTINE,
INPUT/OUTPUT
CCOnE - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING CARD CODE
CARD - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING CHARACTER INFORMATION
NOOP - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING NUMBER OF
ERRORS COUNTED FROM BAD INPUTS,
JCDCNT - INPUT AND OUTPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING TOTAL NUMBER OF
CARDS INPUT
ET CARD
NEVENT - EVENT NUMBER
EVENTI + EVENT2 + EVENT3 . EVENT4 - EVENT NAME
ETYPE - EVENT TYPE (Z,R,X,T,S,I)
ETIME - TIME OF EVENT
TEVENT - EVENT TABLE ARRAY
COMMON AREAS
DATIN - CARD,OPTgTNAME,CCODE,NOOP,JCDCNT
TABL¢ - TEVENT
SEE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION ON FILE AT CAS FOR CARD FORMATS
AND TABLE FILE FORMATS OR FOR ANY OTHER SPECIFIC INFORMATION,
111
PRINT
CARD ?
JCDCNT
= YES
, IPRINTERROR I. INooP=
200
DECODECARD _.__
(NEVENT,EVENT(4),
ETYPE,IEHR,IEMIN,
ESEC)
4,
I DECODECARDI(ETYPEC)
IPRINT ERRORIINOOP=
NOOP+I
25[
ETYPEC YES
: IIZll
lXll
_. _YES __
• NO
NOOP+I
TOTALSECOND
"1 (ETIME)
STOREVALUES
IN EVENTTABLE
TEVENT(6" (_NEVENT
-l)+N)
Nn
R1n _P'
8O0
PRINT I
MESSAGE I
F FILE,,I
STOP)
113
[ HEADER [ FAZCAL [ EVCHK
IL II. I . r . I
*Program Modules SFRAME,HFRAME,GFRAMEdocumentation in NASA,WFCProgram Library
HIERARCHYCHARTfor SCANPROGRAM
114
********SCAN - PROGRAM NUMBER 1,1,2326
*******NASA WALLOPS VERSION OF 08101177
*******LANGUAGE - FORTRAN IV
*******MACHINE - HW 625/635
*******PROGRAM AUTHOR - JEANETTE WESSELLS
*******PURPOSE -
THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM WHICH READS PCM AND FM DIGITIZED
INPUT DATA IN TELEVENT FORMAT_ COMPUTES BASIC STATISTICS_ AND
STORES DATA AND STATISTICS IN RANDOM FILES ACCEPTABLE TO
OTHER EASE PROGRAMS,
*******METHOD -
THIS PROGRAM ACCEPTS EITHER PCM OR FM TAPES CONTAINING DATA
RECORDED BY RSRA AIRCRAFT FLIGHT,
THE DIGITIZATION OF PCM DATA TAPE IS BY STANDARD PROCEEDURES,
FM DATA IS DIGITIZED BY USE OF A PEAK - STRESS CONVERTER
WHICH TAKES A CHANNEL OF DATA AND_ DEPENDING ON THE SPECIFIED
SAMPLING RATE, OUTPUTS A CHANNEL OF PEAK VALUES AND A CHANNEL
OF VALLEY VALUES WITHIN THAT SAMPLING RATE, THESE TWO
CHANNELS ARE COMBINED TO GIVE VIBRATORY AND STEADY COMPONENTS
OF THE ORIGINAL DATA, THE BASIC STATISTICS ARE COMPUTED FOR
THESE COMPONENTS,
PCM DATA IS GROUPED ACCORDING TO PASSES, A PASS" IS A SET OF
DATA WITH NO MORE THAN 40 CHANNELS_ EACH CHANNEL REPRESENTING
A SPECIFIC PARAMETER_ COVERING THE ENTIRE FLIGHT FOP THESE
CHANNELS AND SAMPLED AT THE SAME RATE,
A PASS IS FURTHER DIVIDED INTO BURSTS REPRESENTING DATA FOR A
PARTICULAR FLIGHT _ANEUVER, DATA BURSTS CAN BE DISTINGUISHED
BY EITHER RUN TONE SIGNAL OR A GIVEN TIME INTERVAL, NORMAL
MODE IS RY PUN TONE, CARD INPUT IS REGUIRED WITH BURST NUMBER
AND START AND STOP TIMES FOR TIME INTERVAL, STATISTICS ARE
COMPUTED AND STORED FOR EACH CHANNEL OF DATA BY THESE DATA
BURSTS,
EACH PASS AND FLIGHT MANEUVER IS DEFINED IN THE SETUP ROUTINE,
GIVEN THE PASS NUMBERt FILE NUMBER_ AND FILE CODE DESIGNATOR_
SETUP WILL SUPPLY NECCESSARY PARAMETER CONFIGURATION OF THE
INPUT DATA,
THE ENTIRE PASS OF DATA IS THEN PROCESSED THROUGH THIS
ROUTINE,
1IS
***Q_SYSTEMS INPUT FILES -
FILE 03 = INPUT TAPE
FILE 04 = INPUT TAPEr IF MULTI-REEL IS NECCESSARY
FILE 05 = CARD READER
FILE 07 = TABLE FILE
**oo_o_SYSTEMS OUTPUT FILES -
FILE 06 = PRINTER
FILE 07 = TABLE FILE
FILE 09 = STATISTICS FILE
FILES I1912_...31 = PASS DATA FILES
****o**INPU T -
CARD -TB CHARACTER CARD IMAGE
CCODE -2 CHARACTER CARD CODE FOUND IN FIRST 2 COLUMNS OF
-INPUT CARD -- IDENTIFIES INPUT DATA WITHIN "CARD"
ETIME -BEGINNING TIME (SEC) OF MANEUVER UP TO lO0 ENTRIES
-ARRAY IS EXTRACTED FROM EVENT TABLE
NPASS -PASS NUMBER BEING PROCESSED (CARD INPUT}
IFC -FILE CODE OF INPUT TAPE (CARD INPUT}
ITCD -CODE DESIGNATING WHICH TIME WORD TO USE (CARD INPUT)
-=O_AIRBOURNE TIMF
-=1,GROUND STATION TIME
IFILNO -LOGICAL FILE WHERE PASS = NPASS TO BE FOUND ON
-INPUT TAPE (CARD INPUT}
MBURST -MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DATA BURSTS FOUND ON INPUT TAPE
-FOR THIS PASS (CARD INPUT)
JPARIN -WORD NUMBER OF SENSOR DATA WITHIN THE DATA FRAME
-MAXIMUM 40 WORDS (FROM SENSOR TABLE}
JBARDF -WORD NUMBER OF SENSOR DATA WITHIN THE DATA FILE
-FRAME (FROM SENSOR TABLE)
PPC -PRE-PROCESSING CODE OF SENSOR (FROM SENSOR TABLF)
LASTFL -COUNTER FOR CURRENT LOGICAL FILE BEING PROCESSED
TABREC -600-WORD ARRAY OF TABLE DATA READ FROM FILE 07
116
IDATA -640-WORD RECORD ARRAY FOR DATA IMAGE OF PACKED
-DATA ON DATA FILE
NEVENT -MANEUVER NUMBER
IBURST -BURST NUMBER (CARD INPUT)
ICOND -CODE TO DESIGNATE HOW "IBURST°' IS TO BE HANDLED
-(CARD INPUT)
-=O,NORMAL CONDITION - BURST INTERVAL DETERMINED
- BY RUN TONE
-=I,BURST INTERVAL DETERMINED BY RUN TONE IS NOT '
- TO BE PROCESSED
-=2,BURST INTERVAL IS DETERMINED BY TIME
- NOTE< TIME VALUES TO ANI) TF ARE REQUIRED
-=3,NO DATA BURST EXISTS ON INPUT TAPE FOR A VALID
- MANEUVER -- MUST WRITE A RECORD OF NULLS FOR
- STATISTICS AND INCREMENT NEVENT
TO -BEGINNING TIME OF DATA BURST (SEC) (CARD INPUT)
TF -ENDING TIME OF DATA BURST (SEC) (CARD INPUT)
KADDR -CURRENT ADDRESS OF DATA FILE RECORD FOR NPASS
IRETST -TAPE STATUS AS RETURNED FROM GFRAME
_ -IO,END OF FILE ON TAPE
NCOND "VALUE FOR ICOND FOR CURRENT BURST = ooNBURST"
INTRVL -RATIO OF INPUT SAMPLE RATE VS, DATA FILE SAMPLE
-RATE
_ooo_oOUTPUT -
NPASS -PASS NUMBER BEING PROCESSED
SRDIN -INPUT SAMPLE RATE
SRDATA -DATA FILE SAMPLE RATE
NEVENT -MANEUVER NUMBER
IADDR -STORED ADDRESS ARRAY OF MANEUVER NUMBER
KADDR -CURRENT ADDRESS OF DATA FILE RECORD FOR NPASS
ETO -BURST START TIME
ETF -BURST STOP TIME
NFRM -NUMBER OF FRAMES OF DATA WITHIN BURST
NLOS -NUMBER OF tOSS OF SYNS WITHIN BURST
I17
__RESTRICTIONS -
LIMIT OF 20 PASSES PER FLIGHT
LIMIT OF 40 PARAMETERS PER PASS
LIMIT OF I00 MANEUVERS
INPUT TAPES ARE STANDARD TELEVENT FORMAT (RESTRICTED BY
GFRAME MODULE)
_e_e_SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED -
HEADER
SFRAME
HFRAME
EVCHK
PCMRD
GFRAME
SFRAME
TMSET
FMRD
GFRAME
EPACK
STATCL
WRTRDF
EPACK
118
2) TABREC
(EVENT
TABLE)
I SET ETIME
I,I:l,100)
=TABREC(6*I)
N
_rrnn_°. _MESSAGE I
TABREC
(EVENT
TABLE)
119
(6"1,1=I, I00
:ETIME(1)
42) TABREC
(EVENTTABLE)
DECODECARD
_ NPASS,IFC,IFILNO
ITCD,MBURST,ITRK
FORMAT(3X,615)
READ (07'
(NPASS+I)
TABREC
(PASSTABLE)
4,
RETRIEVENPAR,
SRDIN,SRDATA
FROM PASSTABLE
SET
ISTATC:O
LINCNT:42
IADDR(I,I:I ,I01)
=0
120
READ (07'
(NPASS+21))
TABREC
"SENSORTABLE'
DO I00
I=I,NPAR
JPARDF,
EUCVI, EUCV2,
AND SPPC FROM
SENSOR TABLE
COMPUTE TGAP,
INTRVL SET
NEVENT=0
NBURST=0
KADDR=0
NO
=i
_" No
WRITE EUCVI I
AND EUCV2 FOR
PPC= 'P' RECORD
NPASS+21
+
_----_'READ i_CARDI @
121
DECODE (CARD,)
SET IBURST, ICOND,
IBURST=999 TO IF' FORMAT
(3X 215, 5X
I 2FI0.3)I
v
SET
NBURST =
NBURST+1
NCOND=ICOND
I
IBURST _ SET [
NBURST_ NCOND = 0 1
ICOND = I?
PRINT
NT 42? HEADINGSAT
TOP OF PAGE
LINCNT
122
PRINTERROR
MESSAGE
(FORMAT146
N
IRST:
MBURST?
•NBURST?
125
iNCREMENTIADDR ]
SET ISTATC=I
COMPUTETABREC(I)
(2), (3), and (4)
SET TABREC I
(4+I,I=I,I05)
=IADBR (I)
.
RITE (07' _
PASS+I))
BREC
PASSTABLE)
NPASS+21)
ABREC
SENSOR
TABLE)
SET TABREC
(13"1,1=I,
PASREC(1))= 1
WRITE(07'
(NPASS+21)
TABREC
(SENSOR
TABLE)
124
HEAD HEADER-INITIALIZE INPUT 6130-TAPE
*******_e***_**_***_*_SUBROUTINE HEADER ___e_e_e_*e
**_**_NASA WALLOPS VERSION OF 08/01/77
*e*_**_LANGUAGE - FORTRAN IV
*******MACHINE - HW 625/635
*******PURPOSE -
INITIALIZE INPUT TAPE AND READ HEADER RECORD
*oozeD*METHOD -
INITIALIZE TAPE BY CALLING SFRAME AND READ THE HEADER RECORD
BY CALLING HFRAME.
***_*_INPUT -
IFCD -FILE CODE OF INPUT TAPE
IFL -LOGICAL FILE WHERE PASS = NPASS TO WE FOUND ON
-INPUT TAPE
**e*_e_OUTPUT -
HEADR -HEADER RECORD TO BE PRINTED
*******RESTRICTIONS -
NONE
*******SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED -
SFRAME
HFRAME
125
PRINTERROR]
IPRINTHEAD'RI
(HEADER I
126
FAZCAL
********************** WALLOPS VERSION OF MARCH 15,1978
************************** - FORTRAN IV
************************* - HONEYWELL 635
************************* -
THIS ROUTINE PROCESSES PHASE CALIBRATION DATA,
************************ -
THE FM TAPE MUST BE OF STANDARD TELEVENT FORMAT
BECAUSE DATA IS DECODED BY GFRAME MODULE.
THE STATUS OF EACH RECORD IS CHECKED FOR POSSIBLE
PARITY ON READ, AND END OF FILE DESIGNATOR.
ZERO DEGREE PHASE CALIBRATION IS COMPUTED AND
STORED IN ARRAY IAVG.
AVERAGE VALUE FOR ZERO DEGREES IS CALCULATED
AND STORED IN ARRAY IXO.
360 DEGREE PHASE CALIBRATION IS COMPUTED AND STORED
IN ARRAY IAVG.
AVERAGE VALUE FOR 360 DEGREES IS COMPUTED AND STORED
IN ARRAY IX1.
EUCVl AND EUCV2 TERMS ARE CONPUTEO AND STORED IN
ARRAYS EUCVI AND EUCV2.
************************ -
FILE NUMBER 06
CONSISTS OF -
- SENSOR NUMBER
- ZERO DEGREE AVERAGE
- 360 DEGREE AVERAGE
- EUCV1 (DEFLECTION IN ENG, UNITS)
- EUCV2 (OFFSET IN ENG, UNITS)
-IRETST - READ STATUS OF FRAME
- 1,2.0R 3 GOOD READ
- 10= END OF FILE
****************************** - FM TAPE MUST RE STANDARD TELEVENT
FORMAT.
***************************** REQUIRED - GFRAME,HFRAMEtSFRAME
127
YES
© -
NO
IWRITE I
HEADER I
I NITIALIZE I
IAVG,ISMPL,
IXO,IXI
DO20, NFR=I
128
NO
PRINTRECORD
_..._Y _T_US
NPAR
: P NO
I SET I=I+I I
KIN = JPARIN
(IPAR)
129
IAVG(1):IAVG
(I)+(IFR(KIN)
+ IFR (KIN+I))
/16.
I ISMPL(1)
=ISMPL(1)+I
® €(_o_u_)
(_o_u_)
(oo_o_=_,o)
NO
130
9
I IXO(1)=IAVG(1) J
ISMPLCI)
IAVG(1):O
ISMPL(1)=O
@, €
r
r(oo_o_A_)=1, NPAR
: JPARIN
KI_IPAR)
@ €_° ICONTINUE
131
DO 55 I P A R  (-1 
K I N  = JPARIN 
YES 
,@ 
LE, 3425 
NO 
\ CONTINUE 
NO
I XI(1)=IAVG(1)/
ISMPL(1)
I I=O
WRITEPHASE
CALIBRATION
HEADER
DO80 IPAR=I
NPAR
NO
I = I=I 1
134
EUCVI(IPAR):
360.0
(Ixl(1)-IXO(1)
EUCV2(IPAR)= J
-I*EUCVI(IPAR)
*IXO(I)
_ $
IcAkIBRATIONI
135
EVCH EVCHK-CORDINATE EVENTS
***********************SUBROUTINE EVCHK********************************
*******NASA WALLOPS VERSION OF 08/01/77
*******LANGUAGE - FORTRAN IV
*******MACHINE - HW 625/635
*******PURPOSE -
PROCESS A BURST OF DATA
*******METHOD -
BURST IS HANDLED ACCORDING TO ICOND FROM SCAN ROUTINE, UNDER
ICOND : I BURST IS READ UNTIL RUN TONE GOES OFF AND DATA IS
IGNORED, IF ICOND : 3 DATA RECORD AND STATISTICS ARE
REPRESENTED BY NULL VALUES, IF ICOND = 0 OR 2 DATA IS STORED
AND THEIR STATISTICS ARE TO BE COMPUTED,
METHOD OF PROCESSING DATA DEPENDS ON TYPE OF DATA BEING
PPOCESSED (PCM OR FM},
PCM DATA MUST BE CHECKED FOR LOSS OF FRAME SYNC AND IT CAN BE
PROCESSED AT A SAMPLE RATE LOWER THAN THF ORIGINAL,
FM DATA HAS NO LOSS OF SYNC AND DATA IS PROCESSED AT THE
SAMPLE RATE AS RECEIVED, VIBRATORY AND STEADY COMPONENTS
MUST BE COMPUTED FROM INPUT PEAK AND VALLEY DATA IN FMRD,
PROCESSING OF DATA INCLUDES STORING DATA IN PACKED FORMAT
THROUGH WRTRDF ROUTINE, DATA IS PASSED TO STATCL ROUTINE FOR
COMPILE AND COMPUTATION OF STATISTICS, AT THE END OF EACH
DATA BURST FINAL STATISTICS ARE COMPUTED AND WRITTEN ONTO THE
STATISTICS FILE,
*******INPUT -
NPASS -PASS NUMBER BEING PROCESSED
ICOND -(SEE SCAN)
IBURST -CARD INPUT BURST NUMBER
NEVENT -MANEUVER NUMBER
TO -BEGINNING TIME OF DATA BURST (SEC)
TF -ENDING TIME OF DATA BURST (SEC)
ITCD -(SEE SCAN)
136
TGAP -RATIO OF I. VS. INPUT SAMPLE RATE
INTRVL -RATIO OF INPUT SAMPLE RATE VS, DATA FILF SAMPLE
-RATE
IFCD -FILE CODE OF INPUT TAPE
DTYP -CODE TO DETERMINE IF CURRENT PASS OF DATA IS
-PCM (DTYP = 'iX°°}OR FM (OTHER} (CHARACTER PORTION
-OF INPUT SAMPLE RATE)
ooe_e_eOUTPUT -
KADDR -CURRENT ADDRESS OF DATA FILE RECORD FOR NPASS
-(OUTPUT FROM WRTRDF)
IRETST -TAPE STATUS AS RETURNED FROM GFRAME (SEE PCMRD
-AND FMRD)
ETO -BURST START TIME (OUTPUT FROq WRTRDF)
ETF -BURST STOP TIME (OUTPUT FROM WRTRDF)
NFRM -NUMBER OF FRAMES OF DATA WITHIN BURST (OUTPUT
-FROM WRTRDF)
NLOS -NUMBER OF LOSS OF SYNCS WITHIN BURST
M_DE -(SEE STATCL AND WRTRDF)
LOS -LOSS OF SYNC DETECTOR CODE
-=O,NO LOSS OF SYNC IN BURST
-=I_LOSS OF SYNC OCCURRED IN BURST
eoelei_RESTRICTIONS -
SAME AS IN SCAN
oooo_e_SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED -
PCMRD
GFRAME
SFRAME
T_SET
FMRD
GFRAME
EPACK
STATCL
WRTROF
137
COMPUTE
IRDIN DTYPE
SET NFRM=O
LOS=ONLOS=O
IFRAME:O
Y
Y
ROR
..._rn,_J_ I_N_'-.,__N_MESSAGE
Y
138
IRT_.255?
ET NEVENT=
EVENT+ 1
TATBF(I,I=I ,400)
XULLISTADR:100"
NPASS-I) +
EVENT
09'ISTADR)
TATBE
STATISTICS
FILE)
SET
IADDR(NEVENT+I)
ETF: O.
139
ET
EVENT=
EVENT+ 1
IERR(I,I=I,40) = (
® 1
)TYP='X'?
IRETST=IO?
ICOND=O? IRT>255?
ISKIP = 1
MODE: 0
140
.\
DTYP:'Xt?
SET lLOS= 0
PCMRD
(IR=])
IRT > 255?
i+i
FMRD
IRETST=IO?
ANDIRT
ANDTII-_
DOI00
KKK=I, NPAR
SET KK=JPARDF
(KKK) FRMBF(KK) = IARAYI
(KK)
_A SET
RYi( FRMBF(KK)
=XULL
CONTINUE
142
9I ISETMODE= 1
FMRD
(IR:l)
IRETST=IO?
N
ICOND=O? IRT<
Y
T1<__TF?
©
STATCL
(MODE=2)
WRTRDF
[MODE:2)
SET
STATBF(IO*I)
=IERR(1)FOR
I-l, NPAR
143
SET I
ISTADR=
IO0*(NPASS-I)
+ NEVENT
N
4,
/WRITE (09' / ..,,"_T_}_'_',. ISETLos=ITI:T2-TGAP]
NLOS=NLOS+ l/ ISTADR)STATBF/ / ,DI_,]._ _ y
[(STATISTICS | -_ I
FILE) (I, I=I,II0)=511
SET
IADDR(NEVENT+I)= _DDR + 1
/, _._ SET
_ ISKIP-=ISKIp+I
[SETISKIP:I I
_ I IRT=JRT
(I16_ TI:T2 •
J IFRI(III,II=I,II_'
=IFR2{II)ICOMPUTETDIF i
144
bSET
IARAYI (KK,KK:I, 40) =0
FORK :I, NPARKIN :
JPARIN (K) KOT= JPARDF
(K) IARAYI (KOT) = IFRI
(k'tN_
SET
KK;JPARDF
(K,K:I ,NPAR)
FRMBF(KK):
IARAYI (KK)
ISET MODE = l
SET LOS = 0
145
COMPUTE
_STATBF
IERR
ISTADR
I
STADR)STATBF
STATISTICS
FILE)
I
SET
IADDR
(NEVENT+ I)
= _DDR + 1
\
\
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*******NASA WALLOPS VERSION OF 08/01/77
*******LANGUAGE - FORTRAN IV
*******MACHINE - HW 625/635
*******PURPOSE -
THIS ROUTINE READS THE INPUT PCM TAPE OR TAPES AND RETURNS
REQUIRED DATA,
*******METHOD -
THE PCM TAPE MUST RE OF STANDARD TELEVENT FORMAT BECAUSE DATA
IS DECODED BY GFRAME MODULE, IF TAPE IS MULTI-REEL_
SEQUENTIAL TAPE IS INITIALIZED BY SFRAME BEFORE DECODED BY
GFRAME,
THE STATUS OF EACH RECORD IS CHECKED FOR POSSIBLE PARITY ON
READ AND END OF FILE DESIGNATOR,
GROUND STATION TIME IS COMPUTED FROM 5 WORDS OF TIME (ITIME)
RETURNED BY GFRAME, AIRBOURNE TIME IS COMPUTED FROM WORDS 2
THROUGH 6 OF THE DATA ARRAY (IFR) RETURNED BY GFRAME,
THE RUN TONE IS FOUND IN IFR(IIO) AND ALTERED SO THAT A VALUE
OF 256 REPRESENTS RUN TONE SIGNAL BEING ON,
*******INPUT -
ITCD -CODE DESIGNATING WHICH TIME WORO TO USE
-:O_AIRBOURNE TIME
-:I_GROUND STATION TIME
IR -CODE DESIGNATING STATUS OF BURST
-:O_SEARCHING FOR BEGINNING OF NEXT BURST
-=I_WITHIN A DATA BURST (RUN TONE IS ON OR STOP TIME
- OF BURST HAS NOT BEEN REACHED)
IFCD -FILE CODE OF INPUT TAPE
*******OHTPUT -
T =TIME (GROUND STATION OR AIRBOURNE)
IRT -RUN TONE
-:2560R MORE_RUN TONE IS ON
-:LESS THAN 256_ RUN TONE IS OFF
-=511, FULL SCALE
147
IgETST -READ STATUS OF FRAME
-=I,_, OR 30GOOD READ
-=]09END OF FILE ON TAPE
-=OTHER, ERROR ENCOUNTERED, DATA IGNORED
IrR -DECODED DATA ARRAY
ICODE -CODE TO DESIGNATE END OF TAPE
-=O,END OF TAPE NOT REACHED
-=I,END OF TAPE ENCOUNTERED, INITIALIZF SEQUENTIAL
- TAPE
oooooO_RESTRICTIONS -
NONE
-God-s-SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED -
GFRAME
SFRAME
TMSET
148
I OMPUTE '_
PREVTMAND
lOUT (l)
149
SET
IRT=IOUT(I)
_DUM(UT(I) I
AND SET
1)=Nf IRT:256I
N
! iIRT=256
ISO
************************************* *********************************
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME - TMSET
PROGRAM NO, - 1,1,2320
AUTHOR - DAVID L. DAVIS
COMPUTER - HW 625/635
MEMORY - 101 WORDS
PERIPHERALS - NONE
LANGUAGE - GHAP
PURPOSE
TMSET DECODES AND PARITY CHECKS
THE AIRBORNE TIME, AND RETURNS
IT AS A FLOATING POINT VALUE
IN TOTAL SECONDS,
METHOD
TIME IS CONVERTED TO TOTAL
MILLISECONDS_ FLOATED_AND
DIVIDED BY 1000 TO GIVE TOTAL SECONDS.
INPUT/OUTPUT
CALLING SEQUENCE<
CALL TMSET(A_B,C) _HERE
A = 5 WORD ARRAY OF INPUT TIME
B = OUTPUT TIME IN SECONDS (FLOATING POINT),
C = PARITY CHECK FLAG
IF C = #0# PARITY OK
C = #I_ PARITY ERROR
iSl
SAVE I
REGISTERSAND
POINTERS
$
I HECKEACH
TIME WORDFOR
PARITY
SET OUTPUT H 'SET PARII'YI=_
WORD = 0.0 ERROR
INniCATOR
DECODETIME AND
CONVERTTO
TOTAL
MILLISECONDS
FLOATTOTAL
MILLISECONDS
ANDCHANGETO
TOTALSECONDS
$
STORE IN OUTPUT
TIME WORD AND
CLEAR PARITY
ERROR
INDICATOR
REGISTERS
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************************************* *********************************
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME - EPACK
PROGRAM NO, - 1,1,2320
AUTHOR - DAVID L, DAVIS
COMPUTER - HW 625/635
MEMORY - 105 WORDS
PERIPHERALS - NONE
LANGUAGE - GMAP
PURPOSE
EPACK EDITS AND PACKS A 40 WORD
INPUT ARRAY INTO A 10 WORD OUTPUT
ARRAY,
METHOD
_ETH
METHPCM DATA<. _
. SYNC FLAG IS CHECKED, IF OUT OF SYNC
"_IT 23IN ALL WORDS OF THE STATUS
BUFFER IS SET TO A ONE (#I#}, AND
THE OUTPUT BUFFER IS SET TO MAXIMUM
DATA VALUE, IF THE DATA IS IN SYNCr
PARITY IS THEN CHECKEO, WHEN A PARITY
ERROR IS DETECTEDr BIT 35 IN THE
CORRESPONDING STATUS WORD IS SET AND
MAXIMUM DATA VALUE IS INSERTED IN
THE PROPER POSITION OF THE OUTPUT
BUFFER, IF NO SYNC OR PARITY ERRORS
ARE DETECTED THE DATA RANGE IS CHECKED,
FOR DATA BETWEEN 0 AND 511 (EXCLUSIVE}
THE DATA VALUE IS MOVED TO THE PROPER
WHEN DATA IS NOT WITHIN THIS RANGEr
POSITION IN THE I0 WORD OUTPUT BUFFER,
WHEN DATA IS NOT WITHIN THIS RANGEr
BIT ?9 IN THE CORRESPONDING STATUS
WORD IS SET AND THE DATA BITS ARE SET
TO ONES (#I#) IN BOTH THE INPUT AND
OUTPUT BUFFERS,
FM DATA<
SINCE THERE IS NO PARITY BIT WITH FM
DATA NO PARITY CHECK IS PERFORMED,
HOWEVERr ALL OTHER CHECKS ARE THE SAME
AS FOR PCM DATA,
INPUT/OUTPUT
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CALLING SEQUENCE<
CALL EPACK(A_B_CtDtE) WHERE
A = FIRST WORD ADDRESS OF INPUT BUFFER
B = FIRST WORD ADDRESS OF .STATUS BUFFER
C = FIRST WORD ADDRESS OF OUTPUT BUFFER
D = DATA SYNC FLAG
E = DATA TYPE
INPUT BUFFER - 40 WORD ARRAY wITH DATA IN
BITS 2? THRU 35 OF EACH WORD,
STATUS BUFFER - 40 _ORD ARRAY WITH BITS
23_ 29_ AND 35 USEDTO
DESCRIBE THE CONDITION OF
THE CORRESPONDING INPUT
BUFFER WORD,
BIT 23 = I - LOSS OF SYNC
BIT 29 = I - DATA RANGE ERROR
BIT 35 = I - PARITY ERROR
OUTPUT BUFFER - 10 WORD ARRAY WITH 4
9 BIT DATA VALUES PER
WORD,
DATA SYNC FLAG - I = LOSS OF SYNC
0 = SYNC
DATA TYPE FLAG - I = FM DATA
0 = PCM DATA
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ISAVIAND POINTERS
SET BIT 23 IN I J SET OUTPUT
STATUSBUFF I--_mIBUFFERTO ALL
• !DNFS
INITIALIZE INITIALIZE
BUFFER. BUFFER
PATNTFRS PnTNTFD_
. _@--_O_TATA0_0I, IO_TOA_A_0_0----G
;ETuT
I SHIFT OFF 3 ]L,SB's _ TO ALL
SET I.I I_
OUTPUT
BUFFER SET BIT 29 IN YES
_qHSTATUS BUFFER
WORD i IWORD
TO ALL
ONES T
YES _,,___<O r_ _ES _ _,,
• RESTORE II MOVEDATATO _ _ _-'_MOVE DATATO I REGISTERSAND
*******NASA WALLOPS VERSION OF 0B/01/TT
*******LANGUAGE - FORTRAN IV
*******MACHINE - HW 625/635
*******PURPOSE -
THIS ROUTINE READS THE INPUT FM TAPE AND RETURNS REQUIRED
DATA,
*******METHOD -
THE FM TAPE MUST BE OF STANDARD TELEVENT FORMAT BECAUSE DATA
IS DECODED BY GFRAME MODULE,
THE STATUS OF EACH RECORD IS CHECKED FOR POSSIBLE PARITY ON
READ,AND END OF FILE DESIGNATOR,
AIRBOURNE TIME IS THE ONLY TIME RECORDED AND IS COMPUTED FROM
5 WORDS OF TIME (ITIME),RETURNED BY GFRAME,
THE RUN TONE SIGNAL IS FOUND IN IFR {I) OF THE DATA ARRAY,
VIBRATORY AND STEADY COMPONENTS ARE COMPUTED FROM INPUT PEAK
AND VALLEY DATA,
*******INPUT -
IR -CODE DESIGNATING STATUS OF BURST
-=0,SEARCHING FOR BEGINNING OF NEXT BURST
-:I_WITHIN A DATA BURST (RUN TONE IS ON OR STOP
- TIME OF RURST HAS NOT BEEN REACHED)
*******OUTPUT -
T -TIME (AIRBOURNE TIME)
IRT -RUN TONE
-=511,FULL SCALE
-=256 OR MORE_ RUN TONE IS ON
-:LESS THAN 256_ RUN TONE IS OFF
IRETST -READ STATUS OF FRAME
-:I,2, OR 3,GOOD READ
-=IO,END OF FILE ON TAPE
-:OTHER, ERROR ENCOUNTERED, DATA IGNORED
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lOUT -DECODED DATA ARRAY CONTAINING VIBRATORY AND
-STEADY COMPONENTS
IERR -ERROR RETURN FROM EPACK
IPCK -PACKED DATA ARRAY FROq EPACK
_oo_**RESTRICTIONS -
NONE
oeoeoeeSUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED -
GFRAME
EPACK
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COMPUTE 1
IRETST
I SET I
IRT = 256
Y
SET
ROR I IOUT (I,I:I,40)
,_RETST>3 ?"_MES SAGE I =0
%4.1: 1 NPAR
rCOMPUTiI \'_ .; _T I
IT, PREVTM, I _ KIN=JPARIN(I)
| lOUT (1) I KOT=JPARDF(1)
IOUT(KOT)=
IFR (KIN)
Y
IRT:IOUT{l) ]1
158
YYES
Y .• 1 IOUT(KOT) I
m • = 4O95
NO
Y
W
COMPUTE SET _k,_ I I
IPEAK.IVAL, IOUT(KOT)= _ IOUT(KOT)IOUT(KOT) 4095 = 4095
KOUT(KOT-I) IOUT(KOT-I) =
IOUT(KIN)
=IFR(KIN)
IOUT(KOT)=(IFR(KIN)
+IFR(KIN+I))2
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STAT STATCL-COMPILE STATISTICS
***********************SUBROUTINE STATCL*******************************
*******NASA WALLOPS VERSION OF OBlOll?7
*******LANGUAGE - FORTRAN IV
*******MACHINE - HW 625/635
*******PURPOSE -
THIS ROUTINE COMPILES AND COMPUTES STATISTICS AND OUTPUTS ONTO
THE STATISTICS FILE,
*******METHOD -
STATISTICS ARE ACCUMULATED DURING THE PROCESSING OF A DATA
BURST, SUCH STATS ARE RUNNING SUM, RUNNING SUM OF SQUARES,
MAX, MIN, AND BIN COUNT FOR 95 PERCENTILE OF VIBRATORY, AND
AT THE CDMPLETION OF EACH BURST, STATS ARE COMPUTED, STORED
IN AN ARRAY AND OUTPUT ON STATISTICS FILE IN EVCHK,
IF THERE IS ONLY ONF DATA POINT OR NO DATA POINTS FOR A BURST,
NULLS ARE STORED IN THE STATISTICS FOR THAT BURST,
*******INPUT -
MODE -CODE TO DESIGNATE DATA STATUS
-=O,INITIALIZE STATISTICS ARRAY (FIRST FRAME OF
- BURST)
-=I,STATISTICS BEING ACCUMULATED
-:2,FINALIZE STATISTICS (LAST FRAME OF BURST HAS
- BEEN STORED}
FRMBF -FLOATING POINT EQUIVALENT OF DATA ARRAY
NPAR -NUMBER OF PARAMETERS IN PASS
PPC -PRE-PROCESSING CODE OF SENSOR
LOC -40-WORD ARRAY OF LOCATIONS WITHIN FRMBF FOR EACH
-PARAMETER
STATBF -400-WORD STATISTICS BUFFER WITH I0 WORDS FOR EACH
-OF 40 PARAMETERS FOR BURST
STATBF(I} -MAXIMUM
STATBF(2} -CORRESPONDING VIBRATORY FOR MAXIMUM STEADY OR
-CORRESPONDING STEADY FOR MAXIMUM VIBRATORY
STATBF(3} -MINIMUM
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STATBF(4) -CORRESPONDING VIBRATORY FOR MINIMUM STEADY OR
-CORRESPONDING STEADY FOR MINIMUM VIBRATORY
STATBF(5) -MEAN
STATBF(6} -STANDARD DEVIATION
STATBF(?) -95 PERCENTILE
STATBF(8} -NUMBER OF POINTS IN BURST
STATBF(9) -NUMBER OF ERROR POINTS
STATBF(IO) -ERROR CODE (OUTPUT fROM EPACK)
*_*_**_RESTRICTIONS -
NONE
_******SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED -
NONF
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\LIZE
PERCENTILECOUNT
BINS AND
STATISTICSARRAY
I ET
IPAR = 0
IVIB = 0
IPAR=IPAR+ 1
LOCI=LOC( IPAR)
STATBF(1O'LOCI-2 )
=STATBF(IO'LOCI
-2) + 1
162
I
STATBF(IO'LOCI-I)I"
= STATBF J(lO*LOCl-l)+ l
ET IVIB=IVIB + 1
OC2=LOC(IPAR+ I)
TATBF( 10"LOC2-2) =
TATBF(I0"LOC2-2)
+I
INCREMENTVIB ANDI
STEADYNO. OF I
_,,.RMBF(LOCI) POINTSCOUNTERSI
SET IPAR=IPAR+ 11
#
I COMPUTEVALUES
IN ENGRUNITS
(RADIANS)
I(kOCl)COMPUTE
lANDCOSINE IRUNNINGSUM&SUM
IOF VALUE IOFSQUARESFOR
[VIBOR DIRECT SET STATBF
ICOMPUTERUNNING t_ = VALUE I
STATBF(IO* (IO*LOCl-9)
ISUM&SUMOF
ISQUARESFORSINE
l& COSINEVALUES _ ,I
_ SET STATBF
(IO*LOCI-7)
= VALUE
N I
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SET VALUE2=
FRMBF(LOC2)
COMPUTE-RUNNING
SUM&SUMOF
SQUARESFOR
_TFAnY
COMPUTERBIN 1
NO. ANDPER-
ENTILECOUNT
COMPUTEMAX&
MIN VIB&ITS
CORRESPONDING
STEADYS
.
COMPUTEMAX&
MIN STEADYAND
CORRESPONDING
VIBS
.
IPAR=IPAR+ 1
SET ]
IPAR = 0
IVIB = 0
IPAR=IPAR+ 1
SET ]
LOCl=LOC(IPAR_
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I COMPUTE I
NGD
NO
PPC(IPAR)=
YES
SET STATBF I
(I0"LOCI-4)
= 0
SET LOC2=
LOC(IPAR+I)Y STATBF(IO*LOC2-4)
= 0 STATBF
(IO*LOCI-3) =
STATBF(IO*LOCI-5)
SET
STATBF(IO*LOCI-8)=XULL
STATBF( 1O'LOCI-6 )=XULL
STATBF( 10*LOC1-3)=XULL
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SET 1
STATBF=XULL |
VIB OR DIRECT_
DO 1000
IBIN = 1,128
KLAST=KCUR
SET LOC2 = I
LOC(IPAR+ l) ISTATBF= XULL(STEADY) KCUR._>.>
IVIB=IVIB + 1 CONTINUE
IPAR=IPAR+ 1
STATBF
(lO*kOC1-3)
= XULL
J
I_IO*LOCI-3)_STATBF(IO*LOCI-3) 1
COMPUTEMEANAND _ "STANDARD
(_ DEVIATIONOFVIBORDIRECT
STATBF(IO*LOCI-|
3) : STATBF I
(IO*LOCI-9) IV
I SETSTATBF - y STATBF(]O*LOCI
SET IVIB + I | <" (IO*LOCI-7)>'_-_3) = STATBF
LOC2:LOC(IPAR+I)I _STATBF(IO*/ "I (IO*LOCI-7)
_u_=o _ I
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SET
STATBF:XULL
FORDIRECT,
VIB, AND
STEADY
SET STATBF I
(lO*LOC2-4)
COMPUTE
STANDARD
DEVIATIONFOR
STEADY
COMPUTEMEANFORI
(_ STEADYSET ISTATBF(IO*LOC2-I
3) = XULL J
I
IIPAR=IPAR+ 1
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NGD< 1
N
I
NGD>I SET STATBF I
(l O*LOCl-4):O I
Y
COMPUTESTANDARD
DEV. ANDSTORE
INTOSTATBF(IO*LOC"
- 4)
.
COMPUTEAVERAGEAND
STORE INTO STATBF
(lO'LOCI-5)
STABF(IO'LOCI-9) I
STABF(1O'LOCI-8) ISTABF(I O'LOCI-7)STABF(IO'LOCI-6)STABF(IO*LOCI-3)TO XULL
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*******NASA WALLOPS VERSION OF 08/01/77
*******LANGUAGE - FORTRAN IV
*******MACHINE - HW 625/635
*******PURPOSE -
THIS ROUTINE OUTPUTS PASS DATA RECORDS ONTO PASS FILES,
*******METHOD -
TIME, PACKED DATA, EVENT NUMBER, AND NUMRER OF FRAMES FOk EACH
PASS ARE STORED INTO AN ARRAY AND OUTPUT ONTO A PASS FILE FOR
EACH PASS,
*******INPUT -
T -TIME
IPCK -PACKED DATA ARRAY FROM EPACK
NGVENT -MANEUVER NUMBER
NPASS -PASS NUMBER BEING PROCESSED
MODE -CODE TO DESIGNATE DATA STATUS
-:0,INITIALIZE BEGINNING OF DATA
-=I,DATA BEING ACCUMULATED
-:RtFINALIZE DATA
*******OUTPUT -
IFRAME -COUNTER OF CURRENT FRAME POSITION ON OUTPUT DATA
-FILE RECORD
KADDR -CURRENT ADDRESS OF DATA FILE RECORD FOR NPASS
NFRM -NUMBER OF FRAMES OF DATA FOR BURST
ETO -START TIME OF BURST
ETF -STOP TIME OF BURST
IDATA -OUTPUT RECORD CONTAINING TIME, PACKED DATA, EVENT
-NUMBER, AND NUMBER OF FRAMES FOR PASS
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******_RESTRICTIONS -
NONE
*******SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED -
NONE
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©
COMPUTE 1
SET ] IFRAME,NFRM
IADDR(NEVENT)I K,IDATA,ETF: KADDR+ 1l
SET I
IDATA(I,I=
1,640)= 0
SET = @_g&DDR
f'WRITE (IFC)
N y [ KADDR)
IDATA(PASS
[SET i _ _, FILES) /Fi!_i!!!i!N:l _) ET_TM_)(VENT S T _r'
IFRAME= 0
171
RDFRD
I
. RDFSUB UNPACK
HIERARCHYCHARTFor RDFRDSUB-PROGRAM
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**o****_NASA WALLOPS VERSION OF 08/01/77
*e*e*e**LANGUAGE - FORTRAN Y
********MACHINE - HW 625/635
********PURPOSE -
THIS ROUTINE ACCESSES INFORMATION FROM RAW DATA FILES AND
PAW STATISTICS FILES AS PRODUCED THROUGH SCAN PROGRAM,
********METHOD -
THIS ROUTINE WILL EXTRACT DATA FOR A GIVEN SET OF PARAMETERS
ACCORDING TO INPUT ARGUMENTS TO THIS ROUTINE AND RETURN THEM
TO THE CALLING ROUTINE,
********INPUT -
ITOS -=O,WHEN INITIAL CALL WITH GIVEN SET OF PARAMETER
SPECS WHICH MUST BE USED TO SEARCH SFNSOR TABLE
-=I,WHEN PREVIOUS CALL WITH SAME SET OF PARAMETER
SPECS HAS BEEN USED TO DEFINE TABLE OF
SUBSCRITS ARGUMENT (TOS) THUS AVEPTING SEARCH
OF SENSOR TABLE
ITYPE -=OtDATA SAMPLES ARE BEING REQUESTED
-=I,STATISTICS ARE BEING REQUESTED
-=I,STATISTICS ARE BEING REQUESTED
ICONV -=O,RESULTS ARE TO BE IN RAW UNITS
-=I_RESULTS ARE TO BE IN ENGINEERING UNITS
IRUN -RUN (EVENT) NUMBER REQUESTED
NPAR -NUMBER OF PARAMETERS REQUESTED
NPAR -NUMBER OF PARAMETERS REQUESTED
NAMES -PARAMETER MNEMONICS
PPC -PARAHETER PRE-PROCESSING CODES
SR -PARAMETER SAMPLE RATE
ISMPL -BEGINNING SAMPLE NUMBER REQUESTED_ IF DATA
LSMPL -ENDING SAMPLE NUMBER REQUESTED_ IF. DATA
ISZBUF -SIZE OF OUTBUF
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TOS -TABLE OF SUBSCRIPTS, 4 WORDS PER PARAMETER, @UILT
-WITHIN ROUTINE WHEN ITOS = 0 FOR POSSIBLE
-SUBSEQUENT CALLS WITH SAME SET OF PARAMETER SPECS
TOS(1) -PASS NUMBER
TOS(2) -ELEMENT NUMBER
TOS(3) -A TERM
TOS(4) -B TERM
********OUTPUT -
OUTBUF -OUTPUT BUFFER FOR DATA OR STATISTICS
ISZBUF -SIZE OF OUTqUF
NFOUT -OUTPUT ARRAY OF ACTUAL NUMBER OF FRAMES RETURNED
-FOR EACH PARAMETER
MSG -ARRAY OF OUTPUT PARAMETER MESSAGES WHEN ASKIN6
-FOR DATA
-:O,NO ERRORS
-=I,LESS DATA RETURNED THAN REQUESTED BECAUSE
- ENDING SAMPLE REQUESTED IS GREATER THAN LAST
- SAMPLE AVAILABLE
-=2,BEGINNING SAMPLE REQUESTED IS GREATER THAN LAST
- SAMPLE AVAILABLE
IER -OUTPUT ERROR CODE DETERMINEDIAS THE SUM OF THE
-FOLLOWING INDIVIDUAL CODES
-:O,NO ERRORS
-:I,CAL RUN REQUESTED
-:2,PARAMETER LEVEL ERPORS EXIST
-=4,NO SUCH RUN
-=8,BUFFER SIZE ERROR
********RESTRICTIONS -
NONE
********SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED -
RDFSUB
UNPACK
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>1 N
'READ (07
2) TABREC
EVENTTABLE)_
_X_AS_w,,. _O_OT_
SET OUTBUF ETYPE
ARRAY-XULL SETIFIRST=I
SET
IER=O
JER=O
NFOUT=O
MSG=O
_i >I Y ISZBUF
- < IO*NPAR
?
ISZBI y
NPAR*(LSMPL 20
-ISMPL)
N
(_ SET
.IER=8
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NY J SET
"I IER:4
'Z'OR'X'OR Y _ SET'R' _'> IER:IER+I
( °°_°°)• IPASS=I_NPAR
DO200
< IPAR_NPAR
SET
JPASS=
TOS(4*IPAR-3)
v
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ISTAT>7
_ ORICONV_ _ _ _ f_____
c_ <. o_o_:x__ _oj
/_'EAD(09 _'- _N
flREC) J COMPUTE
IPAR: PAR
I_N OUTBUF:IOUTBUFI
COMPUTE I
JPASS
I SET
OUTBUF=
OUTBUF+BT
SET I
OUTBUF:O
I COMPUTEI
IELMNT,
AT, BT
( °°°°°)ISTAT:I,IO
SET
I _U_ I"_°°T_':_°I
I77
L II SWAPOUTBUF..,1_pc( :_ _ (IO*IPAR-9) AND OR
__ OUTBUF
(IO*IPAR-7) NREC=O?
N
SWAPOUTBUF
(IO*IPAR-8) AND
OUTBUF(IO*IPAR-6) IREC=NREC
(_CONTINUE > _ N
_ 'sETI=
NFRM=I5
IPOS=41
SET I
NFRM=58
IPOS=i 1
[ COMPUTE
SET
IFL=IPASS IREC
+I0
IPASS+]) [ COMPUTE
TABREC _ IFR_ AND
PASSTABLE)_ KFRM
COMPUTEIREC,
NREC,AND
ISTATC
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(_ DO600I=IFRM,KRECAB(IFL'x>"
EC).[
COMPUTE
IPT
KRE_,(,_)_Y ABORTI F Do
" k. IPAR=_PAR _
COMPUTE 1
JPASS
,_DO 500
[_IPAR=I.NPAR )
COMPUTE
' COMPUTE I IELEM,AT,BT,
JPASS lOUT
SET N Y
MSG(IPAR)
:2
SET I
JER=2 COMPUTEOUTBUF
(lOUT)AND
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0
COMPUTE
IIN=IPT+ELEM I
OOT_IO_T_: _ Y oo_o_Ioo_
REC(IIN) _ =XULL
SET _#, I
OUTBUF(IOUT): SET
REC(IIN)/IO00 <,,._C_NV:O NFOUT:I +I
! _ ] _NFOUT=NFOUT+I OUTBUF(IOUT)=AT*OUTBUF(IOUT)
N
Q _#' SET
OUTBUF=
OUTBUF+BT
1 COMPUTE 1
I I N;I BYTE
SET
IBYTE=4 N _#,
I
SET.
NFOUT:NFOUT+I
4,
OUTBUF(IOUT)
=KWD
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KFRM:KFRM SET
+I JER=2
IER=IER+
JER
_)--_ CONTINUE_
i SET
IREC=IREC+I
@H Y SET
IFRM:I
f'READ _'-
___ DO 800 _ { (IFL'IREC){IPAR=I,NPAR _REC __
COMPUTE I
JPASS
SET
MSG(IPAR)=I
•
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RDFS****b******o******OSUBROUTINE RDFSUB*******************************
********NASA WALLOPS VERSION OF 08101/77
********LANGUAGE- FORTRAN Y
********MACHINE - HW 625/635
********PURPOSE -
BUILD A TABLE OF SUBSCRIPTS TO BE USED IN RDFRD,
********METHOD -
GIVEN A SET OF NAMES, PPC_ AND SR THE PASS AND SENSOR TABLES
ARE READ TO FIND WHICH PASS AND PARAMETER NUMBERS CORRESPOND,
THESE ARE OUTPUT TO THE SUBSCRIPt ARRAY (TOS) IN CONJUNCTION
WITH THE ENGINEERING UNIT CONVERSION FACTORS, IF A SEARCH
OF THE PASS AND SENSOR TABLFS DOES NOT FIND A MATCH9 TOS
VALUES ARE RETURNED AS ZEROES,
*****:*:INPUT -
ITYPE -:0tDATA SAMPLES ARE REQUESTED
-=ltSTATISTICS ARE REOUESTED
ICONV -=0tRESULTS ARE TO BE IN RAW UNITS
-=]tRESULTS ARE TO BE IN ENGINEERING UNITS
NPAR -NUMBER OF PARAMETERS REQUESTED
NAMES -PARAMETER MNEMONIC
PPC -PARAMETER PRE-PROCESSOR CODE
SR -PARAMETER SAMPLE RATE
********OUTPUT -
TOS -(SEE RDFRD INPUT)
********RESTRICTIONS -
NONE
********SUBPROGRAMS REOUIRED -
NONE
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DO200SETMAXPAS= I PAR=I
THEAD(I) TOS=O
KOUNT: 0
DO 100I :I, MAXPAS N
€
I_+lEAD(07'/" Y
)TABREC_
\(PASS \
__TABLE) ._,_
COMPUTERDATAIPsMAXPAR _
= Y OR Y SET
IPS=2? TOS(4*IPAR-3)
=I
N N IKOUNT=IKOUNT
+I
IPS_2
ANDIPS#3?
Y
ITYPE#I? )7
©
_I DO 300
SENS=I,MAXPARJ
SENSOR COMPUTE ]
SENSN,SPPC,
(_ IAVAI_
183
NAMES
(IPAR)#SENSN
?
SET
N TOS(4*IPAR-3)
=I
PPC( Y _ SET I
,SPPC? TOS(_*_PAR-3_
" t
y _
ITYPE= O? COMPUTE
TOS(4*IPAR-2),
TOS(4*IPAR-I),
N TOS(4*IPAR)
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_____ SUBROUTINE UNPACK __o_o_oo_oo_oo_
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME - UNPACK
PROGRAq NO. - 1.1,2320
AUTHOR - DAVID L. DAVIS
COMPUTER - HW 6_5/635
MEMORY - 70 WORDS
PERIPHERALS - NONE
LANGUAGE - GMAP
PURPOSE
TO UNPACK 40 DATA VALUES FROM
A 10 WORD ARRAY (4 DATA VALUES
PER WORD) IN A 40 WORD ARRAY
(ONE DATA VALUE PER WORD).
METHOD
THE THIRD ARGUMENT IS EXAMINED
TO SEE IF ALL 40 DATA VALUES ARE
REQUESTED OR IF ONLY ONE IS REQUESTED,
THE SPECIFIED AMOUNT OF DATA IS THEN
MOVED TO THE OUTPUT BUFFER,
INPUT/OUTPUT
CALLING SEQUENCE<
CALL UNPACK(A,B,C) WHERE
A = FIRST WORD ADDRESS OF 10 WORD INPUT BUFFER
B = FIRST WORD ADDRESS OF 40 WORD OUTPUT
BUFFER IF C IS NON-ZEP09 OR ONE WORD
BUFFER IF C IS ZERO,
C = CHARACTER POSITION INDICATOR (I - 4)
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SAVE
REGISTERSAND
POINTERS
SET UPTO GETPOSITIONOF
UNPACKALL 40 DATAVALUE
DATAVALUES REQUESTED
__ MOVEDATA
VALUETO MOVEREQUESTED
OUTPUTBUFFER DATATO OUTPUT
INCREMENT
DATA
POINTER
RESTORE
REGISTERSAND
POINTERS
186
ABTASK
V_
RDFRD
I
RDFSUB UNPACK
*See Sub-program RDFRDfor Comments and Flowcharts
HIERARCHYCHARTfor AB PROGRAM
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ABTASK
************************AB TASK****************************************
********NASA WALLOPS VERSION OF AUG 19_ 1977
********LANGUAGE - FORTRAN Y
********MACHINE -HONEYWELL 600 SERIES
********PURPOSE
TO COMPUTE LINEAR COEFFICIENTS (SLOPE AND INTENCEPT)
FOR CONVERSION OF RAW UNITS TO ENGINEERING UNITS
********METHOD
A, HEAPDER AND CALRUN TABLES ARE READ
B, PASS AND SENSOR TABLES ARE READ FOR EACH PASS
C, STATUS IS CHECKED TO DETERMINE IF AB IS TO BE RUN
D. STATISTICS ARE OBTAINED FROM FILE 09 THROUGH RDFRD
E, CALTYP IS CHECKED AND A AND B ARE CALCULATED AS FOLLOW5
I, IF CALTYP : I
A = EUCVI
R = EUCV2
2, IFCALTYP : ?
A = EUCVI/(EUCV?/IO0)*256
B : -A'256
UNLESS EUCV2 = 0
A=l
B : 0
I, IF CALTYP = P
A : (EUCVI-EUCV2)/(RBAR-ZBAR)
B : EUCVI - A*ZBAR ._ ._
4, IF CALTYP = Z
A : EUCVI/(RBAR-ZBAR)
B : EUCV2 - A*ZBAR
5, IF CALTYP = X
A : FUCVl/(RBAR-ZBAR}
B : (PRE*XEBAR + POST*XTBAR)/(PR£ * POST)
UNLESS POST AND PRE : 0
: EUCV2 - A*XBAR
F, PERCENT FULL SCALE AND SHIFT ARE CALCULATED
G, DATA AVAILABILITY STATUS IS CHANGED TO ?
H, PASS AND SENSOR TABLES ARE UPDATED
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#o*_o_*OINPUT - FROM FIL_ OT
HTAB(27) HEADER TABLE - CONTAINS DATA IDENTIFYING FLIGHT
MAXPAS MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PASSES - FROM HTAB
CTAB|I2n) CALIBRATION RU_ TABLE - CONTAINS _UN NUMBERS
FOR SPECIFIED MANEUVER
ICTAB(120) INTEGER REPRESENTATION OF CTAB
PTA8(600) PASS TABLE - CONTAINS DATA CONCERNING EACH PASS
CPTAB(600) CHARACTER REPRESENTATION OF PTAB
MAXPAR NUMBER OF PARAMETERS IN PASS - FROM PTAB
ISTATC DATA AVAILABILITY STATUS CODE - FROM PTAB
0 = DATA NOT AVAILABLE
I = DATA AVAILABLE
2 : ARTASK COMPLETED
3 = DPTASK COMPLETED
STAB(600) SENSOR TABLE - CONTAINS SENSOR INFORMATION
CSTAB(600) CHARACTER REPRESENTATION OF STAB
CALADR(409 CALABRATION ADDRESS FOR EACH PARAMETER
PPC(40) PRE-PROCESSING CODE FOR EACH PARAMETER
CALTYP(40) CALIBRATION TYPE FOR EACH PARAMETER
EUCVI|4O) FACTORY CALIBRATED A TERM FOR EACH PARAMETER
EUCV2(40) FACTORY CALIBRATED B TERM FOR EACH PARAMETER
o**tttt*INPtJT FROM FILE Og THROUGH SUBROUTINE RDFRD
STATISTICS - AVERAGES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
OF RAW DATA
ee*oeooeOUTPUT - TO FILE 07
A(40) CALCULADED A TERM - WRITTEN ON SENSOR TAHLE
B{40) CALCULATED B TERM - WRITTEN ON SENSOR TABLE
AVG(4Ot6) AVERAGES FOR SPECIFIED PARAMETER
STO(4Ot6) STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SPECIFIED PARAMETER
IPCFS PERCENT FULL SCALE
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ISHFT CHANGE IN IPCFS RETWEEN PRE AND POST
eeeeoeeOSURROUTINES REOUIRED
RDFRD
RDFSUB
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_- C START_
I
/_AD7
_HEADER
_LE
I
/_EAD 7
I CALRUN
_._LE
I
__< oo_ooo_
I=l,
_XPAS
I
ASS
ABLE
INITIALIZE ]
AVG
STD
I
NSOR
BLE
I
IINITIALIZEITOS I
PRINT PG2 I
191
I
oo4ooo>K=I, 20
I
o  oo,ooo>IPAR :I, MAXPAR
DO3000 >
JCAL =
1,6
I
IRUN=
CTAB
_" IPRINT I
.,,_FR < 4 _ ERROR
W
192
i
DO 2900 b
IPAR:I,
MAXPAR
®
©
PRINT I
_o_ooo_
IPAR=I ,
MAXPAR _= t=
\ 193
A=EUCVI I
B:EUCV2
G _
=iA=l.°B=O.O
A = EUCVI*256
EUCV2/100
B = -A'256
194
t
IREBAR: 0.0 REBAR: AVG2
I I
t,@ !
POST: 0.0 POST: 1.0
RTBAR: 0.0 RTBAR: AVG5
I
A:I.O
B:O.O
19S
IPRE: 1.0 I PRE: 0.0
ZEBAR= AVGI I ZEBAR= 0.0
I
POST= 1.0 POST= 0.0
ZTBAR: AVG4 ZTBAR= 0.0
I I
B : 0.0
196
IZBAR: PRE+ZEBAR+
POST+ZTBAR
PRE+POST
R
RBAR +POST+RTBARPRE+POST
A : EUCV2-EUCV]
-256.0"A
B = EUCV2-A*ZBAR
B = (EUCV2-A I
*ZBAR)
197
PRE = l.O PRE = 0.0
XEBAR= AVG3 XEBAR= 0,0
l I_¸
POST=I.O I )-POST=0.0
XTBAR= I XTBAR=,0.0AVG6 ,.
I I
1
A=l.O
" B=O.O
--@
198
i i
I
,ONOtT
CALCULATE
PERCENT
FULLSCALE
I
CALCULATE
199
I
WRITE I
PG 3 i
WRITE (
PTAB(4):2
I
_ITE7f
NSOR I
BLE _
+
200
STATPRINT
GETUPC ] I RDFRD
I
I
I -k I -/r
RDFSUB I UNPACK ]
*See Sub-program RDFRD for Comments and Flowcharts
**See Program DATASK for Comments and Flowchart
HIERARCHY CHART For STATPRINT PROGRAM
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STPRT STATISTICS PRINT-OUT
********STATPRINT - PROGRAM NUMBER 1,1,2327
********NASA WALLOPS VERSION OF 08/01/77
*******:LANGUAGE - FORTRAN Y
********MACHINE - HW 625/635
********PROGRAM AUTHOR - JEANETTE WESSELLS
********PURPOSE -
FOR ALL DATA? ALL DATA OF A GIVEN PASS? SELECTED PARAMETERS
FRO_ ANY PASS, GENERATE STATISTICS TABULATION ON ALL BURSTS
IN EITHER RAW UNITS OR ENGINEERING UNITS.
********METHOD -
STATPRINT EXTRACTS STATISTICS FROM FILE AND PRODUCES PRINTED
OUTPUT OF COMPUTED MANEUVER STATISTICS INCLUDING MAXIMUMr
MINIMUMr AVERAGEr STANDARD DEVIATION, NO. OF POINTSr NO. OF
ERROR POINTS, AND ERROR CODE IN COLUMN FORMAT FOR EACH
PARAMETER.
THE AMOUNT OF OUTPUT IS CONTROLLED BY INPUT CARDS WHICH MAY
CONTAIN PASS NUMBER, MNEUMONIC NAMEr PRE-PROCESSING CODEr
SAMPLE RATE FOR PARAMETERr AND UNITS DESIGNATOR CODE. THESE
INPUT CARDS CONTROL 3 MODES OF LOGIC<
MODEl - IPASS_ NAMEr PPC ARE NOT SPECIFIED YIELDS LISTING OF
ALL PARAMETERS FOR ALL AVAILABLE PASSES
MODE2 - IPASS IS SPECIFIED YIELDS LISTING OF ALL PARAMETERS
FOR A GIVEN PASS
MODE3 - NAME, PPC, AND SR IS SPECIFIED YIELDS LISTING FOR
ONLY THAT PARAMETER
ALL INFORMATION IS IN EITHER RAW UNITS OR ENGINEERING UNITS
DEPENDING ON THE VALUE OF ICONV.
DATA IS ACCESSED THROUGH RDFRD MODULE,
********SYSTEMS INPUT FILES
FILE 05 : CARD READER
FILE 07 = TABLE FILE
FILE 09 : STATISTICS FILE
202
_°_°_SYSTEMS OUTPUT FILES -
FILE 06 = PRINTER
FILE O? = TABLE FILE
__INPUT -
IPASS -PASS NUMBER (CARD INPUT)
NAMES -ARRAY OF PAPAMETER MNEMONICS (CARD INPUT)
PPC -PARAMETER PRE-PROCESSING CODE
SR -PARAMETER SAMPLE RATE
ICONV -UNITS DESIGNATOR
-=O_OUTRUT RAW UNITS
-=I,0UTPUT ENGINEERING UNITS
o__OUTPUT -
TAPENO -FLIGHT TAPE MNEMONIC
ETP -FLIGHT TEST PLAN NUMBER
FLIGHT -FLIGHT NUMRER
UNIT -OUTPUT IN RAW OR ENGINEERING UNITS
IPASS -PASS NUMBER
NAMES -PARAMETER MNEMONIC
PPC -PARAMETER PRE-PROCESSING CODE
SR -PARAMETER SAMPLE RATE
LTITL -LINE TITLE FOR SENSOR MNEMONIC
IRUN -RUN NUMBER
LINBUF -OUTPUT STATISTICS ARRAY
LIN_UF(1) -MANEUVER NAME
LINBUF(2) -MANEUVER NAME
LINBUF(3) -MAXIMUM VALUE
LINBUF(4) -MINIMUM VALUE
LINBUF(5) -AVERAGE
LINBUF(6) -STANDARD DEVIATION
LINBUF(?) -95 PERCENTILE
LINBUF(B) -NUMBER OF POINTS
LINBUF(9) -NUMBER OF ERROR POINTS
LINBUF(IO)-TYPE OF ERROR CODE
-=O00100_LOSS OF SYNC ERROR
-=O000109FULL SCALE ERROR
-=O00001_PARITY ERROR
203
**_o_oRESTRICTIONS -
NONE
*oooeoeeSUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED -
RDFRD
ROFSUB
UNPACK
GETUPC
204
READ (07'
Ol) THEAD
(.HEADER
T B_,_)
,
TAPEND,
ETP,
FLIGHT
@.____ _o _ _ I_°_ J
/READ (07'_"
I(IPASS+I ))(
Y _k,TABREC _
I COMPUTE
i MAXPAR,| SR(1)
ISTATC
I ET MODE=I 1
IPASS=O
Y y
r
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. fREAD (07' f _
£ _u_ (IPASS+I_ _ . "
_" \TARRFC DECODE
COMPUTE NAMES (1)AND
MAXPAR, PPC (1).FROM
SR(1), SENSORTABLE
ISTATC
7
( 50 _ (IPASS+21)) PRINTERROR
- \ TABREC MESSAGE
(FORMAT185)
SET
IPAR=IPAR+ l
206
( SET I / EA0(07'42
• LINE = 45 _nn_ EVTREC
_vv}-_ (EVENT 1
v _ TABLE)
EXTRACTEVENT
ANDETYPEFROM
EVENTTABLE
SET (
IRUN : 0
ENCODE
(EVENT,)
ETYPE, '-CAL'
IRUN=IRUN+ I
LINBUFTO
BLANKS
SET LINBUF(1)
AND LINBUF(2)
= EVENT
KSTAT= 2
STORE
STATISTICS
, ARRAY INTO
" ... LINBUFARRAY
_S' IPRINTHEADER I
INFORMATIONI
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DPTASK
I DPDEF RDIRD STATCL
DPCOMP
ULINT RDFSUB UNPACK
*See Sub-program RDFRD for Comments and Flowcharts
**See Program SCAN for Comments and Flowcharts
HIERARCHY CHART for DPTASK PROGRAIq
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OPTK SURROUTINE DPTASK
SUBROUTINE DPTASK
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME DPTASK
PROGRAH NU_@ER 11_338
ALITHOR TERRY D. SO,HERS
COMPUTER HW625/635
MEMORY ALL FILES OPEN(23K)
PERIPHERALS CARD PE_DER_ DISC , PRINTER
LANGUAGE HW6000 FORTRAN/FORTY
PURPOSE
TH_ PURPOSE OF THIS PPOGRAM IS TO COMPUTE DERIVED PARAMETERS
FROM PARAMETERS PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED IN A FRAME OF DATA "
AND TO WRITE THESE DERIVED PARAMETERS ON A OATA FILE.
METHOD
A SUBROUTINE WITH T_O ENTRY POINTS IS REQUIRED.
]. CALL DPDEF - THIS IS AN INITIALIZATION CALL TO _E MADE
ONCE PRIOR TO BEGINNING EACH DP PASS. ITS
PROCES_ IS TO DEFINE FOR THE DPCOMP ROUTINE
WHAT PASS IS TO BE PROCESSED AND IN RETURN IT
WILL RETURN TO THE CALLING PROGRAM A LIST OF
SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE PARAMETERS .THAT IT WI.LL .
BE NEEDING AND FOR THE PARAMETERS IT WILL BF
GENERATING.
2. CALL DPCOMP - THIS ENTRY IS MADE FOR EACH FRAME OF DATA.
A SUBROUTINE ULINT IS ALSO REOUIRED TO PERFOR_ UNIVARIATE
LINFAQ INTERPOLATION.
INPUT/OUTPUT
IPASS - A NOMINAL PASS NO. TO RE PROCESSED. THIS IS THE ONLY
INPUT ARGUMENT TO THIS ENTRY. IT IS T_E NOMINAL PASS NO.
AS OPPOSED TO THE ACTUAL PASS NO. IN THAT A VALU_ OF
! WILL INDICATE THE FIRST DP PASS EVEN THOUGH THE
ACTUAL PASS NO. MAY BE SOMETHING OTHER THAN I.
A VALUE OF 2 WILL INDICATE THE SECOND DP PASS ETC.
IF THE PASS NO. SPECIFIED DOES NOT EXIST THIS ARGUMENT
WILL RE RETURNED TO THE CALLING PROGRAM AS A ZERO
INDICATING THAT DP IS COMPLETE.
NOPF - THE NO. OF VALUES THAT ARE REQUIRE[) FROM THE ONCE PER
FLIGHT SECTION OF THE HEADER TABLE.
IOPFLC - AN ARRAY OF ONCE PER FLIGHT ENTRY NOS. NOPF IN LEN@THo
DEFINING WHICH O_CE PER FLIGHT VALUES WILL BE NEEDED.
NSTREQ - THE NO. OF PARAMETER STATISTICS _HICH MAY BE REQUIRED.
ISTAT - AN ARRAY WITH NSTREQ ENTRIES EACH OF WHICH WILL BE A
NUMBER FROM ! TO 10 INDICATING THE STATISTIC ELEMENT
WHICH WILL BE REQUIRED.
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STPAR - AN ARRAY WITH NSTPEQ ENTRIES EACH OF WHICH IS A
PARAMETER MNEMONIC INDICATING THE PARAMETER WHOSE
STATISTIC WILL BE REQUIRE_.
STPPC - AN ARRAY WITH NSTREQ ENTRIES EACH OF WHICH IS A PPC
CORRESPONDING TO THE MNEMONICS OF THE ABOVE ARGUMENT.
STSR - AN ARRAY WITH NSTREQ ENTRIES EACH OF WHICH IS A
SAMPLE RATE CORRESPONDING TO THE MNEMONIC ABOVE.
NPAREQ - THE NO. OF PARAMETERS THAT WILL BE REQUIRED AS INPUT
ON A FRAME BY FRAME BASIS.
SR - THE SAMPLE RATE OF THE PARAMETER REQUIRED ON A FRAME
BASIS. THIS WILL ALSO BE THE SR OF THE PARAMETERS TO
BE COMPUTED ON A FRAME BASIS.
PARNAM - AN ARRAY OF NPAREQ LENGTH DEFINING THE MNEMONICS OF
THE PARAMETERS THAT WILL BE NEEDED AS INPUT ON A
FRAME BASIS.
PPC - AN ARRAY OF NPAREQ LENGTH DEFINING THE CORRESPONDING
PRE-PROCESS CODES FOR THE ABOVE PARAMETERS.
NPOUT - THE NO. OF PARAMETERS THAT WILL HE COMPUTEn FOR THIS
P&SS ON A FRAME BASIS.
PAROT - AN ARRAY OF LENGTH NPOUT CONTAINING THE MNEMONICS OF
THE PARAMETERS THAT WILL BE GENERATED ON A FRAME BASIS.
PPCOT - AN ARRAY OF LENGTH NPOUT CONTAINING THE PRE-PROCESS
CODES FOR THE ABOVE PARAMETFRS.
ITRANS - = ZERO IF STEADY STATE CONDITION, ONE IF TRANSIENT
CONDITION
ISTFRM - = ZErO IF THIS FRAME IS THE FIRST FRAME IN THE BURST
= ONE IF NOT FIRST FRAME OF BURST
OPFVAL - ARRAY OF ONCE PER FLIGHT VALUES, NOPF IN LENGTH
STVAL - AqRAY OF STATISTIC VALUES, NSTREQ IN LENGTH
PARVAL - A_RAY OF INPUT FRAME VALUES, NPAREQ IN LENGTH
DPVAL - ARRAY OF DP VALUES RETURNED TO CALLING PROGRAM,
NPOUT IN LENGTH
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL DPDEF(IPASS,NOPF,IOPFLC,NSTREQ,ISTAT,STPAR,STPPC,STSR,
NPAREQ,SR,PARNAM,PPC,NPOUT,PAROT,PPCOT)
CALL RDFRD(ITOST,I,I,IRUN,NSTREQ,STPAR,STPPC,STSR _O,O_OUTBUF_
(IO*NSTPEQ},TOSTAT_NFOUT,MSG_IER)
CALL DPCOMP(ITRANS ,O,OPFVAL,STVAL,PARVAL,DPVAL)
CALL RDFRD(ITOS,O,I,IRUN,(NPAREQ+I),PARNAM,PPC,SR,ISMPL,NS_PL,
PARVAL,(15*(NPAREQ+]}),TOS,NFOUT,MSG,IER)
CALL DRCOMP(ITRANS,ISTFRN,OPFVAL,STVAL,VALIN,DPVAL)
CALL STATCL(ISTFRM ,DPVAL,NPOUT,PPCOT,EUCVI,EUCV2,LOCOT,STATBF)
CALL STATCL(2,1FRMBF ,NPOUT ,PPCOT,EUCVI,EUCV29LOCOT,STATBF)
COMMON AREAS
TABLI/THEAD
SEE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION ON FILE AT CAS FOR CARD FORMATS ,
FILE DESCRIPTIONS OR FOR ANY OTHER SPECIFIC INFORMATION)
210
I;
___ooli;i,271
THEAD(1):
TABREC(I) J
---(_o,TI,_)
JI_O_--oJ
211
.I DO310MM=I,NPASS
!"--_M IdADDR=OMAXPAS=THEAD_l)
YES _
I MAXPAS=KPASS(M)}THEAD(I)=MAXPAS
,. 1
I MAXPAR=TABREC(I) IISTATC=TABREC(14).J
YES
OR
NO
WRITE(8,1000)
(2X,'ERROR---
pASSNO !N
USE )
STOp
17
212
IPARNA.(I!=',TreE'PPC(1)= I
DECODE(PAROT(L)132) SNAMI,SNAM2(a6 ,A2)
.
ITABREC(13+L-12):SNAMI]TABREC(I3+L-Il):SNAM2
33)PPCOTT
(A])
TABREC(I 3+L-I O)=PPCOTT
,, (I 3+L,9)=0
" (I 3+L-8)=L
" (I 3+L-7)=CTYPE
" ('13+L-6)=I.0
,,, (13+_-5)_o.
I TABRECil3+L'4)=0
" 3+L-3)=1.0
,, 3+L_2)=0.0
,, (13+L_l )=0
,, (13+L)=1
( CONTINUE) _'
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22
WRITE (8,1001)
JPASS(M)
(2X'NODPTASK
TO DO FOR_
(RETURN)
Ioo__=_,,o_I
+
I _°_ IOPPVAL(1)= . .THEAD(IOPPLC(1)
27 + ,.
( CONTINUE)
30
IRUN:O
ITOST:O
ITOS:
3s
I IRUN:
IRUN+I
.
I STATBF(I)=XULL
a7 ,_,
214
ENCODE(ETYPE,
2000)TEVENT(6'*
(IRUN-I)+5)
(A6)
DECODE(ETYPE,
2003)ETYpEC
(Al)
Z' 6R'R'OR'Y'-
I'
NO
YES
NO
ITOS=I
NO
-----i DO 4O I=I,NSTREQI
LOC=lO+(I-l)+
ISTAT(1)
STVALCI)=
OUTBUF(LOC)
40 _
----(co,_,_)
215
5O
INADDR:IO0* I
(KPASS(M).I)+
IRUN
YES
WRITE(6.1002)
JPASS(M), SR(1)
(,'DERIVEDPARA-
METERFORPASS:
;13,'DATA FILE
SAMPLERATEOF;
WRITE (6,1003) 1
51 _
WRITE(6,1004)
IRUN,ETYPEC
(IH,3X,13,gx,
A1)
LINCNT:
LINCNT+
1
45
ITRANS=
0
216
YES
?
t DO 100 I=I,NPOUT
STATBF(I0"I-5)= I
DPVAL(1) [
STATBF(10"_1-2 )=1. OI
STATBF(I0"I)=0.0 1
_ YES
STATBF(IO*I-4)=O.OI
I STATBF(1O*I - 1)=O.0I
O2
STATBF(I0.I-I )=I(I [
I00 _Ir
'-- { CONTINUE)
105 _I'
IMADDR:IOO*(KPASS
"_i(M)-l) + IRUN
r
55
IISTREC=O ISMPL:OISTFRM: N PL=O r
.
217
57,F
ISMPL=
ISMPL+I
YES
NO
___ DO 70 I=l, I(NPAREQ+I)
{CONTINUE)
75
___ DO 77 I=2,(NPAREQ+I)
_ YES _
(CONTI,UE
218
801.AXF;,FOUTI,II
.
I MAXF:MAXO(MAXF,INFOUT( I ) )
82(co,_I,U_)
--4oo8,_:;.°,oI
84_,CCO,T_,UO
I REC(1):IRUN IKREC(2)=MAXF
_ O 200 IFR=I,MAXF
.
_--4oo,o°I_--_.,_oI
VALIN(IPAR)= IPARVAL(15*I PAR+TFR)
204 '_
_-CONTINUE)
219
NFRM=O
REC(J)=PARVAL(ZFR)ETF=REC(J)
---too_o_,=_,_ou,I
.
I IREC(J)=DPVAL(I)
202 _P'
.... -( co._.oO
" __ 200 _,
(CONTINUE)
o I
220
IADDR(IRUN)=JADDRI
ISTREC=I J
210 €
_-_DO 215 I=2,
(NPARE_+1_) ]
__ YES
NO
221
YES 
r 
ARITE(6,1002) 
JPASS(M) ,sR(l) 
WRITE(6,1005) 
IRUN , IADDR(1RUN) 
JADDR,IHO,MO,SO, 
IHF,MF,SF,NFRM 
3o_
TABREC l)=NPOUT
TABREC(2)=SR(I)
TABREC(3)=SR(I)
TABREC(4)=3
--_oo41_i=1,1o_I
_F
TABREC(I+4)=
IADDR(1)
415
(CONTINUE)
3
CONTINUE)
_'--H DO420 I:I,27
I
It
i I TABREC(1)=I THEAD(1)I
l 420I
, CCONTINUE)
CRETURN )
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DPDE SUBROUTINE DPDEF
SUBROUTINE DPDEF(IPASS,NOPFglOPFLC,NSTREQ,ISTATgSTPAR_STPPC_STSR_
I NPAREQtSR,PARNAM,PPC,NPOUT_PAROTgPPCOT)
__SUBROUTINE DPDEF--ENTRY POINT DPCOMP_____
PROGRAM IOENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME DPDEF (ENTRY DPCOMP)
PROGRAM NUMBER 112338
AUTHOR TERRY D, SOMMERS
COMPUTER HW625/635
MEMORY
PERIPHERALS
LANGUAGE HW6000 FORTRAN/FORTY
PURPOSE
THIS IS AN INITIALIZATION CALL TO BE WADE ONCE PRIOR TO
BEGINNING EACH DP PASS, ITS PURPOSE IS TO DEFINE FOR THE DP
COMPUTE ROUTINE WHAT PASS IS TO BE PROCESSED AND IN RETURN
IT WILL RETURN TO THE CALLING PROGRAM A LIST OF SPECIFICATIONS
FOR THE PARAMETERS THAT IT WILL BE NEEDING AND FOR THE
PARAMETERS IT WILL BE GENERATING,
THE ENTRY TO DPCOMP IS MADE FOR EACH FRAME OF DATA,
METHOD
ASSUMPTIONS
ONCE PER FLIGHT VALUES REQUIRED
ETP - LOCATION 16
ESGW - LOCATION 17
ESCG - LOCATION 18
KPR - LOCATION 19
HPC - LOCATION 20
MRC - LOCATION 21
- LOCATION 22
RT - LOCATION 23
GT - LOCATION 24
GTS - LOCATION 25
RELHU - LOCATION 26
FHBOOM - LOCATION 27
STATISTICS REQUIRED
ITATBOOH VIPBOOH HBOOM NOIQPCT
NO2QPCT NOINFPCT NO2NFPCT NR
MRQI TRO LOADFACT
MEASUREMENTS REQUIRED AS INPUT ON A FRAME BASIS
ITATBOOH VIPBOOM HBOOM HEAD180 NOIQPCT
NO2QPCT NOINFPCT NO2NFPCT LOADFACT MRQI
TRQ NR TRIMPIT MRLIFTA MRLIFTB
MRLIFTC MRLIFTD ISAFAPR ISOFAPR ISAFBPR
XMSNSGT AILPOSR
224
PARAMETERS GENERATED FOR OUTPUT TO RDFPD
VITBOOM VCASBOOM VEIBOOH FATBOOM VTROOM
TATBOOM HDBOOM OMEGAR OMEGATR MU
MACHA NOISHP NO_SHP HPT CPTE
HPMR CPM HPTR CPTAIL HPS
CPT YAWFTRM FX .FY FZ
MX MY MZ AILPOSP
VARIABLE NAMING CONVENTION
FIRST LETTER X = TEMPORARY VARIABLE GENERATED WITHIN
DPCOHP BUT WHICH ARE NOT RETURNED TO
THE CONTROL PROGRAM aND ONCE PER FLIGHT
VALUES FED IN FROM THE HEADER TABLE
FIRST LETTER Q : VARIABLES CONTAINING STATISTICS VALUES
FED IN FROM THE CONTROL PROGRAM
FIRST LETTER Z = VARIABLES CONTAINING SENSOR VALUES FED IN
FROM THE CONTROL PROGRAM ON A FRAME BASIS
INPUT/OUTPUT
SEE CALLING ROUTINE FOP ARGUMENT DEFINITIONS
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL ULINT(VIASN,VIASC _VIT,VCAStDUM}
COMMON _REAS
SEE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION ON FILE AT CAS FOR CARD FORMATS
FILE DESCRIPTIONS OR FOR ANY OTHER SPECIFIC INFORMATION}
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50_ YES _NO
P
..... I DO20 I=I,NOPFI
IOPFLI(I)
20 _,
"---<CONTINUE)
I D_ 40 I=l,
r .... NSTREQ
ISTAT(1)=ISTATI(I)
STPAR(I)=STPARI(I)
STPPC(I)--STPPCl
STSR(I)=STSRI
40 _
L__( CONTINUE)
D_ 60 I=I, I
r .... NPAREQ {
IPARNAM(1) I
PARNMI(I) Ippr._T_:ppr._
60._
L.... _ CONTINUE)
226
I NPOUT=28
r----- D_ 80 I=I, I
I
NPOUT I
PAROT( I )=PAROTI(I
PPCOT(1)=PPCOTI(1)
8o
.... _ CO_T,NUE")
4,
_ RETURN _
500
I IPASS=O 1
ENTRYDPCOMP\
TRANS,ISTFRM,\
PVAL,STVAL, /
ARVAL,_PVAL)/
DO lO0 I=l,
r-- - NPOUT
I DPVAL(1):XULL
I00
NO
227
NO
__._ D_ 125 I=l,NPAREQ I
PARVLI(1)PARVAL(1)
125
------( CONTINUE )
_ _ NO
228
XITAT=QITAT
XVIP=QVIP
XH:QH
XEQI=QNIQP
XEQ2=QN2QP
XNINF=QNINFP
XN2NF=QN2NFP
XNR=QNR
XMRQ:QMRQI
XTRQ=QTRQ
150
XITAT:ZITAT
XVIP=ZVIP
XH=ZHBO_M
XEQI=ZNIQP
XEQ2=ZN2QP
I XNINF=ZNINFP
XN2NF=ZN2NFP
XNR=ZNR
XMRQ=ZMRQI
XTRQ=ZTRQ
i
160 ,_
I'VT=XO__---
180 _I_
XK]=SQRT(] ,+ ]
,06805*XVIP)**
_2857-I ,)
' VIT:I479_*XKI
DPVAL(1):VlT
229
[DPVAL(2)=VCAS ]
XDELTA:(I.-.O00006875
*XH)*'5.256
XPRESS:2116.2*XDELTA
XK2=SQRT((I.+I44.*XVlP
/XPRESS)**.2857-1.)
XK3:0.
190
I EI=VCAS*SQRT _
(XDELTA)*XK3
DPVAL(3)=VEI
XITAT:XULL ]
I XPRESV:XRELHU*(2.685+
O.OI3232*(XITAT+
17.78)*'2.245)
XDENS:(XPRESS-O.378277
3089.7*
;_PRESSV)/(16). ITAT+273. l$
230
,F
XVT:VEI*SQRT
(.O023769/XDENS)
FAT:XITAT-O.O001317
*XKPR*XVT*XVT
FAT :-17.781
DPVAL(4):FAT
XPRSVI=XRELHU*
(2.685+0.013232"
(FAT+I7.78)**2.45
XDENSl=(XPRESS-O.378
277*XPRSVl)/(3089.7
*FAT+273.16)
XPP_=XDENSI/.O025769
XP_P=I./XPPB
XSQPP_=SQRT(XPPB)
XSQPBP=SQRT(XPBP)
VT=VCAS*XSQPOP
DPVAL(5)=VT
TAT:FAT+O.000131714
*VT*VT
DPVAL(6)=TAT
HD=(I.-XPP_**.255)/.O0000
6875-DPVAL(7)= HD
_NO
I OMEGAR:(3,14159*XR
*XNR*2.03)/30.
DPVAL(8):OMEGAR
OMEGTR=(3.14159+XRT*XNR*
2.03*XGT/30 DPVAL(9)=OMEGTR
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HMU=(I.6869*VT)/
OMEGAR
DPVAL(IO)=HMU
HMACHA=(OMEGAR+
1,6889"VT)/(65_76891
*SQRT(FAT+_73.16))
I DPVAL(I)=AMACHA l
YES
NO
SHPNOI=XNINF* I
XEQI*XHPC*_O001
=SHPNOI
40_
YES
?
2NF=XULL
?
NO
SHPNO2=XN2NF*
XEQ2*XHPC+.O001
(12
HPT=SHPN_I+SHPN_)2
DPVAL(I 4):HPT
4,
252
YEs
CPTE=(550.*HPT)/
(XDENSI"3-.14159*
XR*XR*QMEGAR**3.)
DPVALi =CPTE
430
_,_NR:XULL
,,- ?
YES
HPMR=(XNR*XMRQ*XMRC)I
/525200; I
DPVAL(16)=HPMR I
_ YES
CPM=(550.*HPMR)/
(XDENSI*3.14159*
XR*XR*OMEGAR**3.)
DPVAL(17)=CPM
HPTR=(XNR*XTRQ*XGTS)/
525200.DPVAL(18)=HPTR
333
.CPTAIL:(550.*HPTR)/
(XDENSI*3.14159*
XR*XR*OMEGTR**3.)
DPVAL(19):CPTAIL
YES
HPS-HPMR+HPTR
DPVAL(20)=HPS
L
YES
CPT=(550.*HPS)/(XDENSI*3.141_9*XR
*XR*OMEGAR**3.)
DPVAL(21)=CPT
YES
_ YES __
XHEADI=ZHD180 JM=M+I
462 _P'
.._ XH=ZHDI80-XHEADIr YAWFTR=XH I
YAWFTR=XH+360.
234
48o
IS_LA TRUEIF ZISOLA#XUL[
IS_LB " " ZISOLB#XULL
IS_LC .... ZIS_LC#XULL
[LIFTA " " ZLIFTA#XUL[
[LIFTB .... ZLIFTB#XUL[
[LIFTC " " ZLIFTC#XULL
[LIFTD .... ZLIFTDtXULI
[QLINK " " ZQLINK#XULI
_ TRUE l FX:ZISOLB
I DPVAL(23)=FXFY=XULL
_ FY=ZIS_LA-ZIS_LC
+0.2588(ZLIFTB-ZLIFTC)
_l_ FALSE
DPVAL(24)=FYFZ=XULL
FZ=0.9659 (ZLIFTA+
ZLIFTB+ZLIFTC+ZLIFTD)
_FALSE
I DPVAL(_'25):FZ
[ AMX=XULL
235
AMX=57.88(ZISBLA-
ZIS_LC)-
31.98(ZLIFTB+ZLIFTC)
FALSE ,_ _.
DPVAL(26):AMX
AMY=XULL
_ AMY=-53,0ZIS_LB+
32.639ZLIFTA
-2,656(ZLIFTB+ZLIFTC)
-37.9 15 LIFTD
.
AMZ=XULL
AMZ=I7.75ZIS_LA-
23.25ZISBLC+
ILIFTC AND O.7118(ZLIFTB-ZLIFTC)
-82.0ZQLINK
" I DPVAL(28)=AMZ
AILOP_Sp=_,O000024
49 (ZAILPR)_+.O008353
NO (ZAILPR)__2677ZAILPR
+114.6
DPVAL(29):AILP_SP
236
ULIN SUBROUTINE ULINT(CN,C_X_Z,ZX)
SUBROUTINE ULINT(CN,C_X_Z_ZX)
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME ULINT
PROGRAM NUM@ER II_33B
AUTHOR TERRY D, SOMMERS
COMPUTER HWb25/635
MEMORY
PERIPHERALS
LANGUAGE HW6000 FORTRAN/FORTY
PURPOSE
SUBROUTINE CALLED BY DPCOMP TO PERFORM UNIVARIATE LINEAR
INTERPOLATION,
METHOD
INPUT/OUTPUT
CN - NO, OF X VALUES IN C
C - TABLE OF VALUES (CN Xo'S(MONOTONICALLY INCREASING) ..
FOLLOWED HY CN Y"S)
X - INPUT X VALUES
Z - RETURNED Z VALUE
ZX - RETURNED SLOPE
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL ULINT(CN,C,X,Z,ZX)
COMMON AREAS
SEE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION ON FILE AT CAS FOR CARD FORMATS t
FILE DESCRIPTIONS OR FOR ANY OTHER SPECIFIC INFORMATION)
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I DIMENSIONC(1) I
N=CN I .........'I
, 7.: "
_ _ DO1 I=2;N
, >0
.t
---'(com_u_)
J:N+I
Z:C(J+I)+(X-C(I+I))
238
DATASK I
I . II I I I
*See Sub-program RDFRDfor Comments and Flowcharts
HIERARCHY CHART for DATASK PROGRAM
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DATK SUBROUTINE DATASK
SUBROUTINE DATASK
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME DATASK
PROGRAM NUMBER 112320
AUTHOR TERRY D SOMMERS
COMPUTER HW-625/635
MEMORY ALL FILES OPEN(16K)
PERIPHERALS CARD READER,DISC,PRINTER
LANGUAGE HW 6000 FORTRAN/FORTY
PURPOSE
TO GENERATE A DATA ANALYSIS REPORT TO BE USED BY.
ENGINEERS FOR DETERMINING FLIGHT CONDITIONS AND
DATA VALIDITY.
METHOD
READ CARDS CONTAINING SENSOR NAME,PRE-PROCESSING CODE
AND SAMPLE RATE. READ IN SPECIFIC EVENT UNLESS ALL EVENTS
ARE TO BE USED. GET CORRESPONDING DATA FROM STATISTICS FILE 09
AND OUTPUT VALUES IN REPORT FORM.
INPUT/OUTPUT
THEAD - HEADER TABLE ARRAY
TABREC - ARRAY FOR A 600 WORD RECORD
HEAD - A 4 X 12 ARRAY CONTAINING INFORMATION TO BE PRINTEO AS
THE PAGE HEADER. 4 INPUT CARDS PUNCHED IN COLUMNS 1-7_.
NRUN - COUNTER FOR EVENT NUMBER
CDIM - CARD IMAGE OF GROUPED PARAMETER NAMES, PRE-PROCESSING CODE
AND SAMPLE RATE OR EVENT NUMBERS.
MODE - CODE SET TO INFORM PROGRAM IF ALL NON-CAL EVENTS ARE
TO BE PROCESSED OR RUNS NAMED ON INPUT CARDS ARE TO
BE PROCESSED.
MODE = I - PROCESS ALL NON-CAL EVENTS
MODE = 2 - PROCESS ONLY THOSE SPEC!FIED INPUTS
JRUN - INPUT RUN NUMBERS
IPAGE - CONTROLS INPUT OF PARAMETER NAMES_ PPC"S AND SR"S FOR
PROGRAM LOGIC.
IPAGE = 0 - UNTIL FIRST OR NEXT "PAGE" CARD IS FOUND
IPAGE = I - WHEN "PAGE" CARD IS FOUND
IPAGE = 2 - IF PARAHETER CARDS TERMINATED BY
A NEW "PAGE" CARD
IPAGE = 3 - IF PARAMETER CARDS TERMINATED WHEN
18 PARAMETER CARDS HAVE BEEN READ
IF PARAMETER CARDS TERMINATED BY "END" CARD
NAMES - PARAMETER MNEMONICS(NPAR IN LENGTH) MAX 18
PPC - PRE-PROCESSING CODE(NPAR IN LENGTH) MAX 18
SR - SAMPLE RATE(NPAR IN LENGTH) MAX 18
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NPAR - NUMqER OF PARAMETERS COUNTED ON PROCESSING CARD
INPUT OF PARAMETERS
TOS - TABLE OF SUBSCRIPTS DETERMINED FOR EACH PARAMETER
THRU SURROUTINE RDFSUB
TOS(4_I-3) - PASS NO, FOR PARAMETER "I"
TOS(4eI-2) - OFFSET POSITION OF PARAMETER IN
DATA FILE FRAME FOR PARAMETER "I"
TOS(4_I-I) - COMPUTED "A" TERM FOR PARAMFTER "I"
TOS(4_I) - COMPUTED "B" TERM FOR PARAMETER "I"
JINDEX - INTEGER TO USE IN SUBROUTINE ENCD6 FOR ARRANGING
THE OUTPUT STATISTICS INTO AN AESTHETIC FORM FOR
PRINTING
CHRUFF - A 6 CHARACTER WORD OUTPUT FROM SUBROUTINE ENCD6
THAT CONTAINS THE EDITED OUTPUT STATISTICS DATA
VALUE - THE PARTICULAR STATISTIC DATA VALUE SENT TO ENCD6 FOR
EDITING INTO THE CHBUFF WORD
FOR PPC"S = D OR S VALUE = AVERAGE
FOR PPC = V VALUE = g5 PERCENT
COLTIT - ARRAY OF INFORMATION ON EACH PARAMETER NAME FOR
PRINTING THE COLUMN TITLES OF REPORT
CTITL - COLUMN TITLES AS DEFINED IN SUBROUTINE GETUPC FOR
EACH PARAMETER
LTITL - LINE TITLES AS DEFINED IN SUBROUTINE GETUPC FOR
EACH PARAMETER (NOT USFD IN THIS ROUTINE)
LINCNT - LINE COUNTER TO DETERMINE WHEN NEW PAGE HEADINGS
ARE TO BE PRINTED
OUTBUF - 400 WORD BUFFER CONTAINING ONE RECORD OF STATISTICS
DATA READ FROM THE STATISTICS FILE 09
LINRUF - ARRAY OF CHBUFF"S ARRANGED IN OUTPUT FORM
EVENT - EVENT NAME FOR EVENT = IRUN
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL RDFSUB(I,I,NPARgNAMEStPPC,SR,TOS)
CALL GETUPC(NAMES(IPAR),PPC(IPARIgJINDEX(IPAR),CTITL,LTITL)
CALL RDFRD(I_I_ItIRUN_NPAR_NAMEStPPC_SR,ISMPL,LSMPL_
OUTBUF_ISO,TOS,NFOUT,MSG,IER)
CALL ENCD6(VALUE,JINOEX(IPAR)_CHBUFF)
COMMON AREAS
/TABLI/THEAD
SEE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION ON FILE AT CAS FOR CARD FORMATS
FILE DESCRIPTIONS OR FOR ANY OTHER SPECIFIC INFORMATION,
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CALL
RANSIZ
(07,600,1)
i DO2 I=1,27
THEAD(1)=
TABREC( I )
I
&I
I EADCARDS
(HEAD(L,I),I=I,
12),L=l,4)
_12A6)
NRUN=O
7 .
.q READCARO"_
i CDIM (AI8)
IDECODE (CDIM,17_ NRUN:
JRUN(NRUN) NRUN+I
1X,15,12X)
32
MODE=I NRUNT_o_MODE=2I !
35 ,_,
IPAGE=ONPAR=O
242
4_ READCARD
CDIM (a18)
YES
YES
NPAR=
NPAR+I
,q
DECODE(CDIM,21)
NAMES(NPAR),PPC
(NPAR),SR,NPAR)
(A8,1X,AI ,2X,A6)
50_ YES
NO IPAGE=I
7O
I00
IPAGE:4 I [IPAGE=2
NO I
ALL RDFSUB
,I,NPAR,NAMES#
PC,SR,TOSJ
243
,I,
,---¢ co,_,_
PRINT (HEAD(L, I
I),I=1,12),L=l,I
I THEFOLLOWING I] PARAMETERSARE
--I°°_°_=_,_]
.
PRINTNAMES(1) I
PPC(I),SR(1) I
12o _,
---C co,,_._)
I
150 _I'
DO155 I=1,8 }---- DO160 J=1,18
.
I COLTIT(I,J)
'bbbbbb'
160 ,_
CONTINUE
155 _'
------_ CONTINUE )
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
,
"
_
_
1
&
_
L.
+
×
>
_
_
-
-
_
_
:-
'_
1
_
-
_
_
P.
_
_
_
')
,
"
•
,.
-
-
i_
"
_
|_
.
,I
I
-
-
U
'l
+
PRINT(READ(L,I)J
PRINT((COLTIT I
(L,I),I=1,12),I
I LINCNT]
:14
+
ENCODE(EVENT,235_
TEVENT(6*IRUN-5)|
TEVENT(6*IRUN-4)_
TEVENT(6*IRUN-3)|
TEVENT(6*IRUN-2)I
(4A6) +
I NCODE(ETYP1,237I
TEVENT(6*IRUN-I)
(a6)
I'DECODE(ETYPI,238
ETYP (AI_ I
NO
___ DO300 I=1,18 I
!
.
I LINBUF(I,1)1='bbbbbb'
300
------( CONTINUE )
V
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YES
J K=K+I
I IRUN
JRUN(K)
CALL RDFRD "_
(1,1,1,1RUN,NPAR,)
NAMES,PPC,SR,_
ISMPL,LSMPL,<,
OUTBUF180,TOS,
NFOUT,MSG,IER)y
222
IRUN:
. IRUN+I
CALL RDFRD
IER>=4 GO TO
NO
OR
IER:3
230
LINCNT
232 < : 40
. NO
247
.I DO310 IPAR: I
1,NPAR
YES
=
<f (_PAR)
VALUE= I
OUTBUF(IO*IPAR-
, ,IND)
4,
ALL ENCD6-_
ALUE,JINDEX
PAR),CHBUFFj]
4,
LINBUF(IPAR,I) I:CHBUFF
"_ CONTINUE_
PRINT EVENT, I(LINBUF(I,I),I
_LINCNT ]
LINCNT
+i
$
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DO355 J=1,3
_--- DO357 I=1,18
'bbbbbb'
357 '_
.... 35_ CONTINUE
.
DO360 IPAR: II 1, NPAR
'
I
I
YES
1 DO365 IL=1,3 1
249
I
I 4oQ
1 VALUE= 1
I OUTBUF(IO*
I IPAR-IND)I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
' I1 LINBUF(IPAR,IL)I : CHBUFF
' _,I 365
360_ CONTINUE )
I PRINT EVENT,
((LINBUF(I,IL)
I=I,18,1L:I,3)
LINCNT:
LINCNT+3
5oo_,,-"_
_P_°_=_r _ "
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GETUPC
SUBROUTINE GETUPC (NAME, PPC, JINDEX, C_ITL, LTITL)
************************** SUBROUTINE GETUPC **************************
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME - GETUPC
PROGRAM NO, - 1,1,2320
AUTHOR - DAVID L, DAVIS
COMPUTER - HW 6_5/635
MEMORY
PERIPHERALS - DISC SUBSYSTEM
LANGUAGE - HW 5000 FORTRAN
PURPOSE
TO LOCATE ON THE UPC FILE AND RETURN TO
A CALLING PROGRAN VARIOUS SPECIFICATIONS
FOP A USER REQUESTED PARAMETER, IF THE
REQUESTED PARAMETER CANNOT BE FOUND, ARTIFICIALLY
BUILT SPECIFICATIONS WILL BE RETURNED,
METHOD
THE UPC FILE IS SE#RCHED FOR A MATCH ON
CONCATENATED NAME AND PRE-PROCESSING CODE,
IF SUCCESSFUL THOSE RESULTS WILL BE
RETURNED, IF NO MATCH IS FOUND THEN
ARTIFICALLY GENERAIED RESULTS WILL BE
RETURNED,
INPUT/OUTPUT
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL GETUPC(NAME,PPC,JINDEX,CTITL,LTITL) WHERE
NAME - INPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING CONCATENATED NAME
PPC - INPUT ARGUMENT CONTAINING PRE-PRECESSING CODE
JINDEX - OUTPUT ARGUMENT FOR INDEX INFO,
CTITL - OUTPUT ARGUMENT FOR COLUMN TITLE INFO,
LTITL - OUTPUT ARGUMENT FOR LINE TITLE INFO,
FILE DESCRIPTIONS
SEE DOCUMENTATION FOR ROUTINE'#UPCGEN# FOR
COMPLETE DESCRIPTIO OF THE #UPC# FILE,
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I STRT ]T
I,o_oTI_I_,O_T_,01ARGUMENTSFORRETURN
CONTENTSRECORD
NO
M : MOD(NPAR,2O)
I _F/M.EQ.OIM=20]
INTO (JBUFF(I) ,d=
1,280
252
9
F
I ENCODE
JBUFFTO CTITL
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ENCD SUBROUTINE ENCD6(VALUE,JINDEX_CHBU_F)
********SUBROUTINE ****************************************************
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PPOGRAM NAME ENCD6
PROGRAM NtlMBER 112320
AUTHOR TERRY D. SOMMERS
COMPUTER HW-625/635
MEMORY
PERIPHERALS
LANGUAGE HW 6000 FORTRAN/FORTY
PURPOSE
ROUTINE ENCODES VALUE IN $ CHARACTER FIELD WITH FORMAT
DETERMINED BY READOUT PRECISION CODE NUMBER_ JINDEX.
SCIENTIFIC NOTATION USED IF IABS(JINDEX) GE. 3.
METHOD
CHECK FOR NULL VALUE. CHECK FOR JINDEX BEING GE. 3.
REFORMAT VALUE ACCORDING TO JINOEX VALUE. RETURN
TO DATASK ROUTINE.
INPUT/OUTPUT
XULL - NULL VALUE EQUAL TO 0376777777777
JINDEX - INTEGER TO USE IN SUBROUTINE ENCD6 FOR ARRANGING
THE OUTPUT STATISTICS INTO AN AESTHETIC FORM FOR
PRINTING
CHRUFF - A 6 CHARACTER WORD OUTPUT FROM SUBROUTINE ENCD6
THAT CONTAINS THE EDITED OUTPUT STATISTICS DATA
VALUE - THE PARTICULAR STATISTIC DATA VALUE SENT TO ENCO6 FOR
EDITING INTO THE CHBUFF WORD
FOR PPC"S : D OR S VALUE : AVERAGE
FOR PPC = V VALUE = 95 PERCENT
CALLING SEOUENCE
CALL ENCD6(VALUE_JINDEX_CHBUFF)
COMMON AREAS
NONE
SEE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION ON FILE AT CAS FOR
SPECIFIC INFbRMATION.
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.;
CHBUFF= I
'bbbbbb'
" RETURN 03767;?
NO '
YES
_,=3
NO
YES
(-1)
NO
I IVALUE=VALUE/
(IO.**JINDEX)+
SIGN(.5,VALUE)
IVALUE=IVALUE
*(IO**JINDEX)
• 70 _P'
• ENCODE(CHBUFF,_ " "
IO0)IVALUE Ii (16)
2o
___ IVALUE=VALUE/
(IO.**JINDEX)+
SIGN(.5,VALUE)
50
ENCODE(CHBUFF,IlO)VALUE
80
_ ENCODE(CHBUFF,1
120)VALUE
(F6.2)
999 _
( RETURN ,_
2SS
I CYCCNT
I I. I..
*See Sub-programRDFRDfor Commentsand Flowcharts
**SeeProgramDATASKfor Commentsand Flowcharts
HIERARCHYCHARTfor CYCLE COUNTSPROGRAM
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CCNT SUBROUTINE CYCCNT
SUBROUTINE CYCCNT
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME CYCCNT
PROGRAM NUMBER 112336
AUTHOR TERRY D, SOMMERS
COMPUTER HW6_5/635
MEMORY ALL FILES OPEN (2OK)
PERIPHERALS CARD READER_DISC,PRINTER
LANGUAGE HW 6000 FORTRAN/FORTY
PURPOSE
TO PROCESS VIBRATORY COMPONENT OF PEAK STRESS CONVERTER
FOR A SELECTED PARAMETER AND EVENT COMBINATION SO AS TO OBTAIN
A COUNT OF THE NUMBER OF VIBRATORY CYCLES WHICH OCCUR IN EACH
OF B CLASS INTERVALS, ALSO COMPUTED ARE THE ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM
LEVEL AND ABSOLUTE MINIMUM LEVEL EXPERIENCED DURING THE
EVENT FOR FM DATA ONLY,
METHOD
TWO METHODS OF EVENT SELECTION ARE IMPLEMENTED
I, ALL NON-CALIBRATION EVENTS
2, USER SPECIFIED EVENTS
THREE METHODS OF PARAMETER SELECTION ARE IMPLEMENTED
I, ALL AVAILABLE VIBRATORY PARAMETERS
_, ALL AVAILABLE VIBRATORY PARAMETERS ON A USER SPECIFIED PASS
3, USER SPECIFIED VIBRATORY PARAMETERS
IN ALL OF THE ABOVE THE CONCERN LEVEL GREATER THAN 0
_UST BE _RESENT ON THE SENSOR FILE OR THE PARAMETER WILL
BE BYPASSED,
ASSUMPTIONS
1, VIBRATORY CANNOT EXIST WITHOUT CORRESPONDING STEADY,
2, VIBRATORY CANNOT BE A DERIVED PARAMETER,
3, STATS CANNOT EXIST WITHOUT DATA
4, ON ANY FRAME_ IF VIBRATORY IS NULL_ STEADY IS ALL NULL,
INPUT/OUTPUT
THEAD - HEADER TABLE ARRAY
TABREC ARPAY FOR A 600 WORD RECORD
TEVENT - EVENT ARRAY
NAME - SENSOR NAME
SR - SAMPLE RATE
PPC - PRE-PROCESSING CODE
IPASS - PASS NUMBER
_AXPAS - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PASSES
CONLVL - CONCERN LEVEL
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IENT - INITIAL DATA POINT
LEN - LAST DATA POINT
ISMPL - INITIAL SAMPLE
LSMPL - LAST SAMPLE
ABSMAX - ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM DATA POINT
ABS_IN - ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DATA POINT
FLTMAX - MAXIMUM DATA POINT
FLT_IN - MINIMU_ DATA POINT
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL RDFSUB(O,It2,NAME,PPC,SR,TOS)
CALL GETUPC(NAME(I)_PPC(1),JINDEX,CTITL,LTITL)
CALL ROFRD(I_I_I_IRUNt2,NAME_PPC_SR_ISMPL_LSMPL_OUTBUF_20_
TOS_NFOUT_SGgIER)
CALL ENCD6(OUTBUF(N)_JINDEX_LINBUF(N))
CALL RDFRD(I,O_I_IRUN,2_NAME' Ppc_SR'ISMPLtLSMPL_OUTBUFt2_LENt
TOS_NFOUT tMSG,IER)
CALL CYCNT(IENTgNFRM,OUTBUF(1)_OUTBUF(LEN+I)_CONLVL*CYCINT_
ABSMAX_ABSMIN_NGD)
CALL CYCPAG(FLTTIT,LTITL_SR(1)gJINDEX,CONLVL)
COMMON AREAS
/TABLI/THEAD
SEE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION ON FILE AT CAS FOR CARD FORMATS_
FILE DESCRIPTIONS OR FOR ANY OTHER SPECIFIC INFORMATION,
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I DATAt,XULL/037
6777777777
DATAXXUL/03777
77777777/
COMMON/TABL1/
THF_ I
DO2 I=1,27 1
THEAD(I)=TABRECI(I) 2 CONTINUE
_XPAS=THEAD(1)}
READ(5,1000)
((FLTTIT(L,I),
I=1,12),L=1,4
NRUN=O
7 _,
,j/-READ(5,1ooi)I
I ,-i, CDIM(A6) I
JRUN(NRUN) _k_ NRUN: NO
(15) F_ NRUN+I
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li READ( ,1003
ND=99)IPASS,
AME(1),SR(1) .
I5,5X,A8,1X,A6)
YES
YES
NO
30
32_ i IMooE=IL__J,pAss=lllIPAss=°F
_ipAss_11i ,
25
MODE=2L
ITM
26O
NO
ISR(1)=PASTAB(3)
MAXPAR=PASTAB(1)I
lr
29 _
IPAR+I
YES
I NCODE(PPCC,IOll
SENTAB(13*IPAR-
i0) (A6)
.
DECODE(PPCC,IOIO)[
PPC1
(A1)
261
yNO
CONLVL=SENTABI
(I 3*IPAR-4)
b
.... YES _r_
ENCODE(TNAME,I 004
SENTAB(I 3"I PAR-I2
SENTAB(13*I PAR-11
(2A6)
.
IDECODE(TNAME,IO1311
NAME( 1)
(a8)
5o _
I NAME(2):NAME(1)I• SR(2)=SR(I )
Y_S
N_ ..
_ "_ NO
I IPASS=TOS(1)1IPAR=TOS(2)
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I CONLVL=SENTAB(I 3*IPAR-4)
0
DO62 I=1,8 I
CUMCYC(1)=OI62 CONTINUE
.
I NGDF=O
FLTMAX=XXULL
FLTMIN=XULL
LINCNT:41 1
KRUN=O
I
65,_,
KRUN=
KRUN+I
NO YES
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.i IRUN=JRUN(KRUN)1
75
YES
• NO
[,, NO
80
IER>=4 NO
65_ YES 8
XULL
YI_S
NO
ENCD6
CALL (FLOAT(IRUN
ENCD6 O,LINBUF(I,
[15),
JINDEX,
LIHBUF(2)}
CALL
ENCD6
t (OUTBUF(I1)
JINDEX, !
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ENCD6
{OUTBUF(.12),
JINDEX,
LINBUF(4)) ENCD6
(OUTBUF(2),
JINDEX, ENCD6
LINBUF(7)) (OUTBUF(7),
JINDEX
LINBUF(8))
ENCD6
(OUTBUF(1), CALL
JINDEX, ENCD6
LINBUF(9)) (OUTBUF(2),
JINDEX,
LINBUF(IO))
LEN:II6 IENT=O I
ISMPL=I NGD=O
LSMPL=LEN
i I NFRM=MINO
(NFOUT(1),
I INF_rT(2))
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,F
I IENT:I I
ISMPL=ISMPL+LEN
LSMPL:LSMPL+LEN
NO
----_ DO I15 I=1'8 I
LINBUF(I+IO)=, ' I
I CUMCYC(1)= _ I
CUMCYC(1)+
CYCINT(1)
115 _p,
.... ( CONTINUE)
4,
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FLTMAX=ABSMAX
FLTMIN=ABSMIN
120
___ FLTMAX:AMAXI
(FLTMAX,ABSMAX)
FLTMIN=AMINI
(FLTMIN,ABSMIN)
122
NGDF=
NGDF+
NGD
NO
YES
125 _ NO
ENCODE( VENT,1005),
TEVENT(6*IP,UN-5),
L TEVENT(6*IRUN-4),F
TEVENT(6*IRUN-3),
TEVENT(6*IRUN-2)
"
/ CYCPAG \
/ (FLTTIT,LTITL
I SR(I),_
132
j ENCODE(ETYPI,IO06)TEVENT
I (6*IRUN-I)(A6)
26?
.DECODE(ETYPI,
IO07)ETYP
(AI)
I EVENT=
ETYP
140
I(lWRITE(6'IO08)
EVENT,(LINBUF(1)
I=I,I18)
x,A2?,_
"_ 300 NO
_ LINCNT:I YES 320LINCNT+I _ NO MODE>2325
(FLTMAX- 6
FLTMIN)/2. (LINBUF(1),
L=.75*CONLV I=i,I0)
(34X,FLIGHT
SUMMARY2A6,
24X,8A6)
ENCD6
(FLTMAX,
JINDEX,
99_ LINBUF(1)) ;YCPAG
SR(1),JINDEX
CONLVL)
ENCD6
(FLTMIN,
(RETURN) JINDEX,_INBUF(2))
L _ 40_ YES
( co,TI.UE)
'YES
I LINBUF(I+2)= _-,
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CYCT SUBROUTINE CYCNT
SUBROUTINE CYCNT(IENT_NPT_DATAV_DATAS_CONLVL_CYCINTt
I.ABSMAX_AgSMINtNGD)
***_****SUBROUTINE ****************************************************
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAqE CYCNT
PROGRAM NUMBER 112336
AUTHOR TERRY D, SOMMERS
COMPUTER HW625/635
MEMORY
PERIPHERALS
LANGUAGE HW 6000 FORTRAN/FORTY
PURPOSE
..' ' TO DETERMINE THE ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM DATA
VALUES AND TO COMPUTE CONCERN LEVEL,
INPUT/OUTPUT
ARSMAX - ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM DATA VALUE
ABSMIN - ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DATA VALUE
DATAV - VIBRATORY DATA
DATAS - STEADY DATA
XULL - NULLVALUE
SEE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION ON FILE AT CAS FOR CARD FORMATSt
FILE DESCRIPTIONS OR FOR ANY OTHER SPECIFIC INFORMATION,
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SUBROUTINE
' CYCNT(IENT,
IIPT,DATAV,DATAS,
CONLVL_CYCINT,
ABSMAX,ABSMI_NGD)
[ __'"_^ ,_ml N,NGD)
DIMENSION 1
DATAV(1)DATAS(]) I
CYCINT(8) DATAXULLI
0376777777777
ABSMIN:XULL (IISAMP)=XULL
DO10 J=]_8
-- CYCNT(J):O NO
CONTINUE) I,OO, Ii
.
I I
_ NO
ABSMAX=DATAS I
(ISAMP).DATAV
!ISAMP)ABSMIN=DATAS
(.ISAMp)-DATAV(ISAMP) ....
i.INT=4*(DATAV __
(ISAMP)/CONLVL)
-2 30
| DATAS(ISAMP)_ATAV
(.ISAMP))ABSMIN=
_AM!NI(ABSMIN,DATAS
(ISAMP)-DATAv(ISAMP).
_ _ NO
CYCINT(INT)= .-
c__,_-_o_ _u__
27O
CYPC SUBROUTINE CYCPAG
SUBROUTINE CYCPAG(FLTTITtLTITL,SRoJINDEX_CONLVL)
PqOGRA_ IDENTIFICATION
PROGRA_ NAME CYCPAG
PROGRAM NUMBER 112336
AUTHOR TERRY Do SOMMERS
COMPUTER HW62S/635
MEMORY
PERIPHERALS
LANGUAGE HW 6000 FORTRAN/FORTY
PURPOSE
TO GENERATF REPORT OF VIBRATORY CYCLE COUNT SHOWING
VIBRATORY AND STEADY DATA, PERCENT OF CONCERN LEVEL9
ABSOLUTE LFVELS FOR EACH MANEUVER.
I_tRUT/OUTPUT
FLTTIT - FLIGHT TITLE
LTITL - LINE TITLE
JINnEX - INTEGER TO USE IN SUBROUTINE ENCD6 FOR
ARRANGING THE OUTPUT STATISTICS INTO AN
AESTHETIC FORM FOR PRINTING
CONLVL - CONCFRN LEVEL
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL ENCD6(CONLVLoJINDEX,CLEV)
SEE PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION ON FILE AT CAS FOR CARD FORMATSt
FILE DESCRIPTIONS OR FOR ANY OTHER SPECIFIC INFORMATION.
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i0 SUBROUTINE
CYCPAG(FLTTIT,
LTITL,SR,
JINDEX,CONLVL)
DIMENSION
FLTTIT(4,12)
I WRITE(6,1004) CHARACTER
FTNT,CLEV LTITL*6(14),
(62X,A6,32X, FTNT*6,CLEV*6
.'_ONCERNLEVEL
I WRITE(6,1000)
I (I(FLTTIT(I,J),
I WRITE(6,1005) I J=I'12)'I=1'4)
i (IHO,35X,,STEADY _ (IHI,29X,12A6/
I '9X"ABSOLUTE''
6X,'VIBRATORY',
I 7X,
WRITE(_6,1001)(LTTTL(1)),I=I,4),SR
(27X,'RUN',3X, ,A6,lX,
'(S)',3X,'(S)', 'VIBRATORY_
I WRITE(6,1007) I <"'-.---?--_"_
I (27X,'NO.",2X, I
L_I'MEAN"3X'_MAX"I i "
WRITE(6,1008)
(IX,'MANEUVER',
36X,I(V)',I5X,
l"ENCODE(FTNT,IO02)I_ JINDEX (' X]O', I12) I
20
ENCODE(FTNT,IO03)I_
JINDEX('XlO+',
ll) ]
1
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I TIME-HISTORY
i
I CNVPU
RDFSUB l [ UNPACK 1
* See Sub-program RDFRD for Comments and Flowcharts
** See Program DATASK for Comments and Flowcharts
*** Comments and Flowcharts not available for these modules
HIERARCHY CHART For THPLOT PROGRAM
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TIMHIS TIME-HISTORY - RSRA PLOT PROGRAM
TIMHIS NASA WALLOPS VERSION OF 8-15-77
LANGUAGE FORTRAN V (FORTY)
MACHINE - GE-625
METHOD - PROGRAM USES CALCOMP SUBROUTINES ON FILE IN SYSTFM
TO COMMUNICATE WITH PLOTTER HARDWARE. TIMHIS OUTPUTS
A STANDARD LABELLED TAPE AT A DENSITY OF 556BPI.
PURPOSE - TO PLOT RSRA DATA
DESCRIPTION OF TASK INPUT CARDS
GENERAL TITLE CARD
COLS. FORMAT DESCRIPTION
2-73 12A6 THIS TITLE IS PLACED AT THE TOP OF ALL PLOT PAGES.
PLOT ROW LABELS CAPD
COLS. FORMAT DESCRIPTION
5 II RT. ADJUSTED PGF NO.(=I,g)
10 11 RT. ADJUSTED ROW N0.(=194)
2g-46 3A6 18 CHARACTER BOT LINE OF ROW LABEL(RITE-MOST)
II-28 3A6 18 CHARACTER TOP LINE OF ROW LABEL(LEFT-MOST)
2g-46 3A6 18 CHARACTER BOT LINE OF ROW LABEL(RITE-MOST)
A CARD WITH A ZERO IN COL. 5 TERMINATES READING OF THESE CARDS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ROW LA_EL CARDS :g PGF°'S * 4 ROWS = 36 CARDS
PARAMETER SPECIFICATION CARDS(2 CARDS/PARAMETER)
COLS. FORMAT DESCRIPTION
CARD NO,I
I- B A8 LEFT ADJUSTED MNEMONIC OF PARAMETER
9 AI PRE-PROCESSING CODE LETTER
10-11 BLANK
12-14 A3 SAMPLE RATE CODE
15-18 BLANK
19-36 3A6 IB CHARACTER AXIS LABEL (TOP LINE)
37-54 3A6 18 CHARACTER AXIS LABEL (BOT LINE)
55-58 A4 4 CHAR. DIRECTION NOTE FOR TOP OF SCALE
59-62 A4 4 CHAR. DIRECTION NOTE FOR BOT OF SCALE
63-64 I2 PARAMETERS PLOT POSITION ON PGF NO. 1
65-66 12 PARAMETERS PLOT POSITION ON PGF NO. 2
67-68 I2 PARAMETERS PLOT POSITION ON PGF NO. 3
69-70 12 PARAMETERS PLOT POSITION ON PGF NO. 4
TI-72 I2 PARAMETERS PLOT POSITION ON PGF NO. 5
73-74 I2 PARAMETERS PLOT POSITION ON PGF NO. 6
75-?6 I2 PARAMETERS PLOT POSITION ON PGF NO. 7
77-78 12 PARAMETERS PLOT POSITION ON PGF NO. 8
79-B0 I2 PARAMETERS PLOT POSITION ON PGF NO. 9
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PARAMETER PLOT POSITIONS ARE
ROW COL POSITION NO TWO PARAMETERS MUST NOT
I I 1 OCCUPY THE SAME POSITION
I 2 _ ON A PGF.
I 3 3
2 2 5
2 3 6
3 1 7
3 2 8
3 3 9
4 I I0
4 2 11
4 3 12
CAQD 2
I-I0 FIO RANGE OF PRIMARY SCALE IN E.U. (BOT TO TOP)
11-20 FIO VALUE AT BOTTOM OF PRIM. SCALE
21-30 FIO RANGE OF SECONDARY SCALE IN E. U. (BOT TO TOP)
31-40 FIO VALUE AT BOTTOM OF SECON. SCALE.
41-42 I2 * SCALE PRECISION INDEX NO.
43-44 I2 ** OPTION FLAG TO REFERENCE(BIAS) ALL VALUES TO THE
• A PLUS SIGN OR NONE INDICATE INTEGER SCALING.
A NEG SIGN INDICATES SCALES LT 0
A NEG N INDICATES N DECIMAL PLACE ACCURACY.
•* FIRST NON-NULL VALUE. FLAG IS ON IF IT=I
UP TO 40 PARAMETERS MAY BE DEFINED FOR PLOTTIN6.
PRIMARY SCALE WILL BE USED IF BO PRCT. OF THE DATA CAN BE
CONTAINED WITHIN IT. IF 20 PRCT OF THE DATA EXCEEDS THE PRIM
SCALE,THEN THE SECOND. WILL BE USED. (20 PCNT OF DATA POINTS)
A CARD WITH BLANKS IN COLS. I-8 WILL TERMINATE READING OF THESE
CARDS.
HEADING LABEL CARDS
COLS. FORMAT DESCRIPTION
5 II HEADING NO
6-13 A8 LINE I CHARACTER STRING
14-21 A8 LINE 2 CHARACTER STRING
22-29 A8 LINE 3 CHARACTER STRING
FRON ONE TO EIGHT HEADINGS MAY BE IDENTIFIED
ANY MAY BE SKIPPED
A ZERO IN COL. 5 END READING HEADING LABEL CARDS.
BURST SELECTION CARDS (2 CARDS PER BURST)
COLS. FORMAT DESCRIPTION
CARD I
1- 5 15 BURST NO TO RE PROCESSED
6-10 IS PGF NO TO BE USED FOR THIS BURST
11-20 FIO START TIME OF PLOTS IN SECONDS INTO THE EVENT
21-30 FIO STOP TIME OF PLOTS IN SECONDS INTO THE EVENT
31-78 8A6 MANEUVER TITLE (PLACED AT TOP OF PLOT)
79-80 12 OPTION FIAG TO PRINT DATA TO BE PLOTTED(ON IF :I)
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CARD 2
I-I0 AIO LINE 4 CHARACTER STRING HEADING 1
II-20 AIO LINE 4 CHARACTER STRING HEADING 2
21-30 AIO LINE 4 CHARACTER STRING HEADING 3
31-40 AIO LINE 4 CHARACTER STRING HEADING 4
41-50 AIO LINE 4 CHARACTER STRING HEADING 5
51-60 AIO LINE 4 CHARACTER STRING HEADING 6
61-TO AIO LINE 4 CHARACTER STRING HEADING ?
71-GO AIO LINE 4 CHARACTER STRING HEADING 8
A CARD WITH A ZERO IN COL. 5 ENDS READING ALL CARDS.
INPUT VARIABLES
CARD INPUTS
ALLPLT *6 (12) 72 CHARACTER TITLF FOR DISPLAY AT TOP OF ALL PLOTS
BOT (4092) 2 POSSIBLE SCALE BOTTOM VALUES FOR ALL PARAMS DEFINED
CDBUFF *6 (14) LOCAL ENCODE/DECODE BUFFER FOR ARRANGING TEXTS
IBNAME "8 (40) MNEMONICS OF ALL PARAMETERS DEFINED
IBPP "1 (40) PRE PROCESS CODES OF ALL PARAMETERS DEFINED
IRSR *6 (40) SAMPLE RATES OF ALL PARAMETERS DEFINED
JDELTA (40) FLAG TO PLOT VALUE MINUS FIRST SAMPLE
JINDEX (40) PRECISION COOE FOR EACH PARAMETER DEFINED
KGRP (40,9) POSITION INDEX NO /PGF/PARAM
MASLAB *6 (6,9,4)MAIN ANO SUB TITLES FOR EACH ROW
REGTIT *6 (8) 4B CHARACTER REGIME TITLE
SCNOTE *6 (40,2) (2) 4 CHAR DIRECTION PLOT SCALE NOTES
5LP (40,2} 2 POSSIBLE SCALE RANGES
YTITL "6 (6_40) 36 CHARACTER PARAMETER TITLE (MAIN . SUB)
IGRP PLOT GROUP FORMAT NO BEING EXECUTED
IRUN RUN NUMBER BEING PLOTTED
TIME1 TIME INTO RUN AT WHICH DATA PRESENTATION IS TO BEGIN
TIMEL TIME INTO RUN AT WHICH DATA PRESENTATION IS TO END
VARIABLES CALCULATED WITHIN PROGRAM
ACNAME *8 (2) MNEMONIC OF PARAMETER BEING PROCESSED * TIME
ACPP *I (2) PRE PROCESS CODE OF PARAMETER BEING PROCESSED . TIME
ACSR *6 (2) SAMPLE RATE OF PARAMETER BEING PROCESSED . TIME
DX (6) LOCAL PEN INCREMENTS IN X DIRECTION
DY (6) LOCAL PEN INCREMENTS IN Y DIRECTION
LEGEND *6 (3_2) TEXT FOR "SOLID LINE","SHORT DASH"_"LONG DASH"
OUTBUE (232) ACCESS BUFFER (116 FRAMES OF DATA/PARAM . TIME)
PCTBD (2) 0/0 OF SCALE UTILIZATION FOR EACH POSSIBLE PLOT SCALE
PCTGD (2) 0/0 OF SCALE UTILIZATION FOR EACH POSSIBLE PLOT SCALE
TBASE (3) TIME SCALE MULTIPLIERS (I.5, 3.0, 6.0)
TOS (8) TABLE OF SUBSCRIPT VECTOR USED BY RDFSUB . RDFRD
DATEST FIRST NON-NULL VALUE OF THE PARAMETER BEING PLOTTED
DATMIN MINIMUM DATA VALUE OF THE PARAMETER BEING PLOTTED
DATMAX MAXIMUM DATA VALUE OF THE PARAMETER BEING PLOTTED
IBS BEGINNING FRAME NO. IN SEGMENTED ACCESS OF RUN
ICOL COLUMN INDEX NO.
.....IES ENDING FRAME NO. IN SEGMENTED ACCESS OF RUN
IFIACT FRAME NO. INTO BURST WHERE PLOT WILL BEGIN FOR THIS PARAMETER
IFLACT FRAME NO. INTO BURST WHERE PLOT WILL END FOR THIS PARAMETER
IPTRI SUBSCRIPT OF OUTBUF FOR GIVEN FRAME OF PARAMETER BEING PLOTTED
IPTR SUBCCRIPT OF OUTBUF FOR GIVEN FRAME OF TIME
IROW ROW INDEX NO (I-4)
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ITPCD PRECISION CODE INDEX FOR TIME SCALF
LCHAN PLOT-POSITION INDEX NO.(I-12)
LFN THE NUMBER OF FRAMES THAT CAN BE ACCESSED AT A TIME
LL PLOT SCALE FLAG :I,PRIMARY, :2,SECONOARY
NCHAND NO OF PARAMETERS DEFINED IN ENTRY TO PRIMEP
NFRM NO OF FRAMES ACTUALLY ACCESSED DURING GIVEN CALL TO ROFRD
NGD NO OF NON-NULL FRAMES AVAILABLE FOR THIS PARAMETER
PMN MINIMUM PARAMETER VALUE PERMITTED ON PLOT SURFACE
PMX MAXIMUM PARAMETER VALUE PERMITTED ON PLOT SURFACE
POR PARAMETER VALUE AT BOTTOM EDGE OF GRID (Y:O.O CM}
SBOTX SCALE VALUE AT BOTTOM END
SEGDN LENGHT IN CM OF DASH LINE TO BE DRAWN
SLPACT PLOT SCALE CHOSEN FOR PARAMETER IN ENG. UNITS/CM
STOPX SCALE VALUE AT TOP END
SV LOCAL VARIABLE USED IN GENERATION OF TIME SCALE
TMN MINIMUM TIME VALUE PERMITTED ON PLOT SURFACE
TMX MAXIMUM TIME VALUE PERMITTED ON PLOT SURFACE
TOR TIME VALUE AT PLOT ORIGIN (X=O.O CM}
TSLP CHOSEN PLOT RATE FOR TIME SCALE (SECS/CM}
TSPAN REQUESTED TIME SPAN = (TIMEL-TIMEI)
TSPANI CHOSEN LENGHT OF TIME SCALE IN SECS
XOFFSI X POSITION IN CM FROM ORIGIN FOR A GIVEN COLUMN Y AXIS
YOFFSI Y POSITION
OUTPUT
PARAMETERS OUTPUT BY PROGRAM
OUTBUF(2_2), MAY BE PRINTED ON LISTING
X,Y,XOFFI,YOFFI PEN POSITIONS
SUBROUTINES USED BY TIMHIS
PLOTS - A CALCOMP ROUTINE TO INITIALIZF CALCOMP PACKAGE
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL PLOTS(ARGI,ARG2,ARG3)
ARGI-IBUF-NAME OF OUTPUT BUFFER
ARGP-IOOO-SIZE OF IBUF
ARG3-SO-OUTPUT TAPE FILE (STD FORMAT)
FACTOR - A CALCOMP ROUTINE TO SCALE PLOT POSITIONS
CALLING SEQUENCE
: CALL FACTOR(ARG}
ARG-O.393?-CDNVERTS PEN DISPLACEMENTS FROM METRIC TO
INCHES FOR METRIC PAPER. INPUTS ARE METRIC
SYMBOL-A CALCOMP ROUTINE TO PLOT ALPHANUMERIC INFORMATION
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL SYMBOL(ARGI_ARG2,ARG3,ARG4,ARGS,ARG6)
ARGI- - X START POSITION
ARG2- - Y START POSITION
ARG3- - SIZE OF CHARACTERS
ARG4- - ALPHANUMERICS TO PLOT
ARGS- - HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL ALIGNMENT
0.0 FOR HORIZONTAL, 90.0 FOR VERTICAL
ARG6 NUMBER OF CHARACTERS TO BE PLOTTED
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PLOT - A CALCOMP ROUTINE TO PLOT LINE DATA
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL PLOT(ARGIgARG2_AR_3)
ARGI- -X POSITION TO MOVE PEN TO
ARG2- -Y POSITION TO MOVE PEN TO
ARG3- -PEN POSITION CODE_2=PEN DOWM_3mPEN UP,
PLTFAC - ROUTINE TO CONVERT E, U, TO PEN POSITIONS
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL PLTFAC(TSLP_SLPACTtTOR_O,OtTMXtPMNtPMX)
SEE DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES ABOVE
PVEC - ROUTINE TO PLOT SOLID LINE
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL PVEC(OUTBUF(NFRM.I)_OUTBUF(1)_NFRM)
SEE DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES ABOVE
DASHLU - ROUTINE TO PLOT DASHED LINES
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL DASHLUfOUTBUF(NFRM.l)_OUTBUF(1)tNFRMtSEGDNtO,075)
SEE DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES ABOVE
nANSIZ,RDFSUB,RDFRD,ENCD6 ARE DOCUMENTED ELSEWHERE IN THE
RSRA PACKAGE,
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CALLRANSlZ(7,600,1)
READTABLEFROMFILE 7
TRANSFERFIRST 27
WORDSFROM7 TOHEAD
INITIALIZE CALCOMP
SUBROUTINES
BANKALL ELEMENTS
OFSTATIT
READANDPRINT
HEADINGSCARD
(HEADINGNO. ANDFIRST. 3 LINES)
TERMINATION YES
NO
TRANSFERCARDDATA
TO STATIT
I
READANDPRINTBURST
SELECTIONCARDS
TERMINATION YES
NO _ CARD?
READ& PRINTLINE 4
OF HEADINGS
PLOTHEADINGSLOOP
PLOTLINES BY HEADING
LOOP
I
I
CALLTHPLOT(IRUN,TIME I, I
TIMEL, REGTIT, IGRP) I
CALL PLOT (0.0,0.0,999)
CALL EXIT
STOP
END
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READ & PRINTGENERAL
TITLECARD
SET ALL ELEMENTSOF
MASLABARRAY BLANK
READ& PRINTPARAMETERNO,
ROW NO AND ROW
LABELSCARD
MINATION YES
I
I TRANSFEROWLABELS IINTOMASLABARRAY
1
I SET PARAMETER I
COUNTERTO ZERO
INCREMENTBY ONE
READ& PRINTMNEMONIC
PRE-PROC ODESAMPLERAT
AUGMENTATIONCODE,ETC.
(PARAMETERSPECIFICATIONCARD)
_ TERMINATION YESCARD?
PARAMETER YESCOUNTGT J
I
READ& PRINTPRIM & SEC
SCALELENTS& BOTTOM
Y VALUES
I
I
SET CHANNELCOUNTER
TO PARAMETER
COUNTERMINUSONE
I
I RETURN ,]
28O
TRANSFER
TNEAD(5) TO FLT
AND
THEAD(16) TO ETP
PLOTETP, "FLT:",
FLT, "RUN=",
I
CONVERTI_UN TO REAL
CALLENCD6
(RUN_CDBUFF(1))
PLOTRUN, "TO=",
CALLENCD6
(TIME_CDBUFF(I))
PLOTTIME1
PLOTVERTICALLINE
ONLEFT SIDE OF PLOT
PLOT"FIGURE",
FIGURETITLE,
PLOTTITLE
I
PLOTLEGEND
PLOTI_"-"--'_)
PLOTVERTICALDASH LINE
PLOT X AXIS AND
TICK MARKS
CALCULATETIME
SCALEANNOTATION
PLOT TIME SCALE
NUMBERSAND TITLE
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I LOOP ON ROWS IFROMTOP TO BOTTOM
I
] PLOTMAINANDSUB IROW TITLES
I
I ]FROMLEFT TO RIGHT
OR THIS IYES
&F--
I
COLUMNSLOOP
I
_s MNEMONIC]w_
-"""'--......_ISSAMPLERAT_ NOI I
i COLUMNSLOOP
LOAD RDFSUBARGUMENTSCALL I
RDFSUB (0,I,2,ACNAME,ACPPC,
ACSR,TOS)
I
_IS THERE DATATO PLOT|
.. _"'_OR THIS PARA-L NO
YES
I
DETERMINESTART,MIN,MAX
VALUES,ACTUALSTART&STOP
SAMPLENUMBERS
CALL RDFRDTO GET DATA
READ ERROR YES
NO _
TERMINATETHIS
PLOT
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I
FIND MINIMUMANDMAXIMUM
DATAVALUES
DETERMINEAPPROPRIATESCALE
IF PRIMARYSCALELL:I
IF SECONDARYSCALELL=2
PLOTY AXIS ANDTICK
MARKSFORTHIS ROW
ANDTHIS COLUMN
CALL ENCD6TO ENCODESCALE
NUMBERSPLOTSCALENUMBERS
PLOTSCALENOTESPLOT
PARAMETERMAIN& SUBTITLES
I
FETCHANDPLOTDATA
CALLPLTFAC
CALLRDFRD
CALL PVEC
CALLDASHLU IF COLUMN20R3
J
ENDOF COLUMNLOOPENDOFROWLOOP
I
I TERMINATEPLOTCALLPLOT(43.,O.-3
I
RETURN
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HARMONICS[
I i . l,-
I I I I I
* See Sub-ProgramRDFRDforCommentsandFlowcharts
**SeeProgramDATASKforCommentsandFlowcharts
HIERARCHY CHART For HARMONIC ANALYSIS PROGRAM
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HARMONICS
_____ PROGRAM HARMONIC ANALYSIS ___
02/22/78
O_PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME = RSRA HARMONIC ANALISIS
...... PROGRAM NO, =
RESEARCHER =NORM MICHAUD (NASA WALLOPS}
PROGRAMMER = GUS OOVI (COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP,)
....... ANALYST = KEN LEWIS (SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT}
COMPUTER = HW 625/635
_EMORY = 14K
PERIPHERALS = DISC SUBSYSTEM
TAPE SUBSYSTEM
LANGUAGE = HW 6000 FORTRAN (IO0 PERCENT}
NO, CARDS = 476
e_PURPOSE
RSRA HARMONIC ANALYSIS READS DATA FROM FILES(O5)I(07)I(09)I(3S),
THE DATA IS PROCESSED AND SCANNED FOR PROPER FORMAT. THE RAW DATA
FILE IS READ, FROM THIS DATA THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS ARE
GENERATED.AS WELL AS THE RESIlLTENT AMPLITUDESgPHASE ANGLES_AND
STANDARD SAMPLE DEVIATION. FOURIER COEFFICIENTS ARE LIMITED TO
144,
Q°°I/O CONFIGURATION
UNIT NO, DEVICE TYPE DESCRIPTION
O_ CRD CONTAINS TITLES AND RUN DATA,
07 DSK RANDOM FILE CONTAINING DATA TABLES,
09 DSK STATISTICS FILE USED BY SUBROUTINE ROFRO
35 DSK UNIVERSAL PARAMETER CATALOG.
eeSUBPROGRAMS REQUIRD
RDFSUR
GETUPC
RDFRD
FOURIE
AVERGE
BARF
oeoe__oeoe_e_e_ PROGRAM HARMONIC ANALYSIS ___
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( STARTI)
if READ 7
_EADER TABLE(
I
E READ7 NEWRUN=I
VENTTABLE ( I
, ®
IGHT& TITLE CALLRDFSUB
(2 CARDS)
J
READ 5 CALL C
RUN CARD GETUPC ]---_--'_JINDEX
- J ICTITL
L_.TITL
'
KPG=I
I I(>DO3B KK=I,NRUNI=J,K
NEWRUN=I IRUN(KK)
_.> I I
- < pOSt>
JJ:l,21
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_ J CEXP(i'NREVS)
ICYC=ICYCI,
ICYCL NREVS
' AVALSV
=_ CALL PASSING CEXP
j AVERGE [ CAVG
_VG
CSIGMA
SR PHIAVG
[ToS ISMPL
ITYPE LSMPL _VG
J CALL PASSING ICONVTOS J J CAvGCSIG_
RDFRD IRUN NFOUT CALL PASSING IRUN
NPAR MSG BARF
IER ICYCINAMES
_p_x® $ _
N LTITL
PHIAVG
FLTIT
REGTIT
NREVS<
I Y ERROR CONDITIONJ CALL JPASSING NHARM ( STOP _ON FILE _5I _ou._I _
! DO6B STOP ONFILE _7J:l ,21
I
AVALSV(J)=
AVALSV(J)+
Q A_J) Q + NOR_L TERMINATION
<ooo >  TOPd=l ,11
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AVERAGE
************************** SUBROUTINE AVERGE ***************************
02/22/78
**PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION .
PROGRAM NAME : AVERGE
PROGRAM NO, :
RESEARCHER = NORM MICHAUD (NASA WALLOPS)
PROGRAMMER : GUS DOVl (COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP,)
ANALYST = KEN LEWIS (SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT}
COMPUTER = HW 625/635
MEMORY
PERIPHERALS = NONE
LANGUAGE = HW 6000 FORTRAN (I00 PERCENT}
NO, CARDS : 37
**PURPOSE
TO GENERATE THE AVERAGE FOURIFR COEFICIENTS, RESULTANTS, PHASE
ANGLES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OVER A RANGE OF (N-I)/2 HARMONICS,
WHEqE (N) IS THE NUMBER OF MAPMONICS,
**INPUT
NREVS = INTEGER VALUE (0 ,LT, NREVS ,LE, 20)
AVALSV = (A) COEFFICIENTS OUTPUT FROM SUBPROGRAM FOURIE,
THE (A) COEFFICIENTS ARE ACCUMULATED INTO THE
AVALSV ARRAY, AVALSV IS DIMENSIONED TO (21),
CEXP : ARRAY DIMENSIONED (11_20)_ CONTAINS ACCUMULATED
RESULTANTS OF THE A(2*JJ) AND A(2*JJ*I) COEFFICIENTS
OUTPUT BY SUBPROGRAM FOURIE,
**OUTPUT
CAVG = ARRAY DIMENSIONED (11)_ CONTAINS THE AVERAGE
RESULTANT OF THE AVERAGE (A) AND (C) COEFFICIENTS,
WHERE
CAVG(JJ.I) = SQRT(AAVG(2*JJ)**2.AAVG(2*JJ.I)**2)
AAVG = ARRAY DIMENSIONED (21)_ CONTAINS THE AVERAGE
(A) COEFFICIENTS INPUT VIA ARRAY AVALSV,
CSIGMA =.ARRAY DIMENSIONED (11)9 CONTAINS AVERAGE STANDARD
DEVIATIONS,
PHIAVG = ARRAY DIMENSIONED (I])_ CONTAINS AVERAGE PHASE ANGLES
DEFINED RY THE A(2*JJ) AND A(_*JJ.I) COEFFICIENTS,
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*eRESTRICTIONS
NONE
ee_UBPROGRA_S REOUIRED
NONE
e-eeee_eeoeeeeeeeeeeteoee SURROUTI_IE AVERAGE _e_e_oeoe_ee_oe_oeee
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CSIG_(JJJ)
=SQRT
RETURN _ (CSUMSQ/ANREVS)I
RETURN>
<oo o>d=l ,21
I
AAVG I ARGUMENTSPASSED:
AVALSV(J) NREVS
/ANREVS AVALSV
_I CEXPAVGAAVG
< DO 2_ > CS!GMA
JJ=l,IB PHIAVG
I
CAVG(JJ+I)=
SQRT(ARG3)
PHIAVG(JJ+I)
=ATAN2
Q
ddd=l,ll
I
I CSUMSQ=_'_ I
1
30
K=I, NREV
I
CSUMSQ+
ARGI
Z90
**PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME : FOURIE
PROGRAM NO, :
RESEARCHER : NORM MICHAUD (NASA WALLOPS)
PROGRAMMER = GUS DOVI (COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP,)
ANALYST : KEN LEWIS (SIKOPSKY AIRCRAFT)
COMPUTER : HW 625/635
MEMORY
PERIPHERALS = NONE
LANGUAGE : HW 6000 FORTRAN (I00 PERCENT)
NO, CARDS = 76
**PURPOSF
TO DETERMINE THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS FOR A DATA VECTOR OF 144
VALUES, THE PHASE ANGLE IS ALSO COMPUTED,
**INPUT
N : NUMBER OF VALUES IN INPUT VECTOR
Y : ARRAY (INPUT VECTOR} DIMENSIONED (144),
NHAPM : NHARM IS SET EQUAL TEN (i0) IN THE CALLING PROGRAM,
NHARM IS AN INTEGER SPECIFYING THE NUMBER OF
(C) VALUES DFSIREO, IF NHARM : I0 (C) SHOULD BE
DIMENSIONEO (11) AND ARRAY (A) SHOULD BE DIMENSIONED
(21) IN THE CALLING PROGRAM, NOTE ((I} :(A(1)/N) AND
C(1) : SQRT(A(J)**2+A(J+I)**2).
**OUTPUT
A : ARRAY OF FOURIER COEFFICIENTS, THE SINE TERMS ARE
IN THE ODD SUBSCRIPTED ELEMENTS, THE COSINE TERMS
ARE IN THE EVEN SUBSCRIPTED ELEMENTS
C : ARRAY OF RESULTANT VECTORS,
C(N) : SQRT(A(N)**2 * A(N.I)**2)
PHI : ARRAY OF PHASE ANGLES FOR USE WITH (C) VECTORS,
IER : 0 IMPLIES NO ERRORS,
I IMPLIES (Y) VECTOR CONTAINS NULL VALUES,
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eeAESTRICTIONS
Y INPUT VECTOR LIMITED TO 144 ELENENTSe
eoSURPPOGRANS REQUIRED
NON_
_ooowQoo_oo¢oo_oo_ooto SURROUTINE FOURIE o_oo_to_ooooooooot_oooo_
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START ;
I=l ,N
{GENERATE I
I SINEAND I
.. _.:_ "_ I COSINiTABLESI'(oo o> ,I=I,N CALCULATEA,C,PHI
COEFFICIENTS
Q /# I=2,NCOEF,
2
I
I !
i cIi):_._ / DO7_ \
PHI(I)=_._
(_ _ IX=II*(J-I)
DO39 > IX=MOD(IX,N)
I=I, A(1)=A(1)+Y(J)
NCOEF *COSE(IX+I)
' @A(1)=_.B < A(I+I)+Y(J)_ *SINE(IX+l)
A(1)=A(1)
*2.O/FN
(5
293
w(_ A(i+l__ AROO.E,TS_ASSEO:
A(ii+I) N
Y
NHARM _"
--> A
C
PHI
IER
C(II+l)=SQRT(ARG3+ARG4)I
PHI(II+l)=ATAN2(A{NRG2)I
A(NRGI)) I
•_ € RETURN
A(N)=A(II)/2.,O
I
r
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RAPF
SUBgOUTINE BARF(AAVG,CSIGMA,CAVG,IRUN,ICYCI_ICYCL,LTITL,NAME
X tPHIAVG,FLTITtREGTIT,NREVS,KPG)
eQoo RESULTS OF THE HARMONIC ANALYSIS ARE GENERATED UNDER SPECIFIED
eQOQ FORMATS,
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I WRITE PAGE I ARGUMENTSPASSED:
_: _ ._o_._sI _w
_ CSIGMA
CAVG
IRUN
ICYCl
ICYCL
I WRITERUN I LTITL
INFORMATIONI NAMEPHIAVGFLTIT
2_ f _ REGTITNREVS
KPG
WRITECOLUMN
HEADINGS
DO 19 >
I=l,l_
I
V_Iu_Es I
@ -I
NNULL=ICYCL-
ICYCI+I
-NREVS
I
I SUMMARYI
@ -I
I( _,_ )
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UPCGEN I
I.
BUILDU
PURGEU
*Comments and Flowcharts not available for this module_
HIERARCHY CHART For UPCGEN PROGRAM
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UPCGEN
************************* SUBROUTINE UPCGEN **************************
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME - UPCGEN
PROGRAM NO• - I.I._333
AUTHOR - DAVID L. DAVIS
COMPUTER - HW 625/635
MEMORY
PERIPHERALS -
LANGUAGE - HW 6000 FORTRAN
PURPOSE
CREAT AND MAINTAIN THE
UNIVERSAL PARAMETER CATALOG
FILE.
METHOD
A SET OF DATA CARDS ARE READ
PRECEDED BY A DIRECTIVE CARD.
THIS DIRECTIVE CARD INDICATES THE
ACTION TO BE PERFORMED• THE ACTION
MAY BE TO INITIALIZE THE FILEr INSERT
PARAMETERS_ OR DELETE PARAMETERS•
******* UNIVERSAL PARAMETER CATALOG (UPC) FILE STRUCTURE *****
PERMANANT_RANDOM ACCESS DISC FILE
TO 139 RECORDS
280 WORDS PER RECORD
2760 PARAMETER ENTRIES WHEN FILE : 139 RECORDS
******* UPC RECORD DESCRIPTION ********
RECORD NO. 1 - TABLE OF CONTENTS
WD I - _UPC
WD 2 - INTEGER NO. OF PARAMETERS IN CATALOG
WO 3_4- CONCATENATED NAME AND PPC OF
• FIRST'ENTRY IN FIRST CATALOG RECORD.
WD 279t2BO - CONCATENATED NAME AND PPC OF
LAST ENTRY IN FILE.
THE CONCATENATED NAME AND PPC OF LAST ENTRY IN FILE
WILL. IMMEDIATLY FOLLOW THE ITEM SPECIFYING THE LAST
REQUIRED CATALOG RECORD. ITS POSITION IS THEREFORE A
FUNCTION OF THE NO. OF PARAMETERS IN THE CATALOG AT
A RATE OF 20 PARAMETERS PER CATALOG RECORD,
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_Q_Q* RECORDS NO, 2 - 139 _
CATALOG RECORDS - 280 WORDS EACH (20 PARM) X (14 WOS/PARM)
WD lo2 NAME AND PPC OF PARM NO, 1
WD 3 PARAMETER CATEGORY
WO 4 INTEGER PRECISION CODE INDEX
WD 5,10 6 WORD COLUMN TITLE
WD lltl4 4 WORD LINE TITLE
Wn 1S,16 NAME AND PPC OF PARM NO, 2
ETC
ALL PARAMETERS ARE ENTERED ALPHABETICALLY ACCORDING TO
CONCATENATED NAME AND PPCo
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I INITIALIZE I
/ READ(05) I ?
I WRITEERROR l
MESSAGETO
PRINT FILE
I ABORT 1
3OO
©
_ READ DATA I
CARDTO BUFF
"ACTION"
ADD 1 '
TO "
NDLETE
•. WRITE ERROR _ I
," MESSAGETO ABORT
PRINT FILE
FROMBUFF I
TO 'NAME' & 'PP'I
ENCODEDATA
FROM_NAME'&
'PP' TO
DNAMEC
$
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t f 
READ DATA 
CARD TO 
' BUFF' 
DECODE BUFF 
TO 'ACTION'  
Ar 
ADD 1 TO 
NSERT 
.. ' 
MOVE DATA 
FROM BUFF 
TO REC 
J:J+l
VS
K:J
<
XNAM: r
DNAMEC(K)
DNAMEC(.K)
DNAMEC(K+I)
K=K-I 1
<
• >
3O3
_0_
v
=_
39NVHD_31NI
P
NPAR=NSERT
NREC=
(NPAR+I9)/20
LOOP I TIMES
WHERE I
=l TO 280
I _uFFcI_=°I
] _°"'I"°_I
LOOPIREC
TIMESWHERE
IREC:I TO NREC
_ M=MOD _
(NPAR,20),
LOOPIPAR
TIMES WHERE
IPAR=ITO
M
.
CALCULATE
IS,INSRT,
ITOC,& L
LOOP IW
TIMESWHERE
IW=lTO 12
MOVEDATAFROMIRECTOJBUF
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_r
KTOC(_IREC+I)
JTOC(IS) '
CONTINUE i$
WRITERECORD
CONSISTINGOF
JBUFF TO
UPC FILE
I CONTINUE
WRITE RECORD
CONSISTINGOF
KBUFFTO
UPC F!LE
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READIST
RECORDOFUPC
FILE INTOJBUFF
I NPOLD:JBUFF(2)
NREC=NPOLD+I9
20
NAMOLD:O
NPAR:O
.
I LOOP IREC
TIMES WHERE
IREC=ITO
• NREC
i,
NUM.IREC+I
(NPOLD,20)
f
I _°_°I
LOOPIPAR
- TIMESWHERE
IPAR=I TO M
I IS:7*IPAR-6 [
@ LOOPID
TIMES WHERE
ID:I TO
NDLETE
ADVISORY
THAT PRAM
DNAMEC(_ID)
"HASBEEN
, r DELETED
, _ __-_co_I
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!CALL NAMOLD= NPAR=
BUILDU NAMNXT NPAR+I
t LOOPISERT
.... TIMESWHERE
ISERT=1 TO
NSERT
@ ""WRITEMESSAGE rTHATREQUESTDUPLICATESPREVIOUS
INSERTION _r _
_ WRITEMESSAGE CALL_UILDU
THATREQUEST IDUPLICATES
PREVIOUS
ENTRY WRITEMESSAGE
THATPPJ_M
HASBEEN
INSERTED .
I _ NAMOLD=INAMEC(ISERT)
.... CONTINUE NPAR=NPAR+I
.
I NAMOLD:NAMNXT& 1NPAR=NPAR+I
T
I CONTINUE ] ®
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LOOP ISERT  
-------- 
TIMES WHERE 
ISERT=1 
TO NSERT 
I 
WRITE MESSAGE 
4 
< THAT REQUEST 
DUPLICATES 
PREVIOUS 
CALL BUILDU 
f 
WRITE MESSAGE 
THAT PARAMETER 
HAS BEEN INSERTEC 
AS REQUESTED 
.. 
NAMOLD= 
INAMEC( ISERT) 
. i 
NPAR 
NPARt1  
. 
CONTINUE 
INSERT 
.------- CONTINUE 
CALL PURGEU 
I N  KBUFF 
( 2 8 0  WDS) 
NUM IREC 
FROM SCRATCH 
KTOC ( I RECt1 )  
=JTOC(1)  
1 
I 
I WRITE RECORD 
1 NUM IREC+1 
I ONTO UPC FILE i - l  
I 
I,-- CONTINUE 
I READIST IRECORDINTOJBUFFJ
I WRITEJBUFF & JTOC ITO PRINTFILE
.
I NPAR=JBUFF(2)
NREC=(NPAR+I9)
T
_ NC_:O
I LOOP IRECTIMES WHERE I
....... IREC=ITO NREC
I READ RECORDINTOJBUFF' [
AND SET M=2O
.... LOOP IPIP=ITIMESToMWHERE
IS=7*IP-6 I
L=14*IP-13
, N:I4 IP
WRITERECORD ITO PRINTFILE
€ LOOP ICAT
TIMESWHERE _ _
ICAT=ITO
" NCAT
JCAT(NCAT):JBUFF(L) I
! CONTINUEI
I _ I CONTINUE F .... I
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&A@ NCAT 
--------- 
LOOP I C A T  
T IMES WHERE 1 
1 ICAT=1 TO NCAT I 
I------- T IMES WHERE 
I 
I I IREC=1 TO NREC J 
. I 
( INTO JBUFF 1 
I--- 
TIMES WHERE 
I I P = 1  TO M 
# WRITE OUTPUT RECORD I 
4 
w 
i---i----J CONTINUE I
CALL E X I T  
TPDMP l
I 'A" "k ] "k
I sFo ,! l I I o oMFI
*Program Modules SFRAME, HFRAME, GFRAMEdocumentation in NASA, WFCProgram Library
HIERARCHYCHARTFOR TPDMPPROGRAM
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TPDMP 9TRK TAPE DUMP PROGRAM
******* NASA WALLOPS VERSION OF 08/15/77
******* LANGUAGES-
FORTRANY(MAIN ROUTINE)
GMAP(SUBROUTINES)
******* MACHINE- " "
HW625 OR HW635
******* PURPOSF-
TO DUMP POrTIONS,SPECIFIED BY THEUSER,OF AN EMR 6130 TELEVENT
IT OATA TAPE IN A USABLE FORMAT.
******* METHOD-
FROM THE CARD READER THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS READ<START
TIME,STOP TIME,NUMBER OF RECORDS_TAPE FILESTARTING WORD AND
STOPPING WORD. THE PORTIONS OF THE 6130 TAPE DEFINED bY THIS
CARD APE THEN OUTPUT SEQUENTIALLY TO THE LINE PRINTER. ANY
NUMBER OF THESE DATA CARDS MAY BE PRESENT SINCE AN EOF ON
FILE 05 TERMINATES PROCESSING.
******* INPUT -ON FILE 05(CARD READER)
IDAYI ,STARTING DAY
IHRI ,STARTING HOUR
IMINI ,STARTING MINUTE
ISECI _STARTING SECOND
JSECI ,STARTING TENTH OF A MILLISECOND
IOAY2 ,STOPPING DAY
IHR2 ,STOPPING HOUR
IMIN2 ,STOPPING MINUTE
ISEC2 ,STOPPING SECOND
JSEC2 tSTOPPING TENTH OF A MILLISECOND
IWDSRT,STARTING WORD
IWDSTP,STOPPING WORD
-ON FILE 01(6130 TAPE)
ITIME ,FIVE WORD FRAME TIME
IFR ,TWO HUNDRED WORD FRANE DATA
NWS ,MAXIMUM NUMBER OF WORDS PER FRAME
******* OUTPUT-ON FILE 06(LINE PRINTER)
HEADR ,EIGHTY CHARACTER TAPE HEADER
IFC ,TAPE FILE TO BE PROCESSED
IWDSRTSTARTING WORD
IWDSTP,STOPPING WORD
ITIME ,FIVE WOND FRAME TIME
IFR ,TWO HUNDRED WORD FRAME DATA
******* RESTRICTIONS-
TO OBTAIN ANY DATA AT. LEAST ONE CARD MUST BE PRESENT,THIS CARD
MAY BE BLANK IF STANDAqD OPTIONS ARE WANTED.
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eeeeeee SUBROUTINES REQUIHEO-
SFRAHE
HFRAHE
GFRAME
STATS
_BCRCD
TRANS
G8F36
G16F36
eeeee_e REMARK-
THE STANDARD OPTIONS OESCRIRED ABOV_ ARF AS FOLLOWSc THE fIRST
TWENTY RECORDS FROM FILE ONE INCLUDIN6 ALL WORDS |N EACH RECORD
ARE PRINTED,
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START _ ..,. .
I , . .
_ START,STOP,NREC,IFCIWDSRT,IWDSTP I
I CONVERT
TIMES
YES
•LT. .NE.
I I
,
_ .NE. I
" I I"ICODE"IS A STATUS I _ _ _ HFRAME
RETURNEDBY SFRAME _
("ICODE"=I,NO HEADER) I
IWDSRT,IWDSTP
317
II TIME OR RECORDDATA.
( (_" ,"NFLAG"IS A FLAG INDICATINGNFLAG=O _'_ [("NFLAG"=O,TIME DATA J
NE. ! ! GFRAME _ _ - 1
.EQ.
NFLAG=I
@ 1CONVERTTIMES
.,Eq.I _
[ NREC=20, i---'-
.EQ.
.LT.
"_ / "JTIME" IS THETIME]
RETURNEDBYGFRAME/ONTHE6:30 TAPE |
.GE, !
.LE.
IWDSRT._ YES ITIME,
.AND. IFR(1)
IWDSTP.NE.q
NO
J IWDSRT=I J
I
IWDSTP=NWS j.NE. ]
NUMBEROF WORDS IN /
THE LAST RECORD IWDSRT:IWDSTF NREC=NREC-I
RETURNEDBY GFRAME IFC
m
.GT.
318
TPRINT ]
" I
-(No Subprograms)
HIERARCHYCHARTFor TABLE PRINT PROGRAM
319
TPRINT TABLE PRINTOUT
******* NASA WALLOPS VERSION OF '08/15177
******* LANGUAGE-
FORTRANY
******* MACHINE-
HW625 OR HW635
******* PURPOSE-
TO MAKE AVAILIBLE IN A USABLE FORMAT THE INFORMATION CURRENTLY
PLACED ON AN RSRA TABLE FILE
******* METHOD-
MAKING USE OF THE SUBROUTINE RANSIZ THE DISC FILE CONTAINING
THE TARLF WE ARE INTERESTED IN IS READ RECORD BY RECORD, AS
EACH RECORD IS READ THE WOPDS CONTAINING INFORMATION ARE
PRINTED WITH APPROPRIATE LABELS, NO-CARD INPUT IS USED,
******* INPUT -ON FILE OT(THE DISC FILE_CONTAININ6 TABLe)
THEAD -TWENTY SEVEN WORD HEADER RECORD
TPASS -TWENTY RECORD_ONE HUFJDRED TWENTY WORD PASS TABLE
TSNSNE-TWENTY RECORD_FIVE HUNDRED TWENTY WORD SENSOR TABLE
TEVNT -SIX HUNDRED WORD EVENT RECORD
TCALR -ONE HUNDRED TWENTY WORD CALIBRATION RECORD
******* OUTPUT-ON FILE 06(THE LINE PRINTER)
THEAD -TWENTY SEVEN WORD HEADER RECORD
TPASS -TWENTY RECORDgONE HUNDRED TWENTY WORD PASS TABLE
TSNSNE-TWENTY RECORDtFIVE HUNDRED TWENTY WORD SENSOR TABLE
TEVNT -SIX HUNDRED WORD EVENT RECORD
TCALR -ONE HUNDRED TWENTY WORD:CALIBRATION RECORD
******* RESTRICTIONS-
NONE "
ii ,
******* SUBROUTINES- _;
NONE _
320
C !!iiio1<
, .
---,(oo3o,I=1,21)
EAD(07'I
PASS(I)
TABLE
LOADPASS(1)
TABLEINTO
PRINTARRAY
(,_ co,,iNoE),___
321
_F EAD(07'I)f
ENSORTABLE.f
R PASS(I-21_,,_
PRINTSENSOR
TABLE DATA
FOR PASS(I-21)
CONTINUE
READ(07'42
EVENT
TABLE
PRINT
EVENT
TABLE
CALRUN
TABLE
I PRINTI_
• " I CALRUN _ STOV
U.S. GOVERNMENTPRINTING OFFICE: 1979-635-004/23
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